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.ABSIRACT

This dJssertaUOn examines the relations between local or 11Urd World lmowledge

and usual socJa1 science research. DtscussJons are anchored by case studies from

Appalachia In the United States and the Melanestan South Paclftc. D1sCUSS1ons are

also focused by examination ofwhat Is termed "part1c1patory research." which has been

proposed as an alternative to and Improvement upon traditional research practice.

ParUc1patory research Is also crlt1qued as contlnutng the problems created by

tradit10nal SOC1al sdence research. The ensuing essentlal question Is then: Are there

strategies available for sustaining a crtt1que and alterJng some exJstlng structures and

relations ofdominance In 8OCla1 science research in the 11Urd World?

However. this dJssertaUOn Is not pr:ImaI1ly abm411Urd World or Melanesian

people. nor Is it abmlt partIc1patory research. Rather. the cases dted are concrete

examples t!Jmake the rest of the d1scuss1on lntellig1ble. Part1c1patory research Is then

the topiC by wh1Ch the discussion Is focused. DIscussion of part1e1patory research

makes It possible to become more precise In examining both the limitations and

possIb1ltt1es ofSOC1al sc1ence researeh In general and its relation to local knowledge.

The methods of anaIys1s and approach to writ1ng are Intlmately linked to the

Issues addressed In the dissertation. Although the dissertation Is not a partldpatory

research project in itself. important elements of part1clpatory research are employed.

The actual issues analyzed.. boundary crossfDg. restitutton, and interaction with those

ctted In case studies. and an on-going cycle of reflection on the process of producing the

work are the elements of part1c1patory research engaged.

Both the central tap1cs and the process of examining the topics lead to a

synthesis and conclusion that there Is an emergtng alternative research paradigm. The

pract1ee of the new paradigm Is characterized by researchers who not only respect local

vi
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knowledge by refUSing to speak for others but also act to create spaces in which local

voJces may be heard.
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PREFACE

In February 1980. I completed a management paper summarizing my

tmpressJons dUJ1ng a one year Jnternsh1p as actlng executive director (general secretary

in Solomon usage) of the Solomon Islands Young Women's ChI1st1an Association

(YWCAJ. This paper completed requtrements for the Master's In International

Administration awarded by the SChool for JDtematJonal Training In Brattleboro.

Vermont. The paper was subsequently med In the Untvers1ty of MJchJgan Ubrary In the

Women In Development sectton.

Several years later. ClaIre Slatter of the Un1vers1ty of the South Padftc. Suva.

Fgl. catalogued all papers written by outsiders on South Pac1flc women's issues. In the

course of this bibliographic project. she d1scovered that very few papers had ever been

copied and sent to the women. thm supportmg organiZations. Ubrartes. or governments

of the South PactOc. Mutual friends In the YWCA contacted me to ask why I had not

sent my paper to them.

I was stunned. It had never occurred to me that anyone In the Solomon Islands

would have a use for such a paper; after an. It seemed that no one elseon our board

had a college education. and the level at whJch I wrote for my American inStitution put

the material beyond their reach. Several of the women then on the board did not speak

Engltsh. Furthermore. I had seen no reason to waste their time with mater1al that was

probably useless to them.

Of course. I 1mmed1ately sent the paper to those who had requested It. I also

began a process of reflection whJch culminated In the decision to write this dissertation

as It now appears. Not only the choice of issues. but the manner Inwhich I write about

them are a result of nearly a decade of reflection and practice on the ethics of research

and development in the Thttd World.
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One or the above choices is represented by the style In which this c:UssertaUon is

written. Most dlssertaUons an: produced for an audience comprls1ng the graduate

student's academic committee. In fact. rarely does anyone outside the dJsc1p1JnaJy

8ubfte1d of the part1cUlar department eas1ly understand the d1sscrtaUOn. In th1a case.

from the commencement ofmy wr1tIng I hoped to be able to SlUDm a nze and translate

any mater1als I produced into forms accessible to people In Appalachia or the South

PadOc who appear In the cases I cite. During the wr1tJng process. I met and briefly

worked with ElIzabeth cem. currently director at the East Sep1k Prov1Dce Un1vers1t.y In

Papua NewGuinea. Out orour discusstons came my decision to write In a way that

would be InteWglble to CoXa Papua New Guinea students or that CaE could readily

SUIIIID8I1Ze for her students. I then re-edited the entire work In order to attempt to

bridge the gap between an exueme!y soph1sUcated graduate department and Cox's

undergraduate untvers1ty students whose native language is not English.

The style choice is reflected In efforts to render theoret1cal1ysophisUcated

uguments in straightforward language. to eq)1aIn certain theoretJcal terms when first

presented-~foregOIngthe convenient shorthand or terms that are available to both my

committee and me. and to add some explanation on the first dtaUon orwell-known

authors.

Wb11e my style choice does change the aestheUC or the dissertation and may

make tedious reading for some sophJst1cated readers. I am convinced that the heart of

the Issue is. at the very least. to make acknowledgement where the people discussed In

a research document do not normally have access or control over the research process.

In part. the purpose of this approach is resUtution. By resntutton, I mean that

material I have gleaned from my exper1enCe with Pac1ftc Islanders and others cited at

iength in casework is returned to them. Not OIllY do I oblige myself to return a fh-ushed

copy to the people I cite. but I have presented preliminary copies in order that they

x



might interact with me. I thus hope to d1sconnect from at least some of the usual

research process which tends to reproduce relations of dominance.

Even where an individual researcher's intent is "good,"all of us who work out

there--wIth people who do not ncmnal1y have a say in the research process-

automaUCally tend to make our research subjects objects. There are already many

Padtlc Islanders who can deacdbe their own cultures beautifully. Rather than

descr1blng and interpreting the sl.tuation of people in the South PaC1ftc, poor

communities. or elsewhere in order to better work for change in their communities. I

focus on the intersections or clashes between their local interests and usual research

pmctIce.

However. I do not advocate somehow abol1shJng all outsider originated

descriptions and interpretations of what is gomg on in the Padflc or elsewhere. What I

do seek is the recognitlon from my own colleagues that no matter what we do, when we

write about other cultures. we are fmpostng interpretations on them. 1bJs 18

probIemaUC when the others we write about have neither a say in the process, nor a

chance to refute or correct: the distorted tmages of them whJch we present to the outside

world

ThIs dissertation is not pr1maJ1ly abm11Third World or Melanesian people, nor is

it abmn paltfcipatory research. Rather. the cases cited from the Melanesian South

Padtlc and elsewhere are concrete examples to make the rest of the d1scussfon

fnte1lfgtble. Participatory research is then the topic by which the dlscusston is focused.

DiscussIon of participatory research makes it possible to become more precise in

examining both the lJm1tations and possibWties of social SCience research in general

and its relation to local knowledge.

Broadly, local knowledge is here meant as the knowledge people have about

themselves, their envfromnent. and relations to others. This knowledge does not

~---------



depend on scientists and experts, but it Is part of the everyday lives of people. The word.

"local" Is not Intended as a diminution of the worth of the people who express a

particular local culture and knowledge. Rather, local knowledge Is Intended to

distlngWsh the spedaUzed knowledge people have about themselves and their group

and envtronment. Although every group, Including powerful elites, has knowledge

pecul1ar to 1tself, my use of local knowledge Implies that this is the knowledge that

helps small or tradWonaJ groups to survive upon the land or In a part:lcu1ar area or

segment ofSOCiety. Whereas the knowledge pecul1ar to a POWerful elite might be of use

to aDpeople controlled or manlpulated by that elite, locallmowledge Is usually valued

only by those whose surv1vallt ensures. Although locallmowledge Is often concealed

from elites. concealment is often for the purposes of preventing manipulaUon and

ensuring bare phystca1 survtval.

The main focus 18then an area not usually considered researehable--research

practice Itself In the so-called 'n11rd World. Until recently. with the excepUon of ethics

dJscussIons. moral ph1losophy, cultural anthropology. and OCCasionally socJology.

research practice In the soda1 sdences has not usually been considered as a field of

investigation. Whtle there have been almost unl1mited texts printed about Improving

research methodology and new tools--usually quanUtattve--for social sdeDt1sts, the

nature of research relations often goes unquestioned. ParUcularly in the United States.

soc1al science Investigations have been assumed to progress through the rigorous

app1fcaUon of the sdentlftc method. Knowledge gained through correctly applied social

sclence research has generally been considered neutral and value free: power relations

are not considered fDberent within research practice. It is predsely this phenomena of

the near Inv1s1b1l1ty of the play of power relations in research practice that renders

research a highly po1lt1ca1 topic, How have the pre-vailing sc1e"tlftc. uni"wers1t"i'. and

development dts-"OUI'SeS come to portray research practice as without power relations?
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Although some excenent texts treating the above question have already been published.

usual research practice continues nearly unchallenged. The resultlng questions about

the persistence of usual research are st1II worth asking.

In that mainstream research. In the manner of other ccmmccl1t1es. is produced.

marketed. and consumed. there Is a pol1t1cal-economy of research. It Is here that I link

the designatlons"'Ib1rd World" and "First World." Rather than use the term ThUd

World in the demeaning sense that the World Bank or United Nations do. I attempt to

tum 1taround Here. 1b1rdWorld Indicates those groups of people in situations where

they do not part1c1pate or are blocked from part1c1patlng in decisions about research

that is produced illlmIt them. ThUd Worlders are excluded and blocked from

parttdpatlon by various relations. lDcludJng researeh relations. which tend to

perpetuate themselves.

SpedftcaIly. this d1ssertatton wm examine the relations between local or Third

World knowledge and usual socta1 science research. Df9CUSSfons wm be further

focused by examination of what is termed "part1c1patory research," which has been

proposed as an alternative to and improvement upon tradftlonal research practice.

Part1c1patory research has also been critiqued as conttnufng the problems created by

traditional socta1 SCienceresearch.

The methods of analysts and approach to wr1tfng are intimately linked to the

issues addressed in the dfssertation. In the final synthesis chapter. a strategy of

boundary crosstng. of not staying within one field. is advocated. wh1le the strategy is

also employed throughout the analysis and wrWng process. In other words. the process

of doing the project is purposefully connected to the objectives and physfca1 product of

the wr1tlng as wen as dfsctplines other than pol1t1cal science. '!be boundary crosstngs

are from local knowledge to erudite and scientlflc knowledge. from kical to global. from

personal to collective to institutional. and from personal reflection to sc!entiflc analysis.
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There are three main features In the dissertation.

1. A broad re1Jance on a pol1t1ca1-economy approach as described above and

expanded in chapter m.

2. A broad rel1ance on d1scurs1veana1ysjs. Here discourse is understood as

essenttaDy the way of talking about somethJng which In tum Includes phystcal. actual

practices and espec1aDy talking or writing about thmgs. 1bis is important in examtntng

the gaps between F1rst and 1bJrd World and what is said and what is. because

ma1nstream soda1 sdence presumes language is used to become clearer about what is

and helps reveal fundamental causes and underlying truth. It Is predomtnantly

Western. sdent18c culture which assumes that there are single. underlying causes. and

It Is this language whJch makes it dOcu1t to see or work from cultures whJch operate

differently. In dJscurs1ve analysis. rather than asking why. I attempt to ask: How did

thJs come to be?

3. Although this dissertation Is not a parUc1patory research project In itself.

Important elements of participatory research are employed. The actual Issues analyud.

boundaIy crossing. restitution and interaction with those dted In case studies. and an

on-golng cycle of reflect10n on the process of produdDg the workare the elements of

participatory practice engaged.

The dissertation chapters are orgamzed as follows:

In Chapter I. the problem is contextua1lzed In the symptomatic clos1ng down of

research access in Melanesia. Apparent causes--reactlons to neocclomalism and

cultural 1mperialJsm.--are related to the current debates in the soc1al sciences as to

what is correct sdentlflc practice. Part1c1patory research is introduced as both a

crtt1que ofmamstream practices and a bridge between erudite First World university

research and popular. local. 'IbLTd World knowledge.



Chapter U swveys a range of orfgIDs and defln1tions of part1c1patory research

and what this IndJcates about its 1Im1tatlons. The chapter concludes that in many

cases part1dpatory research has very Uttle to do with local control of the research

process itself: in these cases. the research process 18st1D intervent1on1st.

Chapter m presents a range of theories that recent part1c1patory research

fac1l1tators have used to CI1t1que past social science practice and 1eg1tlm1ze their own.

Because of exposure to these theories my own analysis is fnfluenced and mtered: so I

choose to register these Influences as well as start to outUne what this meaM for the

role of the outsider in parUdpatory research.

Chapter IV presents real world applJcattoDS of part1c1patoryreseareh that have

been successful. particularly in tenns of 1nereas1ng local control and analysis. The

cases presented are the Appalacblan Land Use Task Foree Study. the Farm [plantation]

Management Tra1D1ng Program ofVanuatu. and the Vanuatu Culture Centre

FJeldworkerTrainJng Project. These cases aDled to transfer of consciousness. greater

organtmt1on. and changes in policy at the state or national level The cases alI1nVolved

outsiders and suggest possibflWes and llm1taUons for the outsider's role in partJc1patory

research.

Chapter V examines the Inst1tut1onal1fm1ts of part1c1patoryresearch both in

tenns ofhow sponsorfng 1nstJtuttons influence research and br1e1ly in terms of what

opportunities are available to do more part1ctpatory research or make it operattona11n

1nsUtutional settings.

Chapter VI extends and anchors the analysis begun in Chapter V by examining

the Um1tatlons and poss1b1lit1es for partlc1patory researchw1th1n Melanesian nation

states.

Chapter VII summarJzes and synthesizes and suggests tactics for both First and

Third World recognition of local knowledge. It 18important to note that the chapter
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does not seek to outllne a grand or radical strategy for overhauling an research

programs. What is sought is a consdentJrntfgn (consciousness ra1stDg) of those doing

research in the Third World. Ftnally, Chapter VD makes an argument that a new,

overall paradigm of scfentlflc knowledge has already begun to emerge and outlines that

paradJgm and what that means for partlctpatOlY research,

Where my Intent is to consdentfze myself and my colleagues, I not only look at

local reactions to research practices, but endeavor to look at how we, the researchers,

In reproducmg ourselves and maintaining our JDstltutlons, perpetuate undesirable

research relations.

These relations are often complex. They do not consist merely ofa research

elite's phystcal and coerdve power over those who are researehed. Thus, I aspire to

treat knowledge and power not as somethfng that some people have more or less of, but

as JJved relations.

In reflecttng on this process as I do It, knowledge is not only a tool for

Jnst1tuUOna1lzfng unequal relat10ns for the beneOt of the dominant or for the oppressed

to gain power over the dmntnant: knowledge is viewed as Involving the experience of

JJved relations which may themselves be mined, suppressed. 1nval1dated,depoUt1dzed,

or liberated and liberating.



CHAPIERI

INlRODUC1'ION:

RESEARCH ACCESS. ACADEMIC INQUIRY• .AND RESEARCH REIA1'10NS

[OJppresston ISthe greatest calamity of humanity. It diverts and pollutes the
best energtes ofman--of oppressed and oppressor alike. For ifcolonization
destroys the co1onJzed. It aI80 rots the colonizer.

(Albert MemmL 'Ole CglonIzer and the Colonized,)1

I

In 1988, the French colonial adm'ntstnltJon of New caledonia part:la11y destroyed

the colJection of documents and records assembled by the InstItute culture1 sdent1ftque

et tecbnJque kanak (Kanak IDsUtute of Culture, SCience, and Technology). These are

the cJostng WOlds in the order for destruct1oD:

...and then go bum them at the dump and be espedalJ:y sure that no one sees
you and that you don't leave the place unill everything is completely burned.2

.According to the Apr1l1988 edtt10n of the Kanak newspaper, RwmumandO.

7,500 documents and recordJngs were destroyed. and ethnoctde was being committed.

MeJanestan separatISts and anU-eolontaltsts (who prefer to be called "Kanaks" saw the

destruction of the research records of their culture as clear-cut c;bnodde. Where

genocide ISthe destructJon of the genetic heritage of a people through the destruction of

their pbystcal bodies. etbnodde ISthe destruction ofcultural heritage. Although the

people may sUIV1ve physjcally. it will only be as a darker skinned variation of the

cuJtura11y bomogenJzed European whole.

What IS stgntftcant here ISthat the maJn avenue for carrytng out the etbnoc1de

was through the destruction of research records--clear1y a case ofbook-bunUng.

"Knowledge is power" goes the old adage and for good reason.3 An aspect of power is a

group's abJl1ty to constitute :Itselfas a group: to tell others "we are us. not you.n or "thus

are we related to you as fellow humane;. and demand our rights."

1



The Kanak research collection contributed to the knowledge base that served to

assert and legitimate Kanak Identity and rights' cla1ms. The Chtrac adm1n1stration's

destruction of most of the collection was a brutally direct effort to erase the Kanak

knowledge and power base In order to keep Kanaky (the Kanak designation for New

Caledonia) as New Caledonla--a part of France that provldes fmportant minerals for

Industry.

One may easlly contend that there are few things more universally detested than

the lmposltion--or the denial as In the Kanaky ease--of Identity by those who are

dominant upon those who are not. Resistance or at least recognition of the tmpcsitton,

however. may not be concomitant with taking up responsibilities and 1n1tlatlng action.

Why do objectionable practices continue despite the growing clamor from the

researched? The purpose of this dissertation Is to use participatory research as a lens

In order to critically examine soc1al science research practice In Melanesia and In

general In relation to soc1al "se1entlftc" practice Includlng a background of bureaucratic

Institutions. transnational corporations. newly fonnlng classes. the researcher herself.

and their roles In the global pol1tical economy of research,

Ensuing questions and discussions of possible alternative practices are pursued

In subsequent chapters. The purpose of this first chapter Is to situate the d.1ssertation

by bI1e1ly outl1n1ng and l1nk1ng research access. research relations. and the persistence

of positivism In academJc Inquiry In order to problematlze certain relations and

practices. The first step Is to problematlze lack of respect for local knowledge and

explottatton of local people for other knowledge bases.

In recent decades. many have equated powerful and valuable Information with

that generated by appl1ed science and technology. leaving tribal. primal, local. and other

knowledges as somehow "soft" and less valuable yet also dangerous. This is the

paradoxical condition in which the colonizer. the dominant. or mainstream's identity is
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more and more constituted by what it is not: identity is dependent on the continued

existence of the other, sometimes more clearly so when the other is demeaned. The

paradox becomes tragic as the dominant member of the bipolar pair seeks to cement

over the places where differences exist in fear of the very difference which defines his

existence, Often, as the cementing becomes more pervasive the repressed other springs

up--sometlines explosIVely.

For example. the "soft" lmowledge of women's issues and women's own efforts

to reconstitute their identities has led to the powerful upl1ft1ng of women's voices in the

last few decades in the West. "Saving" and reva1Jdatlng of indJgenous lmowledges by

their own people as. for example, in the Hawaiian renaissance and Hawaiian rights

movements, along with others during the last decade has contributed to the formation

of an international organization of indigenous peoples recognized by the United Nations

since 1986.4 Australian aborigtnal peoples have increasingly spoken out against the

monopoly on the images propounded about them to the world by anthropologrsts and

other social scientists.5 Indigenous Australians have demanded the right to determine

what research is carried out in their communities by which researchers and for those

purposes the aboI1g1nals see as valid. In a recent document discussing research on

relevant education for abor1g1nal communities, the writers announce, 'We control the

process ... we decide the questions to research ... we decide the way that the

information from our research should be recorded."

The cementing over of otherness and resistance to it has occurred in more

subtle and complex forms with recent changes in research access in the Melanesian

Pactftc. In the Melanesian Paeiflc, social science research access was frozen in the

Solomon Islands and Vanuatu in 1985 and 1986 respectIVely. Research access has been

mcreasmgly controlled and limited in both Papua NewGuinea and Fiji In New

Caledonia and Fiji, access both by outsiders to the rural Melanesians and by them to
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outsiders has been l1m1ted in various other ways by the repressive aspects of the

regimes now in power.

These research access changes work on several levels. On one level, rural and

isolated peoples are protected (rom the dtsruptton that can occur from research

exploitation. On another level. local people are in a zoo-l1ke situation where they are

less l1kely to receive stimulation and make analyses and subsequent demands for

part1c1pation in national government pol1cy making. In the course of the research

access changes, some government officials involved have been genuinely concerned by

severe cultural disruption outsiders have caused. Other offic1als have hoped to prevent

or dilute separatist demands from tribal groups, when these demands serve to further

weaken the fraglle and relat1velynew national governments. Yet again other officials,

keen to increase their project portfolios which in tumJustify on-going disbursements

for their department overheads, seek ever more overseas aid projects and joint venture

arrangements, Many of these projects are related to cash cropping and minerals

extraction and involve ''hard'' and soc1al science research predicated on assumptions of

unl1m1ted production and consumption.

Meanwh1le. in the soc1al science departments of universities and research

institutions of the technological world--Europe. the United States, Canada, Japan, and

otners--debatee increase over what constitutes a valid field of inquiry, These debates

have also come to include issues surrounding 1b1rd World research and development.

The Third World intended in the title of this dissertation encompasses all those

people(s) who tend to become the objects of research carried out by those either

or1g1natlngor educated in the technological First World. Peoples objectified by soc1al

science research live in the slums of East Los Angeles. hollows of Appalachia, Arctic

reaches of Canada, remote islands of the Pacific, and in the low income echelons of

First World commun1t1es. Broadly, this dissertation considers all those who do not
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normally have control over the information generated and disseminated about

themselves as a 1b1rd World of researched people. Rarely do these people generate

information about themselves in forms that are recognized and validated by the outside.

At the risk of attaching a monolithic label, research DUrd World is used to designate

people who experience certain sPeC1flc relations in the course of research projects. This

designation builds on the usual geo-political and ideological meanings attached to the

designation ''Third World."

nus dissertation also considers the researchers' First World to encompass those

who do the information generattng and dJssem1nating within or formed by organizations

related to international and global technologies. This includes trans-national

corporations, universities, the World Bank, regional and development banks, other

mult1-lateral bodies mcludmg the United Nations, private and non-governmental

agencies (PVOs and NGOs), and even churches.

Despite the growth and proUferation of organJzations representing mdlgenous

rights. Umittng or freezing of research access by 1b1rd World countries, as well as

numerous and substantlal attacks on traditional research and development pract1ces in

the social sciences, relatively little effect as yet has been made on current mainstream

research awareness let alone practice. It is for this reason that I have chosen to write at

a broad level. Further work extending the Umits of the problem should address a

number of issues such as intellectual property laws and the NewWorld Information

Order.

.An example of the overall situation in the university sponsoring this dissertation

is represented by Earl Babbie's The Practice of Social Research. The book is typical of

the fare in introductory methods courses in social SCiencedepartments throughout the

United States.6 Babb!e's text contains no passages even in the recent fourth edition

evidencing consciousness of the above sorts of issues. In fact, Babble baldly states:
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[SJocta1 science is not only relevant to the kinds of major problems
I'vejust listed. but it holds the. answers to them ...Ultimately.
~ social science can save us from over-population.(Emphasis added]'7

In other words. only experts from universities can save the world.

These same social science departments generally do have at least one course

dealing with whatever theoretical trends are going on in their fields. Thus. students

emerge from university departments aware that intense debates are gOing on. but

unable to engage fully in those debates through the approaches they take in research.

That is. a student may be able to write ahmI1 a contentious topic. but be unable or

unequipped to approach it with methods much outside the traditional research

approaches and thus unwittingly recreate that which she critiques.

Another recent indication of the lack of awareness about social science research

as a problem in itself is evidenced by the summer 1988 catalogue for the University of

MlchJgan at Ann Arbor's summer Institute on Survey Research Techniques.8 Not a

single course description includes a suggestion that the preceding research issues exist.

When consciousness exists that research practice in itself is contentious. that

consciousness is l1m1ted to the level of the outsider's lack of access or her own--

ind1v1dualized--presence. David Challmor, assistant director of one research branch of

the Smithsonian Institute has said. "Our main concern is to keep research access open

across borders."9 Wh1le ChaDinor's concern is understandable in the natural sciences

where one mJght be pursuing a vanishing migratory species. there is little consideration

that people at the local level have a stake. There might be concern that a wildlife refuge

might displace bush people or peasants. but not much else. There 15 an Jmplicit

assumption that outside experts really do know best when it comes to research. This

assumption becomes much more problematic when the social sciences are involved.

Most of the attention is focused on the researcher's Interaction with those

granting research access and those to become researched objects rather than the
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reasons for the hosts' questions and most especially not on self-reflection about the

nature of the researcher's institutional sponsorship. All responsib1l1ty Is then vested in

the individual researcher's interactions with host country governments and citizens.

It is difficult for most researchers to reflect on the very process of research that

leads to their own book or dissertation in tum leading to their validation as a scholar.

It is difflcult to question the process that forms us. parUcularly when what Is applied Is

supposedly~ scientlflc process and hence neutral and serving the truth and where

personal reflection is labelled "personalizing" and considered bad practice. This to some

degree accounts for why the questioning of research practice does not occur so much at

the First World mstttutional level, but at other grassroot levels.

Perhaps another reason that questioning of the research process has tended to

come more from the grassroots' level has to do with the increasingly evident failures of

modernization. Technological development has not erased poverty, and in fact absolute

numbers of poor--those below the margin of adequate daily subsistence needs-as

increasing. Development and "trickle down" have not occurred. In the TItird World, the

poverty and marginalization. the barriers and distances between classes are becoming

greater. hence research and development failure is clearer. Whatever the case, village

people among others are quick to note that although researchers promise that swveys

are for their own good, usually nothing changes m the villagers' and others' daJIy

struggles for existence. These people see very real needs, extraordinary sums spent on

what seems like meaningless research to them, and no improvement in their lives.

Again, the first step Is to problemaUze lack of respect for local knowledge and

exploitanon of local people for other knowledge bases.
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II

During 1979 while working In the Solomon Islands. I v1s1ted Santa Ysabel Island

for prel1m1nary discussions with v1lIagers interested in organizing women's centers. In

the course of the viSit. a vtllage elder told me:

Some strange white men came to our village. They stayed maybe twenty
minutes. and then went away. I'm not sure what they came for. but the last
time I went to Honiara (the capital) my kinsman who works in a
central government office showed me a report this t:hJck (gesturing).
Now what I want to mow is what did they find to write about our village
in such a short time? What do they really do with that stufi?9

More recently. MaIjorie Crocombe. then director of the University of the South

Pac1ftc branch system. advised the East-West Center Telecommunication Conference

(East-West Center. -January 24. 1987) that research by outsiders in the South Pacific is

highly problematic. In a subsequent interview. C,"(tl' nnbe cited one futurist at the

conference. When told by islanders that his satellite communications research proposal

was ten years too late and wouldn't yield locally useable information, the futurist was

more concerned with securing his own research access Into the country than gMng any

thought to his research relations. 10

Research relations have been under fire from top to bottom throughout island

Melanesia. What follows is a summary map indicative of research issues and current

access status in each of the region's countries. .An actual geographic map may be

found In Appendix A Additional analysis of this subject is included in chapter six.

The most recent letters on research access received from the various Melanesian

governments may be found in Appendix B. Indeed, ongmal, prtmary source material on

the exact and current status of research access is difficult to come by. When I

commenced the dissertation. I wrote letters to each of the countries surveyed requesting

this Information and more than six months later not a single reply had been received. A

subsequent round of letters did generate a few brief responses. Most of my information
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was culled from Interviews with former research council members, long tenn

researchers, university administrators from the various countnes, and the like.

Furthermore, a deta1led survey of every issue of Vanuatu's newspaper and the

Government Gazette during the period in which Vanuatu's research access was frozen

yielded a single piece dealing with any aspect of the issue. The piece was a letter to the

newspaper The vanuatu WeeklY from people on the island ofTanna asking that the

government not allow In any more documentmy Olmmakers. researchers, journalists,

and other outsiders who "get In the way."11

Papua New Guinea

As early as 1973. two years before Independence, The Economics Students

Association of the University of Papua New Guinea published an editortalin their

newsletter condemnmg the mJ.nlng of research Information by outsiders, the outsiders'

overall cultural1nsensitivity. and the lack of regulation requiring researchers to provide

duplicate copies of their publications as well as summaries in simple English. 12

As of this writing, research access is permitted provided one goes through the

relevant provine1algovernment. relevant national m1n1stry, the Institute of Papua New

Guinea Studies in Boroka. and ofcourse the Migration and Citizenship Division of the

Department of Foreign Affairs. Prior to these contacts one must first acquire aftlliation

with an appropriate institution. Institutions offering atnl1atlon are the Institute of

Papua Nevi Guinea Studies. the Department of Anthropology and Sociology at the

University of Papua New Guinea, the Education Research Unit at the University of

Papua NewGuinea. the National Museum and Art Gallery in Boroko, and the Institute

ofMedical Research in Goroka. 13 Research permit fees have run at approximately US

$200 during the early to mid 19809.

Unfortunately, the presence of a complicated entry and access process does not

automatically serve to educate those applying. Nor does the process protect rural
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people from researchers on a quick in and out on a tourist visa or increase dialogue

between outsiders and the people to be researched. .As one Papua New Guinean

colleague remarked. 'The good ones never get to come. because they tty to do all this

stuff and no one answers their letters. meanwh1lethe bad ones come anyway and no

one finds out that they pulled a quickie untll they have already left."

The Journal Research in Melanesia documents a debate between Wllllam E.

Mitchell of.the University of Vermont and Joseph Sukwianomb on behalf of the Wape

group In Papua New Guinea. 14 Mitchell in a rebuttal to a critique by Sukwianomb of

his book The Bamboo Fire: An AnthropoloQ:lst In New Guinea condemns Sukwianomb

for his poor use of the English language and thus trtv1al1zes Sukwianomb's critique.

Sukwlanomb In turn repUes:

It is of course easy to draw someone with an argument over language usage.
espec1ally the language of 1mperla1lsm. Is he implying that I should not have
ventured Into reading. understanding and. most importantly. questioning what a
foreIgner Uke Mitchell himself writes about the people of Papua New Guinea?

The issue yet again is the image propounded and the participation or lack

thereof of those propounded about in Its manufacture.

Solomon Islands

From 1984-1985 on. social science research in the Solomon Islands was frozen

by their government. The triggering incident was the publication of Roger Keesing's

book co-authored with Peter Cortss, LtahtninQ: Meets the West Wind.15 PubUcation of

the book was associated with compensation and separatist demands from the Kwaio

clan on the outer island of Mala1ta. A number of concerns surfaced during the

controversy. but general consensus has It that the greatest concern of provincial and

central government officlals was the potenttal of outside questioning to mobilize Isolated

groups such as those in the archipelago's outer islands. The political alliances that

have turned hundreds of clan groups Into a nation state are only eleven years old. and
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those who run the national government and businesses would have much to lose if the

central government were destabWzed.

Following the months in 1983-1984 when Keesing was requested to leave the

Solomons and research was oIDc1ally banned. an East-West Center researcher, among

others. pursued a survey of small business practices and needs. 16 This survey was

attached to an overall effort of the Central Planning OfficeIn order to promote economtc

development and perhaps not coincidentally in the hopes of receiving overseas aid

grants. Despite oftlctal word that all soctal SCienceresearch was banned. research

labelled as an economic survey and designed to lure In foreign investment was allowed

where research Into sensitive localissues--even though the local people requested that

research-was blocked. The key point here is that locallmowledge can become a

research commodity Involving many players with complex motives seeking to control

that commodity. These efforts at control In tum shape research as a practice. The

sign10cance of this sort of practice will be discussed further In the analyses In Chapters

Five and Six.

Vanuatu

From 1985 through 1989. officially. all social science research in Vanuatu was

frozen. On occasion. some researchers with previous experience in the country have

gone through. thanks to oftlctal oversight. as "consultants." In -January 1988, however.

even this access was tlghtened. 17 Natural science, including research In the areas of

crop production, cattle and crop diseases. soil composition. vulcanism, and the like,

have however continued. The former research council which included the Prime

Minister's first secretary explained that these areas of natural science research are

''whiteman'' things anyway and don't really Interfere In the local culture and customs

and are thus acceptable. Furthermore, L'1e consensus is that In all thmgs cultural it
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w1ll be better to wait until a NI-Vanuatu (native ofVanuatu) Is capable of undertaking

this research.

PrevIous interviews of research council members lead me to suggest that at least

for the individuals on the councll the concern with disruption of local culture was and

Is genuine. Where natural science Is concerned. the view Is fairly pragmatic, There are

just a few NI-Vanuatu students who are receMng sol1dmath and science background.

and they won't graduate for years; In the meannme, meteorologists and vulcanologists

are welcome In a country prone to cyclones and dotted with livevolcanoes.

Additional and substantlal reasons provided for the research freeze are

prevention of research mining. cultural nnpertaltsm, outright exploitation. and the llke.

Research m1n1ng occurs when the outsider exploits rhe tribe or village for information

that contributes to her dissertation. book. or subsequent tenure whlle contributing

nothing to those people. As indicated previously. few tribal or rural groups have had

the opportunity to participate In any way In the manufacture of the image propounded

about them. In many cases. researchers would stay in village homes. eat their food.

hitch rides on their vehicles. and never even leave a copy of the documents they

produced. let alone render them In the local language In a way that villagers could use

to Increase their understanding or action on local Issues.

Incidents b1ggertng research closure In Vanuatu may have been those prior to

the publ1catlon of Jeremy McClancy's To K1ll a Bird with Two Stones. IS During 1979

1982. McClancy. a British doctoral student. commenced his anthropological research

on the Island of Malekula In a highly traditional area. Shortly after he started his

questioning process fights broke out among tribal people. ThIs was considered serious

enough that McClancy was requested to discontinue work on the Island of Malekula,

but he was permitted to stay in Vanuatu. McCiancy removed himself to the southern

island ofTanna but with much the same results as in Malekula. Finally. McClancy was
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requested to stay In the capital city and produce a book In stmple English that would

gtve NI-Vanuatu access to their own history. The subsequent book has been much

appreciated by NI-Vanuatu. but unfortunately for those seeking easy research access.

McClancy's calamities came to the attention of the PrIme M1n1ster and others.

Removal of the colonIal adm1n1stratlon. the joint condomtnlum of British and

French. was achieved by forging a new nationa11dentlty as Ni-Vanuatu rather than

people of numerous clans on scattered and isolated iSlands. Vanuatu. l1ke the

Solomons. could not afford separatist or tribal movements whUe achieving and then

maintatning some degree of Independence. Researchers at the grassroots even with the

best of intentions can inadvertently threaten the precarious balance by stmply posing

questions. and this Is where In part the well intentioned and highly competent

McClancy and Keestng erred.

The blocld.na of research access due to political motivations unsupportlve of

local groups connects to my concern over exploitation of local groups throu@ research

access. Where policy makers wish to solve the problem of research exploitation of local

and IndJgenous peoples. they w1llfind themselves caught In tugs of war. TIle tug of war

is over who gets to control the resource--Iocal knowledge. This Is part ofwhat is

stgnifled by the words proprietorship oflmowled~ In the title of this dissertation.

New Caledonia

New Caledonia. officiallyan overseas territory of France. is legally subject to the

same research restrictlons as any area In metropolitan France. During the 1986-1988

disturbances of the Chirac admmistration, It has been d11I1cult for outsiders to do

grassroots and/or rural research. Notably. one piece of "research" that was popularized

during the period was an archeological report which contended that prior to the "black"

Melanesians New Caledonia had been occupied by a llghter skinned race. and thus the
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Melanesians--many of whom wish independence from the French--are Just as much

newcomers as the French Metropoles. 18

The Metropoles are a sizeable group of recent newcomers (as of this writing any

French citizen who has been there even a fewmonths can vote In New Caledonia) who

together with the white "Caledoche" minority. mfxed race people, and some Polynesians

and Indo-Chinese tnt the balance In referendums away from what was a MelaneSian

majority until the last decade.

For all practical purposes, access by non-French citizens to rural people has

been sensitive ifnot dangerous. In some cases, the roads Into the rural areas have

been blockaded by the Caledoche (white) anti-independence groups. Explosive

pressures gave way In April 1988 to the kidnapping of French gendarmes by pro

independence Melanesians or Kanaks (the French had refused any discussion or

negotiation at all for over two years) and subsequent bombing and storming of the

Kanak stronghold by the French navy under hJghly suspicious etreumstances. 19 This

was the situation and context of the research collection destruction cited at the opening

of this chapter.

The pushes and pulls over the independence question underlie all aspects of life,

and of course research, in New Caledoma. For example, anti-independence French see

Australian calls and support for Kanak liberation as an ideologicaldisguise for a desire

for new markets.

Even prior to the Chirac government, d1ssem1nation of political research was

tightly controlled. In 1984, Monash University (Austral1a) political science doctoral

candidate Myrtam Dornoy (then a French citizen, now a permanent resident of Vanuatu

and director of the Vanuatu branch of the University of the South Pactfic) published the

first in-depth English account ofPol1t1cs in New Caledonia. When publication was

announced. French government ofllcta1s "requested" that Domay's father. a militaIy
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officer. have Dornay withdraw her book--which is not particularly radical by American

standards--from pubUcation.20

Although there do not appear to be many omc1al restrictions on research in New

Caledonia. what is limited in the colonial situation 18 Interaction of Kanak activists with

outside researchers when that researcher supports a part1cularly pro-Kanak image or

appears to undermine the colonial government. Wh11e New CaledOnia is stl1l a colony,

superfic1ally the research access situation appears much different than the other

Melanesian states. The issues involved when outside researchers work with minority

and tribal groups or local people in general remain the same.

Ell!

In Fyi, In recent years. applications for research access have been processed

through the Ministry of Home Affairs. Currently. one would approach a sponsor of any

sort and then make concurrent appUcations to the M1n1stry of Home Affairs and the

Permanent Secretary of Education and the M1n1stry of Education's Research

Commtttee, My most recent interviews with Western researchers going to Fiji reveal

that applications tend to languish for as long as six months.21 Several researchers

have said that due to time Umltations, they had their sponsoring agency me on their

behalf andJust went ahead. The basic research access situation for a First Worlder has

been controlled but not prohibitively so.

Since May 1987. however. in depth act1vit1es have been hampered by two

m1Utary coups which although not particularly violent have included up to this writing

curfews, harrassment of dissidents. and a large exodus of technical and professional

citizens. The result of the coupe-staged by a Melanesian army colone1--has been to

create greater divisions among a population spUt between Melanesians and Indians.

Obviously research on the coups and related subjects, including the Christian church's

role in supporting the curfews, would be blocked. On the other hand, natural science
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researchers and economists Interviewed have experienced no d1fllculties In obtaining

research access. On the whole. the research access situation In Fiji 15 slmtlar to that of

Papua New GUinea.

The preceding map of research access is complex even In brief. Although it Is

clear research relations are contested. there are several points of view represented:

1. Local people such as the representative of a women's group who feel they

have been exploited by researchers and/or inattentive central government officials..

2. Researchers ranging from those who respect locallmowledge, but untll too

late do not recognize their ownpolitical impact. to those who feel the people are

necessary but inconvenient obtects In their research tasks.

3. So-called 1b1rd World governments run by native and expatriate people with

various alUances to rural majorities and capitalist and trans-national elites.

4. Internattonal tnstltuttons and multi-lateral orgamaations sponsoring research

and development.

These points ofview are rarely neatly uniform and monolithic. .Al11ances,

allegiances, and understandings cross all over. Few outside researchers totally

disrespect local people. but their underlying attitudes and practices reveal a number of

contradictions. These will be expanded In other chapters and particularly chapter six.

ill

Relevant aspects of the current critiques. debates. and dead-ends in the halls of

academe are mapped next. In the center of this map is the question: what constitutes

a valid field of InquiIy?

Central to many of the critiques Including that of participatory research 15 that

any area of inquiry that does not fit the methods of scientific Investigation and that does

not lead progressively to technological products is not a fit area of mqutry, The ways of

knowing outside of those scientifically appl1cable have become seen as unworthy.
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Irrelevant. and not even real. The consequences for local. non-technological knowledge

is disastrous. but first this map sketches the situation in academe.

No country has produced more social scientists who are proud to be called

logical posltlv1sts than the United States. so it is not surprising that scientists in the

United States have also become major contenders in the debates and general

questioning about what constitutes scientlflc inquiry.

Here. positlv1sm is the name of the doctrine that the sense perceptions are the

only valid basis of human lmowledge and precise thought. Positivism assumes that

there is a correspondence between what we perceive and the real reality out there.

Positivism is characterized by the type of quantitative social science so popular with

Americans which in turn is characterized by SUIVeys and supported by mathematical

computations and expressions.

Thomas Kuhn is widely aclmowledged as a pathbreaking writer in the history

and philosophy of science. His 1962 work on the nature of paradigm shifts in scientlftc

revolutions has opened ·spaces for questioning and debate.22 For the most part. Kuhn

discussed the natural rather than the social sciences. Nevertheless. Kuhn's work has

had an important effect on social scientists. Social scientists have often sought greater

legitimation for their work by attempting to pattern their methods after the methods of

natural or so-called "hard" sciences. Consequently. in both cases where social

scientists have accepted the natural science model. or they have rejected it. Kuhn's

work has been recognized as raising important questions. Debate on these questions

has continued to increase in the years since Kuhn's publication.

Central to understanding Kuhn's importance is the concept of a paradigm shift.

Kuhn's Writing provides a number of definitions for the concept. For purposes of this

dissertation, a paradigm 15 understood to be a way of thinking that is greater than

theoretical understanding generated from a single theory. A paradigm shift then 15 a
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fundamental change in the thlnldng of a number of people. The shift would include

underlying assumptions about how the world works and color aU subsequent models.23

Kuhn is Important to my work for launching basic questions about the way that

sclentlftc practices come to be considered valid and how those practices change over

time. Kuhn describes the increasing accumulation of anomalous experience as rising to

a tide that overwhelms old theories. This is starting to happen in respect to strictly

positivistic social science which has held sway in the United States durmg the twentieth

century.

One of the more recent and complete deconstructions of American social

science has been published by philosopher of social science Peter Manicas in A Histoll'

and Philosophy of the Social Sciences.24 Manicas points out that nearly every practice

of mainstream natural science that has been used in soc1al science has come under fire

and/or been abandoned by many during the last decade.25 Although Man1Cas places

himself squarely in the middle of the social sciences. liMy aim ...is to defend social

science as a theoretical science which. like physiCal science analogs. seeks to

understand the world:' he is also clear about what he is not w1l11ng to accept:

Given the extraordinaIy 1Im1ts on expenmentanon in the social sciences.
it is no wonder. then. that regression techniques. path analyses. and so on
are so attractive. Given all these assumptions. one can be a real scientist
without having a theory and without ever doing a real experiment. All we need
is data--and plenty of it!26

Richard J. Bernstein in his The Restructul"1I1i of Soctal and Political Theoll'

critiques the mainstream represented by sociologist Robert King Merton and his

theories of the middle level.27 Bernstein. like Man1Cas. demonstrates central d1filculties

with positiviSm:

mhey interpreted the history of thought as one where disciplines floundered
until reformulated into the canons of scientific discourse. In its boldest phase.
posittvtsm claimed that anything which cannot be so reformulated was to be
judged meanJ.ng1ess. or to be seen as raising pseudo-problems incapable of
rational solution.28
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That American social sciences are undergoing paracUgmatic and theoretical

shifts is apparent across disciplines. These shifts are most apparent where SCient1ftc

knowledgeand locallmowledge intersect or clash. The clash is even more pronounced

where the type of scientiflc lmowledge at stake has been produced by the positivist

paradigm. Posittv1st type mathematical models. multi-variate regressions. and the like

are the least accessible to local people. On the other hand. locallmowledge about

complex environmental relationships. when couched in the language of metaphor.

myth. and feeling. is least accessible to the posittv1sts.

Although positivism still prevails in the majority ofAmerican university social

SCience departments. there are many powerful critiques and a few alternative practices

emerging. In his opening essay "Partial Truths" for Wr1t1JW Culture. ethnographer

James Clifford discusses changes in his discipline.29 TIle power and knowledge

relationships inherent in portrayal--in "writing about peoples" are the essence of the

shifts:

Ethnographic work has indeed been enmeshed in a world of enduring and
changing power inequalities. and it continues to be mpllcated. It enacts
power relations. But its function within these relations is complex,
often ambivalent. potentially counter-hegemonic.

Anthropology no longer speaks with automatic authority for others defined as
unable to speak for themselves ("prBnitive.""pre-literate," "without
htstoty'1.

Princeton economist Albert Hirschman writes in Getttna Ahead Collectively

about grassroots initiated projects in Latin America, and as he writes he strays from

conventional neo-classical economic wisdom.30 Hirschman moves far from discussions

of export oriented industrlal1zation when he discusses the Importance of cooperative

efforts and collectivity at the grassroots:

But it seems safe to assert that, with such a network. social relations
become more cartn~ and lesS private, Nowwe mow that certain types of
regimes depend for their stability and untrammeled authority on the
thorough prtvltlzatlon of their citizens' lrves ... in authoritarian
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regimes the masses are demobillzed to the greatest pOSSible extent.
DemobllizaUonmeans prtv1tlzation: everyone is to be concerned
exclusively with his own welfare and that of his immediate family.31

Further reading in Hirschman reveals that margtnalJzed citizens can and have

organized themselves in various collective forms to overcome oppressive problems. In

Hirschman is also the view that locallmowledge and analysis has its own wisdom which

is often superior to that of the outside.

Hirschman's work is Important for advocates of letting local people and

lmowledge be. because of his divergence from the majority of economists. For the most

part. American neo-classical economists consider themselves closest to the natural

sciences due perhaps in great part to their reliance on mathematical models. The more

economists and other social scientists work to build sophisticated mathematical

models. the less they are likely to be interested in locallmowledge produced by local

people who have no access to the language of mathematics and modell1ng.

Contrasting Hirschman's view with those still current in realist and balance of

power approaches to international relations and comparative politics helps to reveal

current debates. Many "realist" policy analysts still subscribe to Henry Kissinger's

approach which he summed up during his Harvard student days with his favorite quote

from Goethe:

If I had to choose between justice and disorder. on the one hand. and
injustice and order. on the other. I would always choose the latter.32

Certainly. Kissinger style realism is inimical to local collective analysis and

respect for local wisdom. Local analysts at its democratic best can lead to messiness

and disorder as a group reflects, debates. and acts on its perceived alternatives.

Many texts in sociology or poUtical science surveying current theories are

exploding with the evidence that there are multiple and almost totally contradictory

theories in their fields. Sample the 1987 Idioms oi InauiIv. edited by Terence Ball:

essay topics range from Jurgen Habermas, to post-structuralism, to realism. About the
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only things some of the essays have In common is that they occur In the same

pubUcation.33 Despite the growing diversity. poslt1v:lsm persists. The tenacity of

posltiv1slllis revealed by the vast amount of space devoted to artJcles critiquing It: many

scholars find that before they can discuss alternatives. they are obUgedto deal with the

monolithtcpast of the social sciences. Although certain discussions are emerging In

academe such as those of Cl1iJord and HJrschman cited above that respect local

knowledge, the great majorlty--centered around poslt:1v1st and real1st paradtgms--do

not.

IV

What Is really of Interest given the preceding Inai'd and their Intersections 19how

Uttle aware the First World researchers are of the objections to and reasons for Third

World critique of First World research practice. Yet many of the preceding concerns

were raised In alternative forms in the concluding ''Resolutions and Recommendations"

of the Young Nations Conference held at the University of New South Wales. Australia

in August. 1976:

~solutionsand recommendations urged that all (foreign) social scientists
working In the Pac1flc ...study their own social and cultural
systems. power structures. and elites rather than those of
South Pac1flc countries alone...The products of such research
would be provided to people l1v1ng In the Pac1flc...34

In particular. the third resolution called for the following areas of research to be given

support:

(a) The involvement of Christian Missions In the Pac1flc. including Church
Investment In foreign-directed business enterprises operating In the Pacific
region.

(b) The motivations and aspirations of universities and their links with the
power structure.

(c) Research Into policies of multinational firms whose decisions affect
Island nations. including activities and impact of these foreign-based
business organizations In the Pac1ftc.
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To the degree possible. this dissertation was 1n1t1al1y planned With respect for

the resolutions. particularly 3B. A copy of the resolutions may be found in AppencUx C.

Although I still greatly respect the resolutions. I found that the degree to which I was

able to address them was quite modest. However. I reemphasize my commitment and

the fact that concern for the resolutions underlay most all of this work. The situations

limiting my work will be treated as they come up in the context of the dissertation.

The Young Nations Conference documents and appeals remain important over a

decade later for the following reasons: 1) This was the first and so far only major

conference where Paeiflc Islands research was the main and exclusive concern, and 2)

where native Paeiflc Islanders played a major role in discussing research done about

themselves and their people. It also bears mentioning that 1976 was the year after

Papua NewGuinea's independence and two years before the Solomon Islands'

celebration of independence: ideals and aspirations of emerging. young scholars and

leaders were at a high. In fact. one of the resolutions calls for outside researchers to

respect the aspirations of Pacific peoples.

Many of the conference resolutions are in conjunction with ideals and practices

of what is popularly lmown as participatory research (PRJ or alternatively participatory

action research (PAR). or even action research (ARl. Throughout this document, the

term participatory research will be used generically. Likewise. participatory research

ideals and practice are adopted, as described in the preface of this dissertation, to the

limited extent possible while also serving as a focus for discussions of possibilities and

limitations.

Budd Hall, one of the co-founders of the Participatory Research Network in the

early 1970's. describes the definition of participatory research that emerged from the

!ntematlonal forum on participatory research!n lJubljana, Yugoslavia in 1980:
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Parttcipatory research is a three-pronged activity: a method of social
investigation. an educational act and a means of taking action.35

The majority of participatory researchers to date would agree with Colombian

Orlando Fals Borda who has described the relation of popular knowledge formed

through participatory research and traditional research:

rrJhere exists a scientlflc apparatus built to defend the interests of the
bourgeotste, and this is the dominant apparatus today at local and general
levels of the so called Western nations ...But this popular wiSdom.
folklore. or knowledge also has its own mtionality and its own structure
of causality: that 18 to say. it may be demonstrated that it bears merit
and scientlftc validity~. ThiS knowledge quite naturally remains
outside of the fonnal setent1ftc structure built by the intellectual
minority of the dominant system because it means a breach of its rules.
and hence the subversive potential which is seen in popular lmowledge.36

Thus this dissertation places research practice itself as the problematique while

attempting to employ to the degree possible parttctpatory research practices which

coincide with many of the Young Nations Conference resolutions cited.37 Attempting to

employ aspects of participatory research in this way also serves simultaneously as

critique and counter-discourse. By counter-discourse one refers to other ways of

talking about and approaching a generally accepted practice. In other words. the

process of looking at an old practice in a new way in itself may become a tactic for

changing that practice. Here. my main intent is to change my own discourse and raise

the consctousnesses of my research colleagues. I do not aim to work first on Paetftc

islanders, but rather more modestly hope to alter my ownsphere in hopes that spaces

will be made for Paetftc island colleagues to explore.

The second level of this project is to use the diftlculties encountered in the effort

to employ new tactics--inCluding the attempt to work on and with participatory

research--in the traditional university research structure as data. D1filculties

encountered can become part of a self-conscious. self-reflective. and interactive process.

Again. the project is not al22!!1 Melanesia or participatory research as much as It 18
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about politicizing research practice In the Third World and searchJng for alternative

practice.

Another level of the problem is the production of lmowledge itself. Somewhere at

the level of trMaliz1ng the other's knowledge. we make our knowledge more secure. our

identity supposedly more secure. How do we lmow what we lmow? In short.

conductlng this Investigation and analysis In the spirit of partlc1patory research while

simultaneously examining parnctpatory research, potentially allows me to do several

useful things either within this project or the longer term.

Firstly. In practlctng partictpatory research. the collection of locallmowledge and

analysis of existing problems and structures often generates critique and then action.

This In tum may lead to other practices.

Secpndly. applying participatory research to a limited extent as I submit my

documents for review by those cited may allow for both critical self-reflection and

collective analysis and interaction both between Pac1ftc island colleagues and me and

university colleagues as well as among and within each group.

Thirdly. and again to a very modest extent. observations come out of both my

own practice In action research In the Third World and from listening to the histories of

other participatory researchers and local people as well as inviting them to interact with

me while I produce this document. While this seems deceptively simple and not

unusual. the Intent is important.

Fourthly. a long term participatory resesareh approach could lead to some

degree of bottom-up/top down synthesis while addressing the institutional paradox

Inherent in the efforts to Instltuttonalize participation.

In respect to this dissertation, even at the outset. discussion of the topic itself

had the unexpected effect of causing several casual re-viewers to change their own

research approach and/or start discussion within their own groups and 1!t..stltutlons.38
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I.Jm1ted actual parttetpatory practice has also produced effects. Initial discussion of

restitution with some Paciftc Islanders. has in tum resulted in very clear statements

about what kind of research they don't want: that Is. once I introduced the issues.

many Paciftc island colleagues were vCIY expressive about past experiences with

exploiUve x:esearchers. It Is also expected that some of the results of restitution--of

exchanging this document with the Pactflc people cited--will result in reactions and

discussions over years not just with me but within their groups.

Another unexpected consequence of engaging in participatory research practice

relates to the fourth feature stated above. In attempting to work on bottom-up/top

down synthesis. within a big institution whUe also writing and organising around

participation issues. I became far less apologetic about my old role as an outsider in

Third World research. In the great majority of Amencan research institutions. those

who advocate participatory research when it Is defined as centering around local control

find themselves part of their institution's Third World--that is to say marginalized.

Nevertheless. no Institution's power structure is perfectly uniform or without its own

discontinUities: there are a range of tactics and options avaUable to do creative work. In

short. while I found many people uncomfortable with participatory research when I

insisted that control should be turned over to local people. no one could really say they

were against participation. and this opened up possibI11ties. Again. this w1l1 be

expanded in later chapters.

V

Despite the many publications since the mid 1970's critiquing research and

development In the Third World. little has been done to create any alternative

paradigms. Where it has. the beginnings are fledgling. In short. critiquing and pushing

at the boundaries of inquiry about research practice are still necessary,
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One notes the underlytng assumptions still extant In the "Statement of

PrInciples" for International Scholarly Exchange produced at the East-West Center

Conference on Research Access. Equity. and Collaboration In December 1985 (see

appendix 0).39 The underlying assumption throughout the conference was that all

worthwhile information "exchange" is at the university or multi-lateral agency level and

that the lmowcrs--"scholars" are always First Worlders or First World educated seeking

access to information in the Third World. The opening statement of the conference

document embodies the problem:

The generation of lmowledge benefits all societies by Increasing capacities for
choice. enriching diversity of cultures, strengthening human values. and
preserving the integrity of our environment. Scholars contribute to their
societies by the systematic quest for knowledge and disccvery.

One hopes for this statement to become true, but for the most part the people

engaged, enriched, and strengthened by research--perhaps this very document--are

hardly ever village level people. Those enriChed are Indeed the scholars, those with the

university and research institution sponsorships. The village or local people on the

other hand, never see the document or any sort of summary that will make sense In

their context or widen their choices. Quoting the Conference document again,

''maximum. possible access to Information and research settings should be provided to

all scholars within the limits of appropriate constraints," one is led to ask: but what

about researched people--peasants. trfbals, or slum dwellers? These are the people who

are supposed to benefit from all the subsequent developments.

There are real limits and dangers In this dissertation project. One may slip

into focusing on "participatory" research and development technique and improving

one's role as a facilitator. Since the focus is on achieving something with other people,

one may revert to dolni it to them. to having them participate in our plan. They get no

sJgn1ficant share in the dectsion-maktng process, no real control. Even in the case of
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participatory research we may only provide palltatives which Dents Goulet neatly

defines as preventing "fundamental change by 1ull1ng people into accepting minor

Improvements instead of demanding adequate solutions to problems. .As time passes

by. pa1l1ativesworsen the condition they set out to cure."4O

The more we examine the paradoxes of ustng language to understand and to

make clear. we come to see how dangerous looking for commonalty. for a single

defln1tion of succes (In research) Is. Language Is so much a product and producer of

culture that when exam1n1ng other cultures. even those geographically within our own.

at some junctures it Is perhaps better to avoid mtrepretanon as much as possible and

rather strive to let otherness speak for itself. That Is why this project Is also launched

from the perspective of otherness and of facilitating the One line between the creation of

spaces for the other to speak rather than speaking for them. In other words. the task Is

to Ond ways to validate the practice of helping people get their ownstories out.

Sometimes. "helpmg"Is best done by simply getting out of the way. The

following comment resulting from extensive dialogues between Marxists and Native

Americans Is indicative of some of the d1fllculties:

.As the Marxists crit1cized the Native Americans for a fatal underestimation of
Imper1al1St ease at corrupting and underm1ning trad1Uonal SOCieties. the
Native Americans responded with criticism of Marxism as being part of the
corrupting tradition itself. The Marxists saw no hope for the Native
Americans: traditional societies were doomed long ago. The Native
Americans saw no hope for MaIX1sm: any part1c1patlon In Western
Society, including Internal Criticism. only contributes to the
suicide ofh~nd.41

In short, the MaIX1sts saw the Native Americans as oppressed, while they also

asserted that the Native American way ofllfe was doomed and not worth fighting for.

B'J ttnpos!J'l.g their views, the Ma.TX1sts also oppressed the Native Americans.

Given the above world. I see my project as using participatory research to both

critique old research practices and suggest alternative but very basic and often tentative
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practices. These alternative practices often have to do with helping us get out of the

way. In short. this is a call to study our own roles and institutions and how our

institutions reproduce themselves. Where this is examined. more tactics will be

suggested.

At least one of my colleagues who initla11y reviewedthe proposal for this work

asked. "Given the nature ofmodemity. capital1sm. racism. and the like. what hope is

there really of getting people with power to listen to margtna1Ized peoples' local

histories?" Another comment received was "Isn't participatory researchJust another no

hope end-run?"

Conceptual1zing social change only in terms of refonn and revolution via

hegemony over a central state power or single central concern is limiting. Given a world

system. but one full of contradictions. fluxes. and intersections. there are non-violent

things to be done--even tactics. As to reformism, Appalachian educator and activist.

John Gaventa has said:

It is not reformist ifasking this questton-edotng this thing [in this case
participatory research) permits and leads to asking more questions.42

Part of the strategy will be to mow the llmits of participatory research and the

marginal spaces around those Umits. Ifgood space is where we are r.tght now. how do

we recognize it? How do we best move through it? Can a.'1Yone with more resources

ever really 'talk with their binary others. t.e. men with women. First Worlder with Third.

MaIXists with Native Americans?

Research access closure in Melanesia and the Third World is one of the

indicators of what is going on. It does not tell the whole story. In any case. Just fixing

the access problem for those educated in First World institutions would tend to

downplay the necessary criticism being focused on research mining and research

imperialism.
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Social science research practice 1nthe Third World faces Increasing challenges.

It is not enough superficially to alter some current research approaches to be more

cross-culturally sensitive or achieve some participation of margtnaIJzed peoples 1n

preexisting research with preestablished objectives. At this level. researchers In the

First World are stlll "doing it to them" or engaged 1nwhat I from hereon term ''the

interventionist imperative. ,,43

The ensuing essential question is then: Are there strate~lesortactics avaUable

for susta.1I11IW a cr1t1Que and alterJni some exIstJni structures and relations of

dominance 1n11l1rd World social science research? These strategies would be 1nboth

the First and Third World. In tum. the first tactic is to render social research political

where it has not been seen as political1n order to open up discussion and negotiation.
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CHAPl'ERII

SURVEY: 'IHE VARIOUS ORIGINS.AND DEFINITIONS OF PARllCIPATORY RESEARCH

Ifall these things are going to die anyway, why do I have to ... learn their
names? -Because you're human and humans have this deep desire to classify, to apply
labels to everything ... that way we lay claim to what we name. We assume an
ownership that can be misleading and dangerous ... My street, my lake, my planet .
my label forever. A label you give to a place or thing may not even last out your life .

(Frank Herbert, Chapterhouse Dune)1

I

My past experience in rural, Third World research and development has led to

my advocacy of what has been alternatively labelled participatory research,

participatory action research, or action research. In some cases dtstmcttons have been

made between these terms. In general, throughout this dissertation, the term

participatory research w1ll be used generically and assumed to tnelude the variety of

practices referred to by the other terms.

At the outset, I was most concerned with more and better community

development. My efforts to improve development practice and later theory subsequently

led me to realize that the same type ofimpertal1stic pract1ces inherent in First World

approaches to Th1rd World development are also inherent in the research practices of

First Worlders and those educated in the First World.2 .As I came to ask "is there m:J¥

good development?" I also came to think that fatled development efforts were rooted in

the 1n1t1ators' lack of local knowledge and respect for local culture.

My later work has shown that provtd.1ng more information to those soc1al

scientists engaged in matnstream research and development practices is not enough.

Problems of respect for local culture cannot be changed wh11e outsiders believe that

local culture is at best quaint and at worst dangerously superstitious.

The other side of the coin in this view is that progress, development. modernity.

and technology are the objectives. ThiS leaves local people as empty, waiting for their

vaccination of improvement which will be provided by outsiders. In the field of
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education, Paulo Freire likened this situation to "banking deposit education" in which

the teacher comes and deposits information into the heads of the ignorant pupils.3

It should be noted here that although Brazilian educator Freire has written no

work of his own on participatory research, he has had an enormous, direct 1nfluence on

both myself and many of those cited throughout this chapter. Central themes of

Freire's work are the inherent dJgn1ty of any marg1nal1zed people and their potentlal to

create their own analyses and solutions to their situations. In Freire's view the task of

an educator Is to raise consciOusness: this Is not making students aware of what

information they haven't and the teacher has. To:ra1se consciousness Is to throw off

l1m1ts--often intemal1zed, stereotyped, negative self-lmages--on critical analytic

th1nkIng. ThiSwork cannot really be done by the teacher: it is the students' rediscovery

and revalidation of their own everyday knowledge that is important. In Freire's best

lmown work, PedUO~ of the Oppressed he speaks out:

Consequently, no one can say a true word alone--nor can [sic) say it fQr another.
in a prescriptive act which robs others of their words ...Those who have been
denied their right to speak their word must first reclaim this right and prevent
the conttnuation of this dehumanJz1ng aggression.4

The field of social science research and its off-spring, participatory research,

contain and exemplify the complex web of relations surrounding the problematic of local

lmowledge and mainstream lmowledge and power. Keeping Freire in mind.

participatory research is then in part about creating situations where the word is

spoken~ rather than fQr the other.

When I discovered the label"partlcipatory action research," I was delighted: the

term well descr1bed the best aspects of pedagogical and trammg processes in which I

had been engaging. By ''worked well," I mean that participatory research seemed to

allow space for practices that are cross-culturally sensitive and go beyond the simplistic
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objectives of increasing immediate production to objectives of long term Individual and

collective analysis and local control The label howeverwas followed by a plethora of

weak and inadequate defln1tions: either there were no discussions of ongtns or they

were attributed to quite different sources.

As I then attempted to develop a more substantlal detln1tionof participatory

research and Its practice. I came to pose yet more questions. Is part1c1patory research a

practice that will engender more real. useable knowledge and serve to alleviate the

problems of those people labelled poor and margtna1Jzed in development literature. or Is

It as now defined a code for inspiring hope while continuing the same preemptive and

coopting practJces? From hereon. the use of the word "cooptation" denotes, "the

processes whereby 1nd1v1duals are asstmllated and committed to the Institutions and

values of the dominant socioeconomic group."S

What then are the lJm1ts of participatory research? The purpose of this chapter,

while written by a participatory research advocate,1s not so much advocacy. but

examination of some of the Umltations of participatory research engendered by the ways

in which we as scholars. academics. and researchers discuss research in general and

participatory research in particular. It Is hoped that understanding the lJm1ts of

participatory research practice w1ll provide the basis for more effective practice. The

means employed here for getting at the lfmits Is achieved through an outline of the

literature defintng and describing participatory research.

IT

The bulk of printed material that discusses participatory research Is produced

by various development and/or education related organizations ranging from the World

Bank to small non-profit groups such as the Participatory Research Group in Toronto

and by social scientists located in universities. While for the most part participatory

research literature Is produced In the technolog1cal West, there Is a body of
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partidpatory research writlng which has emerged from long term work in nations such

as India. the Phfhppmes, and several Latin American countries. For example. the

Indian practitioners' network was founded by Rajesh Tandon in the early 1970's.6

Another major founder, contributor. and practitioner of participatory research Is

Orlando Fals Borda. a Columbian.7 Additionally. many of the participatory research

documents produced in the West are based upon long term Third World experiences.

Current correspondence with the organtzers of a Participatory Research

Conference to be held in Calgary. Canada in mtd-July 1989 indicates a world-wide

explosion of interest in the field occurring durIng the past several years.8 Conference

planners expect over 500 delegees, However. It Is not clear that all who cla1m to

practice partidpatory research are operattng from the same base paradigm.

The majority of participatory research writers and pracUUoners find traditional

research practices, espec1ally when applied in the ThIrd World, to be Inherently

unbalanced. The imbalance Is most often attributed to an over-rel1ance on outside

experts and Ignorance of the opinions, local knowledge, and aspirations of the people in

the communities being studied.

Generally, part1c1patory research has been proposed as an alternative practice

where any outside research fadUtator involves the people in the community to be

studied in the research process. Involvement has ranged from (a)bringing as much of

the community as possible together to discuss the research topic to (b) eventual

community control where the community controls all Information generated by the

research effort. In these last ctrcumstances, one could descrtbe the participatory

research process as one where dttzens Invite an outside researcher to work with them

on collecting, anaiyztng, and acting on information to solve community problems.

Other cases. labelled "participatory research" merely Invoh..ed the community m

development efforts based on outside intervention with a new name.
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The objectives of participatory research are variously stated as improved

research project efficiency. development. and/or soc1aljustice. The differing statements

of objectives lead to quite different outcomes. and again. are based on different

assumptions and paradigms.

Budd Hall. currently director of the International Counell on Adult Education

and one of the founders of the Participatory Research Network, provides a description of

partlc1patory research process characteristic of the Network:

The problem originates in the community or workplace itself.

The ultimate goal of the research is fundamental structural transformation ...

Participatory research involves the people in the workplace or the community in
the control of the entire process of research.

(The) focus of participatory research is on work with a wide range of exploited
or oppressed groups: IInmfgrants.labour. indigenous peoples. women.

Central to participatory research is its roles of strengthening the awareness
in people of their own abilities and resources and its support to mobilizing
or organtzing.

The tenn "researcher" can refer to both the community or workplace persons
involved as well as those with specialized tratnmg,

Although those with special1zed knowleclge/tra1IJJng often come from outstde
the situation. they are committed partictpants and learners in a process that
leads to militancy rather than detachment.9

The following is a Solomon Islands micro-example of the type of interaction and process

that Hall describes. 10

In the course of a locally organized workshop to discuss development issues. the

workshop leader (a person from that island) learned that the vUlage had been

approachedby an international timber corporation for lOgging rights to the forested

areas on their island. This facilitator. having already witnessed the havoc wreaked by

logging on other islands. shelved his own strong views. He lmew the villagers had not

seen other islands.
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Instead. on his suggestion. nearly the entire village took a ''walk-about'' through

the forested area all the while naming the dtfferent plants and creatures In the forest

that they used. Le, medicinal plants. food plants. housing materials, and so on On

return to the village and after lengthy discussion. people decided that monies from the

lease of their land would not offset the loss of the perpetual use of the forest. For a time

the timber company was forestalled.

The facilitator helped create a collective Information gathering effort In order for

local people to make an important decision bearing on their future. It was more

powerful than a mysterious cost-benefit analysis made by a foreigner or foreign

educated local person

This brief narrative contains most of Hall's characteriStics with the exception of

any militancy or efforts at structural change. Obviously. the narrative of this one day

event is not sufficient to show whether the experience was powerful enough to lead to

further community analysts and action. It is. however. possible that an experience of

this sort could lead v1l1agers to question all subsequent visiting experts and in tum lead

to further analysis of the systems in their islands.

These last two characteristics from Hall's l1st--structural change and militancy-

1n1Ually appear somewhat problematic. After all. what if a local group goes through

participatory research and analysis only to decide n2t to take any action? That In itself

is an action: the important aspect is that the local people decide to make the decisions

instead of outsiders. When local people take over the decision making process that In

itself can be or lead to structural change. When this happens it is often perceived by

administrators and government officials as militant or revolutionary. I I

Further examination of Hall's and Fals Borda's work among others from the

ongmal core of the Participatory Research Network is instructive. Both Hall's and Fals

Borda's work reveal that respect for the ''word of the other" precludes pre-judgement of
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outcomes in good participatory research. Any outside fac1lltator or technical person

called in cannot push people to make structural change. Structural change is not a

foregone conclusion. In fact. Fals Borda makes his view quite clear as he describes an

earlier attempt at "cr1t1cal recovery of history" with oppressed Columbian peasants:

. Being by then quite Impatient with such a situation. active researchers and our
political allies (following the LeninIst theory of the revolutionary cadres) began
10 inject our own defln1tion of proletarian science w1thtn the context of reality
and in the base groups. It was like searching for a ghost and when not tlnd1ng
it to feel the need to create one. The result was a "science for the common
people". not a genuine science of the people. 12

nus comment suggests that Fals Borda was expecting to be able to draw forth

from citizens a particular description of unjust labor relations and perhaps a call to

revolutionary actMties. When citizens' descrtption of reality did not match Borda's he

realized that it was his Imposition of meaning rather than the citizens which was at

fault.

Before going any further with the work of Participatory Research Network

members. it is useful to consider the origins of both the term "participatory research"

and the Network.

ill

Hall attributes the first participatory research explicitly labelled as such to work

in Tanzania. DUring 1971. MaI1a-LitsaSwantz and Hall were working with local groups

under the sponsorship of the Tanzanian Bureau of Resource Allocation and Land Use

Planning. During this time. Paulo Freire visited Tanzania. and along with others

subsequently transported the term and concepts to colleagues throughout the

, Americas. Europe. and other regions ofAfrica.

Through Hall's subsequent return to Toronto, Canada and the International

Council on Adult Education, participatory research and Freire's ideas on education and

development were dispersed world-wide starting in 1974. .Also during this time. Hall
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and a few others founded the Participatory Research Group In Toronto. In 1976 a

session on research at the Dar-es-Salaam Conference on Adult Education also

broadened the dissemination of participatory research. Untll 1988, the Participatory

Research Group served as a world-wtde clearinghouse for participatory research

documents and networking. In January 1988, at a conference in Nicaragua, Highlander

Research and Education Center in New Market, Tennessee was chosen as the 1989 to

present clearing-house.

There has been a vigorous percolation of concepts through this network. Many

of the key practitioners have been strongly influenced by Freire--both his writings and

personally. In Interviews, Freire hJmself has indicated that he in tum over the years

has been deeply impressed by the work of the liberation theologians, and especially by

the work of his friend Leonardo Boff as well as many of the Latin American dependencta

(dependency) theorists, and others.13 The power of this network and the important

concepts circulating through it should not be underestimated.

Many of those partlc1patory researchers working in Francophone Africa have

also been influenced by animation-rural and participatory development espoused by

Roland Colin. In essential features, animation-ruralis a French originated approach to

community development that is dependent upon local collective reflection and analysis.

In Colin's case (Senegal). powerful elements of local control were considered key:

to attain the objectives of Integrated rural development it is essential that the
disadvantaged rural populations participate in decision making at all stages
of the development process. 14

As mentioned previously. the current (1988. 1989) clearinghouse for the

Network is at HJghlander Research and Education Center near Knoxville.Tennessee.

The founder of Highlander. Myles Horton, visited Denmark In order to understand the

Danish Folk School movement and its relations to political and cultural identity,

Horton vast experience also tncludes union orgaruemg in Appalachta during the 1920's
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and 1930's. Horton was also responsible for co-fac1l1tatlng a tremendous amount of

adult llteracy train1ng among Afro-Americans during the CivilRights movement.

Passing the final exam in those llteracy courses was achieved by successfully

registering to vote. In the early 1980's Highlander's work--and by association Horton's-

was recognized by a Nobel Peace Prize nomination.

Eventually Horton and Freire met, bringing these rich strands of human

experience together. IS Other HJghlander staff, notably John Gaventa, Jullet Merr1fleld,

and Helen Lewis, among many others had already been engaged with people throughout

Appalachia in participatory research work: in recent years this has spread world-Wide.

Some of this work w1l1 be cited in the case studies in Chapter IV.

Other early core members of the Network include Orlando Fats Borda

(Columbia), Yusuf Kassam and Kemal Mustafa-(Tanzanla), Francisco Vio Grossi

(Venezuela), Jan de Vries and Gerrtt Hufzer-(Netherlands), ViJay Kanhare-(India), Ton de

Wit and Vera Glanotten-(Netherlands and Peru), Morten Levin, and RaJesh Tandon

UndIa).16 By the 1980's the Ust of names had expanded greatly.

IV

The term partfc1patory research itself does have quite a few antecedents.~

reSearch has been in usage since at least 1946 when American Kurt Lewin wrote

".Action research and minority problems:'17 The usage at that time was in educational

and community work contexts. It appears that action research was for the most part

dormant until the 1970's when it reappeared in two different contexts in England. The

first context is that of education. In The Action Research Reader, Stephen KemmiS and

Robin McTaggart cite the Ford Teaching Project of 1973. Other diverse sources place

action research in the Tavlstock Institute (U.K.) where it was a technique of humanistic

research in corporate, factory, and worker/management stuclles.18

Kemm!s and McTagga.Tt !n their own essays hold to the following definition:
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Educational action research is a term used to describe a fam1lyof actlvities ...
These activities have in common the ident1tlcation of strategies of planned
action which are implemented, and then systematically submitted to
observation, reflection and change. Participants in the action being
considered are integrally involved in all of these activities.

Furthermore, they see the aims of action research as follows:

1 the improvement of a practice,
2 the improvement (or professional development) of the understanding of
the practice by its practitioners, and
3 the improvement of the situation in which the practice takes place.19

Participant observation has been increasingly in use among anthropologists and

ethnographers since the 1960's at least.20 Although there were earlier works, from

1929 on, that class1fted themselves as participant observation, the term gained renown

through William Foote Whyte's Street Comer Society.21

In anthropological usage, participant observation has meant that the researcher

actually participates in activities being studied in order better to interpret them, but

this can mean many things. Works on participant observation surveyed included

researchers who were quite aware. of their own subjectivity and limited participation

and its consequences on people studied. Other researchers were more concerned with

"standardized participant observation of various objects in a field by several observers

on the basis of a uniform observation schedule.,,22

Some participatory observation in cases like Whyte's have lead increasingly to

an awareness that it is not appropriate to treat researched populations, who bear the

consequences of that research, as objects. Participatory observation has not

necessarily lead to prevention of research mJntng or facilitation of local awareness and

control. Participatory observation is then just a step in the process of participatory

research--a necessary but not sufficient condition.

Participatwy action research has come into usage in the 1980's in a so-called

TI11rd World development context. Several ofmy colleagues (in different places) claim to
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have coined the tenn.23 Apparently. adding "action" to "participatory research" was a

logical step for those researchers wishing to stress that action Is a necessary component

of research.

5everal writers have provided quite different histories and defln1tions of the

terms. It is not that the writers are wrong or disagree. but sJmply that the label has

been adopted by a wide range of people. Each of these people operates within a

particular d1scipUnewith its own history and practitioners. Many of these earlier

practitioners were engaged in s1m1lar or intersecting approaches and practices in

different contexts such as education. union organizing. regaining native rights.

environmental battles. and so on. It was only later that the practices were named.

hence the confusion.

For example. Lyngrid Rawlings. writing for the Participatory Research Network,

Usts Bishop Nikolai F. S. Grundtvfg of the Danish Folk Schools. Tao Shtng-Chih of an

early twentieth century Chinese educational movement. Dr. M. M. Coady of the

.An1tgOnish Movement in Canada. Myles Horton of the Highlander Research and

Education Center. Paulo Freire working in Braz1l1an adult literacy, Julius K. Nyerere,

who as president ofTanzanta worked for education for self-reliance. and Budd Hall

currently director of the International Council on Adult Education.24 Rawlings sees

participatory research as having evolved through these persons' work. Other

discussions of the oI1g1ns of part!cipatory research or action research omit anyone on

the above list and insert others.

Typically. Freire 15 included on both Rawlings's list of participatory researchers

and in Kemm1s and McTaggart's list of action researchers. Yet. in his one essay

spec1f1cally on research. "Creating alternative research methods: Learning to do it by

doing it." Freire uses neither label.25
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One essay In circulation draws dtstmcnons between parUcipatory and action

research. David Brown and Rajesh Tandon describe factory based action research as

essentially concerned with Individual analysiS and underpined by an ideology of

efficiencY and growth. Participatory research on the other hand is concerned with

questions of societal dominance and is based on the assumption that equity/self

reliance/oppression problems are central.26

Brown and Tandon explain the differences between action and participatory

research by CiUng a hypothetical factory research situation In which accidents are

caused by stress. They see action research leading a joint research committee to an

agreement that certain management practices do indeed lead to stresses that result In

workers' accidents and changing 1mmed1ate practices. Afterall, the reasoning would

go, everyone benefits from the greater production when there are fewer accidents. A

part1c1patory research approach on the other hand, would tend to ally itselfwith worker

Interests, going after larger changes in management structure. The way Brown and

Tandon draw their distinction suggests that action research would lead to management

walk-throughs on the shop floors and better relations, Participatory research, however,

might lead workers to try taking over part of management and or ownership--something

that might not work. Brown and Tandon contend that:

Participatory research on the ... problem would probably challenge management
exploitallon ofworkers - even if the workers themselves did not question
management legitimacY- and thus alienate all the parties.27

A survey of alternative research descnptions does show factory based alternative

research more frequently labelled "action" and so-called Third World research labelled

as "participatory," However, the terms are often reversed; some research in factories

has been labelled "participatory research," and some research In so-called

underdeveloped countries has been labelled "action research." Furthermore. it appears

that the majority of the research facilitators who fonn the core of the Participatory
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Research Network would not push "structural change" unless it came from local

people's own deftnition and analyses ofproblems. Therefore. the distinctions between

the two labels and the label "participatory action research" are no longer particularly

useful.

V

Further scrutiny of the various definitions of participatory research

demonstrates additional attributes. These attrtbutes become manifest in reaction to

usual research dichotomies. Several important dichotomies that are accepted in

mainstream research are challenged by participatory research. These dichotomies are

overlapping and include the relations between 1) subject and object. 2) means and

ends. 3) reflection and action. 4) research neutrality and poUtical power. 5) experts and

the researched people. and 6) development and research itself. In the type of

participatory research engaged in by the Network. the preceding boundaries are often

blurred.

Mainstream researchers and development speciaUsts may see a much greater

separation between research and development than participatory research

practitioners. Research is supposed to be conducted in as an objective manner as

possible. Le, using the scientitlc method. Development is supposed to provide either

directly or indirectly those things that people in the Third World don't have that people

in the First World do. again. usually technological products. If a development specialist

calls on research to inform a decision. the norms call for an objective and informed

decision. and it is assumed that only experts can produce the necessary information.

The above dichotomies are key. because they characterize assumptions that separate

non-expert citizens from their own knowledge bases: these separations make citizens

into objects and can have serious consequences in the citizens' daily lives.
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Retum1ng to the traditional research methods text cited previously (Babbtel, all

the previous dichotomies are abundantly evident. Ethics are seen as the responsibility

and personal domain of the individual researcher and poUtics as a public arena: the

social scientist must neatly separate herself from the object of study. Babbie proclaims:

SCience. as a collective enterprise. achieves the equtvalent of objectivity through
intersubjectivity. That is. different scientists. having different subjective
views. can and should arrive at the same results when they employ accepted
research techniques. Essentially. that will happen to the extent that each
is able to set personal values and views aside for the duration of the research.28

The primary way the above and the rest of the scientiftc method play out in

relation to Third World research is to make researched peoples into objects instead of

subjects. Not only do they have Uttle say in the research that is conducted on them.

but that research. because of d1scipl1naJy boundaries is usually mono-dimensional.

The image that is then produced may be wrong because of lack of information at two

levels: the outside researcher may lack not only locallmowledge. but her scient1fically

gained knowledge may be Incomplete as well. The process of domg the research is

rarely related to any local objectives for changing local conditions. The research is

rarely "contaminated" by action. If the final research documents are given to anyone in

countIy in order to effect change. it is rarely to the local people who hosted that

research. Aro/ changes are expected to be effected at higher. poUeymaking levels of

government.

The social sciences often refer to the methods of "hard" science for their

authority. -Ironieally, the hard science ofphys1cS has long since abandoned the notion

that the observer can be isolated from that which he observes. Quantum physics. for

example. shows that there is no observer that does not effect the obseIVed.29 Physicist

Fritjof Capra has suggested that these changes in physics are indicative of an important

paradigm s..l1!...ft. Capra suggests that 1) every structure is a manifestation of an

underlying process. 2) that there is a shift from objective to systemic science. 3) the
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observer plays a role and should be explicit about that role. and 4) the concept of

knowledge-as a butlding has changed to that oflmowledge as a network. These are

useful conceptuallzation for the parttcipatory researcher who wishes to cease turning

researched people into objects.

VI

DUring the 1n1tla1 stages of this project. I expected to find that the detln1Uons of

participatory research

provided by larger inStituUons would be quite d1fI'erent from those provided by smaller

and local tnsututtons.

I expected the main differences would become manifest in language. to the extent that

local control was an explicit value and goal or not. I expected that larger organizations

would be less capable of part1c1patoryresearch. because their ownsteep hierarchies

would preempt local controL Smaller organizations were expected to have fewer strata

of personnel. thus more direct awareness of researched people and communities as

people rather than sources of research data. In review. the d1sUncUons between

different types of organizations did tend to follow the above. but not always. and the

distinctions are bluny.

Below 19 a sample of the range of participatory research defln1Uons. Review of

the definitions reveals that the objectives of organizations doing participatory research

has a relationship to whether they define their efforts in term of local control. but even

this 19 not always clear.

A 1980 publication of the United Nations Research Institute for Social

Development (UNRISD) entitled ''Popular ParUc1pation Programme: Debaters'

Comments" defines parUc1pation around control of resourees:

For the purpose of defining an adequate area oi research in a way that does not
permit the evasion of the central issue of power. the detln1tion proposed for
this inquiry is: ''the organized efforts to increase control over resources and
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regulative Institutions in iMID social situations. on thep~faoups and
movements of those hitherto excluded from such control."

Despite this seemfDg1y strong definition. the subsequent UNRISD program

generated several case studies of TI11rd World participatory research which did not

markedly differ from usual community development project descriptions.3 1

The Canadian based International Development Research Centre (from hereon

IORC) outlines three maiD attributes of partiCipatory research.32

1. Shared ownership wherein the "researchs:d ...become themselves the

researcb~."

2. Mutualleamtng. in which research and tra1nlng are complementary.

3. Action based. where the group exam1n1ng information also must deal with it

and related issues in the course of their Uves.

The IORC working group tndicates in their paper important seeming

contradictions and llmitations of participatory research. These seeming contradictions

may also be indicative of the type of tnstttutional sponsorship. First of all. the working

group notes that it 19"impossible to construct a generalizable methodological model of

partiCipatory research.,,33 The other llmitation is described:

Most IORC-supported participatory research projects which were reviewed
appear to have been partiCipatory in the intermediate or consultative sense ...
(1bese people] have probably engaged in very little discussion and
decision-making beyond their own immediate personal and family
needs. When such people are engaged in a part1cipatory research
project. their part1c1pation may simply be a painStaking process of
mmation, of tentative steps at the lower end of the participation
conttnuum.34

This passage continues by suggesting that choices must be made by the researcher

about whom to participate with. Sometimes the researcher may not be able to work

with the poorest of the poor. Further on the document notes. "increasing recognition

and moves to institutionalize participatory research carry with it risks of its being used

as a means of self-serving 1eg1t1mation"35
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Thts has already occurred. quite subtly In the IORC text where the language is

that of the IORC choostng whom to develop. Implied is the Inltlation of all work by the

IORC experts. Also 1mplied is that things must be done. that some degree of efficiency

is necessary. The appendix of the document lists IORC part1cipatoIY research projects

which range from grain storage to credit to family-school relations.36

Even the World Bank now has something to say about what they term

"community partiCipation." samuel Paul of the World Bank Publ1c Sector Management

D1v1S1On explains:

CP refers to an active process whereby benefictartes lntluence the direction
and execution of development projects rather than merely receive a share of
project benefits.37

Paults quite frank in his discussion of the range of deflnitions noting. "Some

would regard parttcipanen as an end in itself. whereas others see it as a means to

achieve other goals".38 Paul's point 19 the central issue. When an organization such as

the World Bank Intervenes In local affairs. it cannot possibly be towards local objectives

if those objectives dltJer from national and/or Bank objectives. Labe1JJng development

efforts and research partiCipatoIY then becomes a justlftcation for doing what was

planned all along.

The larger organizations sponsormg partiCipatory research projects such as the

World Bank. UNRISD. UNFAO (United Nations Food and .Agr1culture Organization) and

IORC generally define the overall objectives of their work In terms of increased project

e1BCiency and greater development. Almost all of these projects are tied Into spec1ftc

technical fields such as agriculture. energy. or forestry, Even where spec1ftc

partictpatory research efforts attempt to define themselves differently. the overall

practices and mandates of the institution tend to reimpose themselves.

Tu..T.L"lg again to Th!rd World based partictpatory researchers, one finds

indications of a flip side to the impositiOn problem. Among the Parttcipatory Research
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Network. LJubijana conference papers. there is one debate that recurs. The debate 15

whether participatory research must be defined in terms of historical materialism

(MaIXlsm) or North American pragmatism.

Where dialectical mater1allsm has been generally thought of as the ph11osophy of

Marxism. historical matmaltw has been considered the science of Marxism. Texts

discussing historical materialism have often argued for the sc1ent1ftc1ty of Mandsm

based on natural science.

Adoption of either approach (pragmatist or Marxist) presupposes the entire

problem to be researched as spec1ftcallyclass based or not. Either approach imposes a

prefabricated framework of rea1lty on the research subjects and the world. Perhaps

local people would eventually tell the researcher, ''1t is none of the above." There was.

however. an agreement among researchers collected at Ljubljana that use of historical

materialist. interpretations must be non-dogmatic.39

From yet another perspective. Third World researcher Arturo Escobar sees

partiCipatory action research as entirely new and hopeful:

Central to PARphilosophy is the question of popular power. t.e. the
investigation of the mechanisms necessary to develop popular counter-power
for social transformation and their relation to the production of knowledge.
Thus it seeks to generate PQDular power. [emphasis mine] not only "to develop."
PARprojects combine techniques of adult education, social SCience
research and poUtical actMsm ... and the use of novel means of diffusing
knowledge (alllmowledge being considered the property of the community).40

Escobar appears to have a bipolar conceptuallzation of power when he implles

that participatory research must seek to generate "popular power:' If Escobar

understands the state to have power and the people lack it. his statement could be read

to suggest that the task of a participatory researcher is to mob1llze people. Again.

under some circumstances this could be an imposition.

Keeping in mind the range of participatory research definitions. imposition of

possible solutions and dilution of local understanding comes in many forms. If
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grassroots people Involved in a project define their objectives as an improved water

supply rather than energy a large, sponsoring energy agency with all its resources can

usually do nothing. An agency constituted to do one thing--energy--can't do just water,

there are too many inter-dtsc1pl1nary and technological boundaries. But equally

problematic, what If the local people after good solid participatory analysis persist in

deflnJng their problem only in terms of a mateI1allack such as a ID1l1 or a pump? They

may be well aware that their regional or central government is oppressive and equally

aware of the risks and costs of doing anything about it. They may decide that all they

want is a pump. How then would someone like Escobar measure popular power?

Either approach is then a denial of the local people's voice and an imposition.

In summary, texts from dJfIerent agencies and institutions have some differences

In approach to participatory research, but these differences were not as great as

expected. However looking at actual practices and the context of the sponsoring and

funding bodies, there is a gap. What seems important then is not as much what is

said, but who says it and In what context.

There are ind1v1duals in sponsoring organisations who can--at least for a time-

subvert the interventionist intent of their organization's objectives. Such ind1v1duals

can also act as buffers preventing interference from higher level personnel in the

organization who may be more interested in suIVival of the organization than local

control.

Often, where the participatory research fac1l1tator has been an outsider but from

a smaller agency he or she has been conscious of the inherent inequalities in the

situation and made efforts to work within the local deftn1tionof the problem. Often

there is an important difference between efforts by smaller groups or communities and

projects sponsored lTj large institutions. The facilitator usually sees herself as

answerable to the local community whereas in the cases sponsored by larger
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institutions although the facilitator may feel responsibility toward the community she

feels and is answerable to the larger organization. In either case. where such a

facilitator feels prfmaIy responsibility to the local community tremendous stress is

created for the facilitator. Facilitator burn-out often leads to at least some cooptation of

the work. This is not unlike the phenomena of social workers who are at first client

oriented. but as increasing administrative pressures come to bear. become more

interested in doing the paperwork that leads to their job security.

Common factors in bum-out are pressures to achieve viSibleresults within a

certain tune period. These pressures are in conflict with participatory research

conceptualized as dialoguing over time and patiently waiting for consensus to emerge.

The difference between msntutions is that. not always but often. the smaller

agencies impose fewer levels of bureaucratic red tape. Dectston-makers are more

accessible, and thus the outside sponsored facil1tator can bend rules to the needs of

local people.

In terms of partldpatory research. where just the local community is involved.

information produced is theirs. Where a larger organization has been the sponsor or

funding source. the information tends to become the property of those with the

resources to d1ssemInate it--usually the larger organization.

Generally. the Partldpatory Research Network members represent smaller

institutions and the people in them tend to see themselves pmnanly as facilitators

rather than scholars. Most of these individuals are st1l1involved with grassroots groups

on a day to day basis. Considering the monumental commitments in personal time that

these people make. it is interesting that on a whole they tend to write themselves out of

the picture; research efforts are usually described as those of the local people. An

example that springs to mind 15John Gaventa's work with the Appalachian Land Use

Task Force: Gaventa is first to give credit to the Task Force and play down his own role.
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On the other hand. In documents of cases where the sponsonng Institution has been

larger. that institution Is usually described as the primary actor.

Agencies organize themselves around control of certain kinds of terrain with

their managers defining their careers based on their expertness in particular fields.

Intervention 18 the raison d'etre of the research and development crgamsation as well as

bureaucracy in general and their expert managers/intervenors. It 18 necessary to do

something. usually with physical artefacts whether they are dams or documents. to

legitlmfze continued existence and funding. Again. to paraphrase a colleague. this

phenomena 18 hereon termed "the interventioniSt Imperative.,,41

Where it 18 flnally becoming evident that both modernization type development

and positivist research are problematic. imagine the enthusiasm with which

interventionist agencies receive the news that there 18 a technique available which

purports to solve the problems ofboth research and development--without the guilt. As

long as organlzattons' and agencies' existences are based on their capacity to intervene.

and science 18 the legitimizer. the space Is permanently opened for coopting whatever

local populations define as the problem and necessary solution.

Mexican activist and writer Gustavo Estava tells us:

In the peasant world. for a long time now. "development" has been recognized as
a threat. Most peasants are aware that It has undermined their subsistence
based on centuries-old diversifted crops.42

By naming these people peripheral. margtnallzed, poor. rural. or slum dwellers.

people are objecUftedas a field of intervention. This field of intervention 18 further

objectified as needing development--from A to Z. Almost universally. posing lack of

development and underdeveloped people as the problem simultaneously implies that

development via technological inputs and greater production 18 the solution. This In

tum 1mplies~ peopie must be changed.
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The difficulty with these often well-intended characterizations is that they ignore

the voices of the people who are the research objects. Participatory research practice

supposedly opens up a space where the people's voice or voices may be heard. but by

continuing the old naming practices the space Is once again closed. Do the people who

become research objects see themselves as pertpheralized, margtnahzed, or poor?

Perhaps the case may be made simply to get the intervening organizations out of the

way.

What the participatory research advocates call for is a recognition that without

local people's participation in the informing process there wUlbe many gaps. At one

end there may be a lack of mformation as to local conditions. At another end there may

be a complete lack of awareness that it is local people who are expected to employ the

new technologies often without preparation.

Where the interventionist Imperative is operative. success in the above projects

is st1l1 technologically determined: how many wmdmdls, biogass cUgesters. or efficient

stoves were built? What is not considered is the strengthening of 1nd1v1dual and

collective analysis sk1l1s and strengthening of local organizations for decision making

and long term planning and organization.

The authors of participatory research projects and papers contribute to the

cooptation of participation by what they do not write. including the history of the

institutions which sponsor them and the hiStory of their own processes. In order to win

the support of their organizations their def1n1t1ons and objectives are stated in watered

down language. The project writers tame their writing. calling for increased projeet

efficiencywhile hoping a greater participation nevertheless manages to emerge.

What I have found to be characteristic of the above and other PVO and grassroot

approaches to participatory research is the relation of the outsider andI or the research

facilitator to the community and the designation of allinformatlon as community
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property. Allwho are dependent upon a basic terminology of research and development

re-periphera1Jze and re-margtna1fze researched people even as we seek to de-margtnal1ze

them. Even advocates and practitioners of partterpatory research tend to reimpose the

conditions they wish to change.

These are slippery and complex Issues which circle around and loop back on

themselves. For example. even participatory research conceptualized as empowerment

is l1m1Ung and constraining. Such a statement can be used to Justify the actMties of

those who have towards those who are not perceived as having and do not have control

of the actMtles. ThiS is where power is located. Power sustains itselfby its very ab1l1ty

to remain 1nvtsible or unquestioned. The tremendous power of social science research

pracUce to maintain itself and preclude participatory research because it is

"unsctennflc," "descriptive." or even worse "intuitive." is located in the ideological

spaces where the nature of sponsoring institutions is invisible. All attention is focused

on the role of the individual facilitator and the grassroots rather than the procedures of

the sponsoring institution.

Power is also located in relations where participatory researchers think they are

obliged to get local people to make structural changes. LikewiSe. as long as

"participation" in participatory research def1n1tions is left 1nv1s1ble. in that it is left as an

assumed positive value that is achievable and has been already achieved, we are left

with a thoroughly reified concept. To reify is to discuss, in an unconscious manner,

that which is abstract as if it where concrete. Again. participation can then become

''motivating them to partietpate in our plan to do it--development--to them."

Thus textual and discursive analysts become Important. Those texts which

discuss parUcipatory research not only make visible and diSseminate a hopeful

practice, but may by virtue of their mode of textual production. make invisible and

reproduce some of the imper1al1stic research practices PAR15 supposed to supplant.
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A Philippine advocate puts the dUemma clearly:

Uke the much-abused word "development," the terms "people's participation"
and "community organizanon" today no longer Inspire easy confidence and trust.
Now more than ever. their meanings reside In the context of their actual use
and indeed. In the identity of their users. Community organisattcn,
espeda1ly. has been effectively de-contextua1Jzed from its orfglnal moorings,
and as a consequence, has reemerged as nothing more than an ideologically
neutral technique that can be placed in the service of any master.43

Roland Colln points out:

It has almost become obligatory to present "participation" as one of the
essentlal conditions for the success of development projects and programs.44

As long as participation in research and development 19 understood as

indfgenous people receiving infusions of technology from outside rather than becoming

able to do their own analysis to solve problems. there 19 a problem. As long as

development is understood as something that technologically advanced countries have

as a result of something intrinsically and inherently better In their culture or structure,

there 19 a problem.

As much as an institute or orgamzatton advocates some vague ''peoples'

participation" but those barefoot "People" never enter the carpeted halls of the institute

much less participate in management decisions to allocate resources, there is a

problem.

F1nal1y, how much can 1nd1v1dual facilitators do when trapped in the position of

acting In a fully participatory manner respecting all local lnltlatives, when they are

sponsored by patriarchal. hierarchical organizations who do not. for example, value

participation of their own employees In their own allotment processes?

GuStavo Esteva. director of the Comlte Promotor de Investigaciones para el

Desarollo Popular. Mexico, c1aJms:

Popular participation 19 generally perceived as a non-manipulative style of
mobilization of the people. It has been proposed as a democratic or
revolutionary tool for those "hitherto excluded" from development and
economic and political power to success..fully overcome that exclusion.
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I will try to show that these contentions are but an illusion. As a
social construct. "popular participation" is now being bu1lt as a myth. to
renew the appearance of colon1z1ng metaphors which are now in agony.45

Estava tells us to beware of (the myth 00 partlcipaUonl

The final question is: given the ava1labledefin1t1ons of the variety of approaches

to grassroots research lmown as participatory research is the label so whollycoopted as

to be useless ifnot damagtng to those who endeavor to engage in forms of research that

let the local people be the proprietors of lmowledge?

I would l1ke to think that part1cipatory research is st1llworth doing. but self-

awareness. changing language practice, and remodel1ng deftn!tions are not enough

alone. If participatory research is still worth doing, then the level at which further

examination is required is also the tnstitutionallevel.
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CHAPI'ERIn

TIiEORY: rrs RElATION TO PARrICIPATORY RESEARCH PRACTICE

What sets worlds in motion is the interplay of differences, their attractions and
repulsions. Ltfe 15plural1ty, death is uniformity. By suppressing differences and
peculiarities, by e1JmJnattng different civ1lJzatlons and cultures, progress weakens life
and favors death. The Ideal of a single c1v1lfzation for every-one, implicit in the cult of
progress and technique, impoverishes and muUlates us. Every view of the world that
becomes extinct, every culture that disappears, d1m1n1shesa possibility of life.

(0ctav10 Paz in Jamake HJghwater, The Prfmal Mindl. 1

I

The first, substantial activity in this project has been the attempt to clarify both

IIl'J interpretive position and those of other partIcipatory researchers. Through what

fllters is the information gathered about social science research practice in the Third

World interpreted? Traditionally, researchers have labelled this activity as "stating

one's assumptions." As a consequence of exam1n1ng power and knowledge relations in

research practice in general and participatory research in particular, the possibility of

achieving a truth--complete and ffnfshed--about one's assumptions is questioned.

There are assumptions we consciously make on a small scale in order to make tidy and

intelligible our explanations of how society or the portion of it we examine works. Then

there are assumptions we carry--usually less consclously--about what constitutes a

legitimate field of inquiry and the processes for interpreting it. For this reason, this

mqutry is approached by (1) surveying or flagging the theories that participatory

researchers have cited and used as authority referents for their participatory practice,

thus (2) flagging my own theoretical fllters and subsequent methodological approaches.

As discussed in the previous chapters, Increasingly, researchers and particularly

partictpatory researchers are questioning the traditional approaches to social science

research. .Alldecisions to use a particular research approach are inherently political

decisions. Su~"1 decisions weight some areas as valuable and negotiable areas for
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inquiry whJIe leaving others fns1gn1ficant Ifnot invisible. Those fields of inquiry that

may be eas!ly quanttfled have often been considered more valuable, more scient1flc than

locallmowledge, which is often derided as superstition, because it does not fit methods

of sc1entlftc inquiry. What then is the approach of the participatory researcher in the

midst of social science debates about what constitutes a legitimate field of inquiry and

ethical considerations about her own particular tnteractions with mmgJnallzed groups?

The participatory researcher mtght suggest that closed and/or traditional

methods should be avoided;·the people's voices should be heard and rendered as

unfiltered by the writer's views as possible. However, it is theoretically and practically

impossible to render other's voices unfiltered, and doubly so in a uniVersity

dissertation. The dissertation writing process does not easily lend itself to a grassroots

information gathering endeavor and local control and dtssem1nation of the lmowledge

produced. The dissertation production process is historically and inherently a solitary

endeavor at the level of1nd1v1dual physical output.

On another level, the dissertation is as much produced by the culture,

university, and department in which the candidate/researcher is enrolled or employed.

Either way the dissertation 15not produced by local, grassroots, or TI11rd World people

who are its objects of interest. Even a dissertation abm.!t participatory research is not

itself participatory. A dissertation effort could be participatory in its approach.

especta11y in field work and interviews, and later restitution and dissemination of

results, but the requirements of single "orfgtnal"authorship and exigencies of university

life will work against this.

On a third level, the researcher may not be allowed the luxury of saying, "there

is no theoretical approach, no methodology, because I don't want to be bound to any

one approach that W'JI determine my outcomes." or altemattvely, ''1 don't want to be

bound by an approach that 15 not the people's." Although some participatory
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researchers have used this no-theory approach. it 15 a 1Jcense to be unaware of the

circumstances of their own lmowledge production. Consciously or unconsciously.

theoretical orientation does influence methodology.

Some partldpatory researchers have deliberately steered away from various

theoretical orientations, because they real1ze all orientations are potent1alimpositions.

Other partldpatoIY researchers fall into a more traditional trap when they are

consciously informed by a single theory as in the case of Orlando Fals Borda previously

cited.

No part.fcipatoIY research 15 totally free and unbound. The research facilitator's

lmowledge production and motivations for acting emerge from reactions to prior

soc1alfzation into ways of doing science and ethical approaches to being a citizen or

member in a particular community. Partldpatory researchers should not presume their

tmplled ethic of creating spaces where the other may be heard w1l1 be self-evident. Such

assumptions lend to cooptation and the reimpos1t1on of the ethics and values of the

dominant culture. But having an expl1Cit ethic seems to be an even more obvious

nnpositton, What then 15 the researcher to think and do ifboth having a theoretical

structure and not having a theoretical structure are full of pitfalls? What is to be done

if interpretation 15an inherently violent act-en that it always imposes meanings on

others--and we all are engaged in continuous interpretation?

A more fruitful way of getting at the preceding questions 15 to ask What are the

intersections between sm:ak1ni for the other and maldna spaces where the other may

be heard? Keeping this question in mind. those theories that have served as authority

referents for participatory researchers. Includmg this writer. are examined.

The production of this dissertation is an action and doubly so where it proposes

tactics. The reintegration of Logos. Eros. and Mythos 15presented as part of the general

grounds for action and filters the rest of my work, especially where spec1fic critiques are
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launched from class analysis. post-structuralist approaches to discourse. and any other

potentially dangerous methodological tools of critique.

We may use post-structuralism, class analysts. branches of critical theory. or a

spec1flcallyGramsclan approach in order to critique those structures and their

resultant practices where they make it difficult to hear others in margtnallzed or

disadvantaged groups. All of these approaches are potent1al1y cooptlve in that they may

impose a vision of the Truth--the goals to be sought and the means to attain them--that

is neither the vision of the local group nor in their long term interest. Yet what is to

guide the participatory researcher, particularly when inStitutionalization of participation

is sought?

Analysts is launched from this general and open concept of reintegration that

demands acting to let otherness be. and it is impossible to do so while remaining

exclusiVelyin the realm of logos--the rational. When I explained my analysis dilemma

to a native Hawaiian he said. "It's only you white people who think there has to be one

idea to explain everything."

The introduction of this chapter asks. 'What then is the approach of the

participatory researcher?' This brief swvey of models of critique and subsequent

legitimation for some participatory research practices suggests an approach. The

approach. if drawn. might look like the two intertwined spirals of a double helix. What

is suggested is open ended.

One spiral of the double helix would include all those practices that critique the

enduring orders that margtnal1ze and separate local knowledge and prevent the

recognition of interrelatedness.

The first half of the helix' second spiral would include ethical and political

practices and consciousness raising that outsider researchers would engage in order for

local people to do their own part1c1patory research. Training and documentation
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speclftc to the situation and by request of the local people would also be included. Here

the role of the participatory researcher is nQ1 to act on the local people. Rather the aim

is to raise the consciousness of her own colleagues and prevent Impersonal1nstitutional

structures from preempting and coopting local people's work. From this perspective,

the outside participatory researcher acts to get her ownstrata out of the way of local

people--to let otherness be.

The other half of the second spiral would include all those practlces that are

enabling local groups to maintain or regain their uniqueness and autonomy. These

local practlces are often precise and spec1f1c to the local context.

The production of this dissertation has led to an approach that is suspicious of

all single theories proposing a solution. This approach begins to sound l1ke a

genealogical analysis, but it differs from some forms of post-structuralfsm. Where

choices are made and actions are taken, ifonly on a tentative. temporary basis, some

visions of global and long term views are inevitably assumed.

n

A number of partlc1patory researchers, generally those whose practlce derives

from Marxist critiques, cite the work ofAntonio GramscL2

Antonio Gramset, an Italian Mar.x1st writing from prison during the years 1926

1937, coined the term "organic intellectual.'.:3 Gramsc1, observing the failure of the

First International and the results of the Russian revolution, attempted to address the

education of the masses, particularly the workers, towards building hegemony in civil

society as requisite to achieving control of the state. The organic intellectuals

developing within the working class would fac1l1tate the workers' education.

The organic intellectual was a person from the working class who facilitated the

articulation not only of their immediate needs but just as importantly facilitated deep

reflection and analysis. Note however that Gramsci considered someone born into the
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working class who became. for instance. a priest to be representing the interests of the

bourgeoisie and no longer organic to the working class.

The usual Marxist defln1tion of hegemony. especially as developed by Oramsct,

includes more than domination by force. The Gramsctan concept of hegemony

encompasses a working class strategy of alliances, compromises. and intellectual and

moral leadership as the social basis for building a workers' state.4

The Gramsctan concept of deep organic analysis is potent1ally important to those

participatory researchers who wonder why they should bother with theory or even shun

theory. I recall many discussions with local people and fac1l1tatorswho said they had

no interest in "theory." Further probing invariably revealed that it was academics and

lengthy, incomprehensible documents that stgnalled theory to the local people. Lengthy

discussions in local language of long term causes and effects were welcome as long as

they were in a safe and appropriate setting.

What Gramscl does not resolve is the dilemma of someone born into the

bourgeois class and actively engaged on behalf and with working class people. Jerome

Karabelin his ''Revolutionary Contradictions: Antonio Gramscl and the Problem of

Intellectuals" cites some aspects of the above dilemma.5 The dilemma should be of

particular concern to part1cipatory research fac1l1tators who often are outsiders and/or

educated far beyond the present means of the v1llagers and grassroots people with

whom they work. By virtue of taking a leadership role even insiders are automatically

in a position open to cooptation.

On ftrst reading. it seems the research fac1l1tator, like the organic intellectual, 19

engaged in organising a group towards self-emancipation. If. as in Karabel's

summation, the task of the organic intellectual is to draw out and articulate the

understanding that 15 already starting to be manifested in class actions, this 19 an

absolutely necessary endeavor. Without it the grassroots w1lllack erttical
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understanding and even after 1n1tial successes adopt the language of the dominant

strata and be overcome. In other words, a repressed class needs to understand the

nature of the structure that represses it, otherwtse the repressed wUl resist only what

appears to be immediate enemies. The question is how someone from the class that

does the repressing can ever get completely outside of the structure and help provide

conditions for liberation of the repressed.

The dilemma of the organic intellectual. as well as participatory researchers, is

dangerous to the grassroots in the following way: at times of crisis the leadership tends

to loose emotional solidarity with the grassroots; they tend to desert during crisis

situations. In many cases. it is not even crises that precipitate desertion: oftentimes,

the leadership's--even when they intend to act only as fac1l1tators--cooptationby their

class ideology is quite prevalent though inviSible. It is often d1fficult for the type of

enthusiastic person who did not origmate from the grassroots yet who becomes a

research fac1l1tator to see that the best interests of her class are not the necessarily best

interests of the grassroots. Examples abound in Melanesia and elsewhere. Sincere and

enthusiastic outsiders and volunteers engage community members for a short time in

new production activities. As soon as the volunteer leaves. all project actMty ceases,

because local people did not see increased production as necessary and/or the project

required too many new responsib1l1t1es. unaffordable components. or even risks, It is

easy to say after the fact that the leadership involved was not organic enough, but this

overstmplifles the situation.

Another d1fficulty for the organic intellectual and fac1l1tator role not addressed

by Gramsci or Karabel and other recent writers is advocacy. Part of the fac1l1tator's

problem is that if she is working with a less advantaged group, the role of the facilitator

15 often in part that of an advocate. The fac!1!tatormay become obliged to act as an

interpreter of local needs to intermediate level bureaucracies or act as a go-between. Of
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course. the facllitatorshould be stimulating the group's self-analysis and action. but in

the ftnal analysis she cannot pretend to neutrality or she ends up participating with the

wrong people such as the local bureaucracy. Gradually. such a facilitator may find

herself acting to get local people to conform to bureaucratic requirements to get loans or

needed changes, which can lead to by-passtng the group. its analyses. and lnlt1atives.

The fac1litation In what came to be the Kentucky FairTax Coalition is an

example (cited fully In the fourth chapter) of recognition of this dilemma by facilitators

and their refusal to allow cooptation.6 Whenever the powerful Appalachian Regional

Commtsston attempted to appeal to the expertness of the facilitators and asked them to

meet separately from their community groups, the fac1litators declined until and unless

all members of the group were included.

There Is no precise resolution for the organic intellectual and the facilitator's

dilemma. In many cases. at the outset, the factlttator serves to legitimate the group's

first actMties. But in this middle person's approach to those with the resources lie all

the seeds of cooptation. Ultimately. all facilitators can do Is (1) be conscious that they

are open to cooptation. and (2) return to the realtzation that "the ultimate indignity is

speaking for the other" and that those "others" are often the weakest.7 Furthermore,

there is a very fine line between facilitating or creating spaces where the other 15 heard

and speaking for the other. espec1allywhen one slips into advocacy.

The fac1litator can draw two substantial theoretical and practical

understandings for future work from Gramsc1. The first involves the de1lcacy of the role

of the organic intellectual in the dlfIlcult task of achieving an alternative and partial

hegemony in an age that sees the increasing commod1ftcatlon and interdependence of

everything. Secondly. there is in Gramsci's effort a firm belief that the working classes

can create their own hegemony without an elite vanguard. Another way of reflecting on

the above is to recognize that ultimately calls for letting otherness be cannot survive the
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bu1ld1ng of an alternate hegemony. That is. any complete hegemony would exclude and

impose on some other people. A partial hegemony perhaps over the detlnitlon of

participatory research could be useful up to a point. but only where that definition were

based upon letting otherness be.

A great many participatory researchers base their personal grounds for action

on a very general Marxist critique and analysis ofclass structures: those that refer to

Gramsc1 are somewhat more aware of the d1fDcu1t1es of their theoretical orientation. and

among these may be Included Vera Gianotten and Ton de Wit. Gtanotten and de Wit

critlcally link participatory research. class analysis. popular education. rural

transformation. and the role of traditional and organic Intellectuals. In their opening

statement. Gianotten and de Wit link theory to practlce:

Participatory research strongly upholds the view that conventional research
methods and techniques take the target group as the object of the research and
not as the principal subject. and that. furthermore. there is an undesirable
separation between theory and practice. between the social research and the
concrete actlon.8

Gtanotten and de Wit see what they term "popular education" as part of the

participatory research process. One of the objectives of this process Involves the

disruption of the monopoly over knowledge. But disruption is not enough. More

importantly they see popular education as a class task in which one critically recovers

history In order to transform society. Spec1ftcally:

(I)nthe context of the peasant economy as a function of the (traditional)
communal organieatton, the option of Intercommunal organization allows the
peasantry to relate itself to the larger society as a soc1al class. The role
of education and research points to this poUtlcal-econom1c ~tion.

In which both are converted into organic popular instances.

El1c Olin Wright put it most succinctly;

The purpose of studytng class structure is to be able to understand the
constraints on and possibilities of transformation. 10
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There is no doubt that a Marxist critique is enabling in the attempts to identify

and dismantle the monster of only one--the modern, technocratic, sctentisttc, and

capitalist--way of being. However. as much as Marxist analysis and critique is powerful

and not to be abandoned, the partietpatory researcher must be aware that this

orientation. like any other orientation, will leave her vulnerable to imposition of an

interpretation on the very people she hopes will be liberated: this again is precisely the

predicament of Fals Borda referred to earlier.

Of participatory researchers surveyed for thiS project, those who rely on some

form of Marxist critique usually do so in a very open-ended way. L1kew1se,in my own

double helix approach, I would place Marxism. critical theory and the like as useful only

in the first part of the helix. This sort of theoretical background is more useful for

critique and a constant checking, rather than for generating impractical calls for some

kind of unattainable revolution.

m

The work of post-structuralist Michel Foucault has attracted participatory

researchers such as Arturo Escobar who see participatory research as a means of

dismantling dominant development discourses and butldmg a strategy of resistance. 11

Escobar notes that ''PAR projects have already formed networks that have led to the

emergence of important nonparty regional movements."12

From hereon "discourse" is used to signify the spec1ftc practices of talking about

things in specific fields. This implies more than just what is talked about: how things

come to be talked about in specific ways is important. The word "discourse" is useful,

because it refers to a specific set of practices without the pejorative connotations of the

word "ideology." and because it refers to practice as well as thought processes. Post-

structura11sm In tum 15 itself a discourse that is 311 approach to discourse emerging

from the French Intellectual experience of the late 1960's. Rather than positing a
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central truth and model. the central task of post-structuralist writers has been to

problematJze discourses which do posit a central truth.

Since the last 2.000 years of Western and particularly Chrlstlan thought are

characterized by central truths. this provides the post-structuralists a rich field upon

which to work. More spec1flcally.much ofpost-structuraUst writing problematizes

modernity. The discourse of modernity has been variously characterized as assuming

that progress is the objective of humankind. It is assumed that aside from peculiar

setbacks here and there. when rationality, science, and technology are applied. the

history of humankind will be a march towards ever greater progress and development.

Implicit within post-structuralist approaches is the assumptlon that modem

societies socially reproduce themselves through enforcing relations of power and control

including relations of power over knowledge. In short, Western and technological

society is able to continue as it is through discourses that leave out other kinds of

knowledge: In much ofpost-structural1st writing, bureaucracies are particularly

suspect in reenforcing usual ways of doing busmess, nie bureaucracies control

infonnation about the indMdual Citizen. and by categonsmg the Citizenas more or less

able, worthy, or moral, control the informatton that flows to the Citizen. Depending

upon how the citizen is categorized. information coming from the Citizen is recognized or

not.

Foucault is a powerful referent for the participatory researcher in his approach

to what he calls "subjugated knowledges," the location of his genealogical analyses.

Foucault understands subjugated knowledges as pr1mar1ly:

[AI whole set of lmowledges that have been disqualifted as inadequate to their
task or insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the
hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or sctentiflcity.13

Foucault sees moves over the last generation wherein marginalized erudite

knowledges and marginalized popular knowledges have been joined in a rediscovery of
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local struggles. He terms the process ofJ01n1ng erudite and popular lmowledge and

subsequent research "genealogical"--the asking not why, but how did this come to be?

For Foucault. the problem of modernity Is that people are made objects. He has

described three main ways 111 Which this happens. People are made objects by modes of

inquiIy. i.e. the SCiences. People are separated from others by dMding practices such

as the naming practices--rich and poor, Sick and healthy, sane and Insane. People

make themselves into objects by internal1zlng the ideology and language of the

controlling strata. For example, local people may come to think they are too

uneducated to challenge the experts. 14

.According to Foucault the above practices of power will generate anti-authority

struggles. These anti-authority struggles will have certain characteristics which are

important to examine. The characteristics included:

1. Struggles are transversal; they are not Umited to one place or necessarily

strata.

2. The aim of the struggle is power effects. Le. getting control over whatever it is

that Is perceived as causing the problems. Often. local opposition is aimed at the

privileges of knowledge, t.e. expertness, but also secrecy and mystifIcation.

3. The struggles are immediate, because a) people look for the immediate

enemy. and b) they expect no long term project or overall structural solution.

4. The struggles question the status of the indiv1dualin two ways; a) the

indMdual asserts his right to be different or ok as he is, and b) the individual attacks

that which severs his links to his own community.

Foucault would then focus on the how the controlling institutions define

themselves. Foucault then contends:

[Tjhese genealogies, that are the combined product of an erudite knowledge
and a popular lmowledge, were not possible and could even not have been
attempted except on one condition, namely that the tyranny of globalismg
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dJscourses with their hierarchy and all their pr1v1leges of a theoretical
avant-e;arde was e1lm1nated.15

Chapter four documents some cases of participatory researchers with university

backgrounds who worked together with various local groups. It is this sort of

interaction that I see as a product of erudite and popular lmowledges. Another

excellent example of the cooperation of erudite and popular lmowledges is the work of

environmental anthropologist, JuUet Merrifleld. with small communities in Appalachia.

Merr1f'leld worked with high-school educated local people to document and learn the

properties of toxic chemicals dumped, on the sly, into their locallandOlI. When state

health department experts visited tell1ng people that everything was within "safe" l1m1ts,

local people were able to cite at length side-effects of the dumped wastes.

Foucault not only seems to provide the method for solving the dilemma of the

organic intellectual, but also the method for creating spaces where the other may be

heard. Foucault does indeed have an "experimental htstonco-crittcal" project which is

unraveUng how lmowledge has been produced and how our world has been constituted.

In short. within Foucault's genealogical approach is the POSSibility of being otherwise,

Strictly speaking, however, Foucault's approach is clear only where it pertains to

critique. One does have to dismantle the old dJscourse in order to take new action.

What Escobar does not come to grips with in the article cited above is what one

does once the dominant discourse is dismantled. Embedded in Escobar's article is the

assumption that people need to take over power and engage in revolutionary actions.

Put another way, a strictly genealogical approach, results in the continual

revelations of Will to power and knowledge: as reconstruction or alternative construction

starts, will to power and lmowledge Ukewise recommences. In other words, any action

is an imposition of the actor's will on others and/or the environment, but does this

mean that the actor should not Intervene? If it does. one seems to have a limited scope
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of action. As Jurgen Habermas, perhaps Foucault's most admlring critic. puts it. a

genealogical approach leads to endless case studies:

The genealogist explains this to-and-fro movement with the help of countless
events and a sIngle hypothesls--the only thing that lasts Is power.
which appears with ever new masks In the change of anonymous processes
of overpowering ... 16

Foucault evidences awareness of the above difficulty In his essay 'What is

EnUghtenment?":

SOO. the following objection would no doubt be entirely legitimate:
ifwe l1m1t ourselves to this type of always partial and locallnqutry
or test. do we not run the risk of letting ourselves be determined by
more general structures of which we may well not be conscious. and over
which we may have no control?

To this. two responses. It is true that we have to give up hope of ever acceding
to a point of view that could give us access to any complete and definitive
knowledge of what may constitute our historical Umits. And from this point of
view the theoretical and practical experience that we have of our l1m1ts and of
the possibility of moving beyond them is always Umited and determined: thus we
are always In the position of beiinJl1ni Main. (Emphasis added). 17

The essential d1fficultythen for the partldpatory researcher Is at the levels of

agency and institutionalization. What if a grassroots organization attempts to go

beyond the experience of an isolated village or one favella (bamo)? It seems that any

attempt to talk about sodety In the long run or replicate a liberating or empowering

experience tends to will to lmowledge and power. As Terry Eagleton, one of Foucault's

sharper critics. contends:

One advantage of the dogma that we are the prisoners of our own discourse.
unable to advance reasonably certain truth-claims because such claims are
merely relative to our language. Is that it allows you to drive a coach and horses
through everybody else's beliefs while not saddling you with the inconvenience
of having to adopt any yourself. IS .

Eagleton also raises the problematic aspect of language, Post-structuralist

writers have done great service In calling into question Western conceptual frameworks

based on a Single. un1fy1ng. underlying truth. The post-structuralists have also done
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service in calling into question modernity's assumption that better use of language is

capable of getting one closer to reality and truth.

11l1sin tum has lead many post-structuralist writers to resist usual metaphors

and assumptions about language. Their resistance in tum manifests in their own

writings which are often extremely d1fllcultto understand for those readers uninitiated

to post-structuralist cntique and debate.

Where a participatory researcher tries to link local and erudite knowledge this is

problematic: what good then is post-structuralism for local people? In this respect,

post-structuralists cannot escape their antecedents: they are correct also in that they

cannot escape language. IIi trying to escape the dominance of language, they have

created one that is even more elitist. They have not undermined the process that a

popular writer descI1bes: scientists discover a working rain god, but they must make it

into a SCientific entity, so they name it a "transcendental precipitation inducer," in order

to make it their speciality. not the populace's. 19

Foucault did indeed hold some definite opinions on world structure: this is

apparent in his lines, 'They naturally enter as allies of the proletariat, because power is

exercised the way it is in order to maintain capitalist exploitation.,,20 Foucault could

not escape from his own background as an European Intellectual, but he did propose to

disrupt that background. As W1ll1am Connolly notes:

[I)t seems possible that Foucault believing that the forces of order are always
well represented and armed in the bureaucracies and academies, has decided to
focus exclusively on the J!enealogicalproject to provide a counterpoint to the
forces of order and unity~1

Foucault's death in 1984 precludes us from seeing him fully address the

dilemmas raised here. Hence, however much Foucault's work attracts through its

tremendous power as a tool of critique, Eagleton, Connolly, and Habermas' points

remain unresolved.
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For the researcher from a university who genuinely wishes to engage in ethical

and participatory work. Foucault's genealogical approach can be frustrating. There is a

constant tension between not imposing meaning on local people and not having the

security of a guide to action; one must be w1lUng to patiently stand by as actions

emerge out of very specific local conditions.

Some scholars have assumed that applying Foucault's genealogy leaves one to

decode documents and precludes local action. This is Incorrect. Foucault himself

engaged in modest and painstaking efforts with various margtnalized groups.22

This (genealogical approach) is complex and it circles back on itself. but there

are important cautionary elements that could be useful to parUdpatory researchers and

inform my own approach. Although. Foucault has been abused to varying degrees, and

I think Escobar cited above is one case. he does provide important insights about

power.23

While sUll using the language of tactics and strategies--battle language, we try to

get beyond the usual oversimplJfted discussions of power. Ifwe think of power as

electricity or mana or some~. then we end up describing those in the Third World

as those without power. Usually. it is believed they are without power, because

someone else has the means or resources to coerce them. ImplJcit throughout

Foucault's works is a theory that power is that which relates one person or a group to

another. These relations are not just of force. but of desire. Although Foucault never

described it as such. his work also implies that power is a series or patterns of

interactions.

What this means for the participatory researcher is that it is not appropriate to

talk about empowerinll other people. Just because an outsider is able to incite a

community or group to take action-vto mobllize--does not mean that the outsider or

leader or facilitator has empowered people. The message we derive from Foucault is:
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People empower themselves: Intellectuals. researchers. and facilitators may help this

process but only through modest actions which make spaces for others to be heard.

IV

We tum then to critical theory. in particular the work of Jurgen Habermas.

Recently. participatory researchers who have grappled with theory have Increasingly

come to refer to critical theory and Habermas.

Among these are Donald Comstock and Russell Fox. In their essay

"Participatory Research as Crttical Theory: The North Bonneville. USAExpertence."

They define critical theory as follows:

Crttlcal theory is both a development from and a crttique of hiatortcal
mater1al1sm. It preserves the method Marx used In analyz1ng both religion
and 19th century poUtlca1 economy while applying that method to the
structures of domination that characterize the 20th century. Crttlcal theory
Is an hiStOricallyapplied logic of analysis derived from a nonpoSitMst
epistemology.24

Implied In the above statement seems to be an escape from mainstream.

American. quantitative. patriarchal social science. The balance of the paper which

discusses a highly successful community action supports this. Unfortunately.

Comstock and Fox do not fully develop the approach In their paper. and they neither

provide adequate discussion of Its potentlall1m1tatlons or the role of research

facilitators like themselves.25

The Comstock and Fox paper~ extremely valuable In providing evidence that

university based scholars can also act to help communities in Information collection

and analysis that leads to Important action. In this case It was the survival of a town

that was at stake. The townspeople had already Identified their problem. when they

turned to the two college teachers for assistance.

Here I would suggest that the reason the Comstock and Fox paper does not

provide a really clear-cut link between critical theory and the precise role of the
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fac1litator Is not a fault of their analysts but rather an intuitive and practical

understanding of what is really at stake. This gap between theory and guides to action

occur in other cases Citedbelow and is expanded later.

Another case. in which a wrtter tries to apply critical theory and Habermas to

participatory research. is briefly suggested by Stephen K. White who cites John Gaventa

and the Appalachian Land Use Task Force experience. White sees the Appalachian

experience as a case for the type of work that might arise from application ofJurgen

Habermas' theory of communicative action.26

An Australian group of action reseachers and educators has been working for

many years with aboriginal groups to help enable them to develop their own system and

curriculum of education. The university researchers' text. Becom1n~ Critical: Kno~

through Action Research. discusses critical theory and Habermas at length.

The Australians find Habermas useful as a tool of critique:

The purpose of critique. then. is to provide a form of therapeutic self-knowledge
which w1lll1berate indMduals from the irrational compulsions of their
individual history through a process of critical self-reflection.27

Carr and Kemmfs describe the above as an "ethical theory of self-realization."

Yet. the Australians seem to find Habermas inadequate. Interestingly. they make the

same complaint about Habermas that many do about Foucault: it is:

...a problem which is the source of considerable frustration to those who look
in vain to Habermas's work for the~ of critical theory: it's use in
real social action.28

The lack of a guide to praxis may not be a fault. Reviewing Habermas's own

work Is in order.

Habermas in his 1987 Philosophical DiscOUrse of Modernity launches his theory

of communicative action from an extensive critique of Foucault. The essence of

Habermas's critique is that Foucault uses reason--rationality to escape the norms and

limitations imposed by the modernity project whose essence is dommance by
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rationality. Habermas's communicative action project Issues from his Implied need to

work from some universal principle within the world of reason.29

Habermas's project, like Foucault's, is centered In the problematic of discourse,

but for Habermas the achievement of something--of understanding--iS paramount.

Ideal communicattve action occurs when consensus is achieved In understanding

speech actions: this achievement Habermas also labels "competency."30

Considering facilitation of parUcipatoIY research mtered by Habennas's project

leads to immediate difIlculUes. Who detennines that consensus has been achieved?

What are the measures of competency? What happens if the goal of one of the speakers

is domination rather than consensus? Before ideal communiCative action can occur,

barriers must be removed. If the ultimate goal of participatory research is to create

spaces where the other may be heard, this desire for speech. for InteracUon, seems to

aim In the same direction. Yet. when the two or more parties Interacting are endowed

with vastly unequal resources. I1beration and empowerment of the speech as well as

any other practices of the less well endowed party is unlikely. Space and competence

are only goals here.

Without further development, applying Habermas is likely to lead to Foucault's

complaint that:

In fact we know from experience that the claim to escape from the system of
contemporary reality so as to produce the overall programs of another
society. of another way of th1nk1ng, another culture. another vision of the
world. has led only to the return of the most dangerous traditions.31

In short and almost Inevitably, teday's I1berating idea is often tomorrow's prison.

It has been suggested that Habennas sees the modernity project as nearly

Inevitable, especially where it homogenizes and subsumes local peoples and their

knowledges, On the other hand. Habermas implies that ifwe are Interested in the
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victims ofmodem1ty rather than just descr1btng the Institutions of subjugation.

there may be some poUtical action that could come out of it all.

Returning to my double helix. Foucault and Habermas have both provided

referents for the first strand that is critique. Foucault especially could be a referent

for the half of the second strand that is based upon constant checking and raising

the consciousness of fellow researchers when he asserts:

...the Greek sage. the JewiSh prophet. and the Roman legislator are always
the models who haunt those who today make their profession from speaking
and writing. I dream of the intellectual destroyer of evidences and
untversaltties.32

But it is Habermas who points toward the second half of the second strand.

when he suggests that subverting institutional practices is not enough. Habermas

sees poUticsas a positive and rational enterprise for doing something about the

injustices of modernity.

Finally. neither Habermas nor Foucault is at fault for their lack of guides to

praxis. Neither philosopher as a Writer could provide a guide to praxis. Even though

Foucault may have engaged in specific actions with groups that have been the 1bJrd

World of Europe. those engagements are spectftc to those people and those

conditions. It is simply that one cannot speak about those with whom one has not

acted without enacting undesirable power relationships. That would be to base

action on theory without the theory coming out of action. That would be speaking

for the other.

v

Part of consciousness raising-or one might say expanding-for university

based partiCipatory researchers Involvesstepping outside of usual sctentlfic

rationality. One must. at least temporarily. step outside of logos into Eros and

Mythos. That 15 knowing through feelings and stories and myths must become
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possible or reintegrated back Into being. Both wrtters and activist writers In the eco-

spiritual and liberation theology movements have important insights. based upon

deep actions In their communities. to offer In this regard.

I am not suggesting herethat university professors need to go out and

become shamans In order to understand. for example. native American medicine

men. What I am proposing 15 accepting the possib1l1ty that there are other ways of

knowing and that they contribute to local people's identity and survival.

In recent years. participatory researchers and liberation theologians have

been mutually influential. The work of Braz1l1an Leonardo Boff applies.33 Boff

devotes the first chapter of his St. francis to the Logos and Eros question:

Everything points to the fact that we are arriving at the end of this long
process. not at the end of reason--that would be absurd--but at the end of
its total rule.34

The factor that Boff allows to connect logos and Eros 15 his concept of Christian

love and its relation to power. Boffexplains:

Others contrast love and power. link1ng them In an Inverse relationship:
the more the power. the less the love. and vice versa. This opposition also
takes place on a superficial and psychologtcallevel. Loveis understood as a
subjective emotion and power as compulsion and domination. On an ontological
level. power 15 power to be. a condition for love itself. Love,
ontologtcally. 15 the power of giving. of surrender. or the capacity to
accept the other as other. Love and power are not mutually reducible. but
maintain dialectical relationships between each other ... the one must be
articulated with the other In order to accurately describe reality [emphasis
added).35

One does not need to be a Christian in order to work from BOfI's understanding

of power and love as the attractive forces between logos and Eros. BolI's concept of

power is not unlike that of those engaged In developing the Gaia hypothesis and/or eco-

spmtual movements.

The Gaia hypothesis. first developed by James Lovelock, then a scientist working

on the Martian atmosphere, suggests in his words. "that the entire range of living
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matter on Earth. from whales to viruses. can be regarded as a single entity. capable of

manipulating its environment to suit its needs.',36 For those who espouse the Gaia

hypothesis. every species is vital in its variety and interdependence. It is more than

Just biological diversity that is celebrated: human. cultural diversity and the diversity of

ideas and beliefs are seen in the same Ught of reintegration.

Bo1f goes on to further connect his reintegrative concepts:

It is Important to underscore that Pathos (feellng) is not in opposition to Logos
(rational comprehension). Feeling is also a form of knowledge, but more
comprehenSive and envelopiIUl than reason. It embraces reason within itself.
releasing it in all d1rect1ons.37

30ff3 understandmg holds special slgnlflcance for parttcrpatory research

facilitators who attempt to validate locallmowledges and refuse to dismiss them as

mere superstitions.

./
Likewise, Dominique Barbe, a French priest and liberation theologian living in a

Brazilian fimilla (slum), writes that the greatest problem stemming from Marxist

analysis is the lack of treatment of the state and the lack of direction as to the polttical

means of organizing and d1rect1ng a new society. Barbe pronounces:

MaIXl1m1ted himselfmuch too strictly when he said. or let others conclude, that
a communitanan society would come about through the dictatorship of
the proleta.ciat--as if the seizure of power by the oppressed class were of itself
an event sufficient to release a talented social inventiveness leading to a
human industrial society.38

./
After further consideration, Barbe concludes:

In our opinion. one cannot in fact speak of a science of history. It would be
more correct to say that there can be found rational aspects and
scientific elements among the historical data.39

Barb~ elaborates why relying on a science of history is problematic:

Ifwhatever is real is rational. (paraphrasing Hegel] we must submit ourselves
without complaint to the proprietors of knowledge: either to the science of the
party. the enlightened vanguard of the proletariat, which knows where things
are going; or to the orders of the capitalist technocrats, who know what they are
talking about when they J:I1aMge industrial society ...If they believe that they
truly know. It is normal for them to conclude that they have a right to be obeyed
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under all circumstances. We condemn a philosophical error, not transient
errors in behavior. Philosophy is not a neutral exercise. It has consequences;
sometlmes these are tragic. It is necessary to oppose Hegel, Marx, and
bourgeois-industr1al scientlsm to the extent that they reduce the real to the
rational.40

Thus It is we ODd part1clpatory researchers and liberation theologians using a

variety of sc1enUftc and rationality based criUques and then moving beyond and

through them in their practice and reconstruction. 1b1s is equally applicable to both

those whose cnttques are informed by Mandsm and those informed by post

structuralism.

TfJ Bolrs and Barbe's 1nelusive and reintegrative understanding, one could also

make t, place for myth and Mythos. It is not mere chance that has allowed "Califomia

gurus" ana rel1g1ous fundamentalism to explode in popularity through their various

attractive powers. Hans Peter Duerr, Germany's answer to Carlos Casteneda, in his

best seller Dreamt1me suggests that modern technocratJc society has paved over all the

places for being otherwise and that sooner or later the repressed otherness flies out the

cracks, boundaries, and locaUons of contrad1cUons. Duerr is quite clear in his flnal

chapter as to what the problem and the task are:

Nowonder that in such a society, understanding what does not belong to It most
often takes on the character of appropriation by subjugaUon or pronounced
rejection. Our Western anthropologists rarely applaud such
'cultural ann1h11aUon' openly any more. Instead, these scholars
often engage in a more subtle incorporation of material that otherwise
might endanger their basic assumptions.4 1

Duerr's project is based on a powerful understanding of otherness:

The professor does not realize that "not being able to be the other person'
is not a hindrance to, but rather the prerequisite for understanding the
strange.42

Duerr's description of his project indicates that he is prepared to let otherness

be, to let Mythos exist without giving up logos. His statement is concise and

passionate:
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What this does not mean, however, is that we should endlessly move our
fenceposts further and further into the wilderness and ceaselessly clear,
work, and categcnze what Is 'out there.' It means instead that we ourselves
should tum wild so as not to surrender to our own wildness, but rather to
acquire a consciousness of ourselves as tamed, as cultural belngs.43

VI

There Is indeed a general ground upon which advocacy and strategy in this

dissertation rest: these grounds are a seemingly contradictory call for let:t:iniotherness

bs: based upon our lmowledge of our coexistence in Gata--the earth--and our knowledge

of our own existence as creatures acting in logos, Eros, and Mythos. In short, this is a

call for letting ind1v1dual1ty and autonomy exist based on a lmowledge of the

interrelatedness of everything. That call for the simultaneous recognition of autonomy

and interrelatedness Is eloquently expressed by Octavtopaz in the introductory

epigraph to this chapter. The call Is echoed in the Galan wrIt1ng of ecologist Wflliam

Clark:

We are now destroying crucial planetary resources of species, forests, and
fisheries without mOwing the full consequences of our actions ... Perhaps our
most turbulent transition wU1 be the establishment of equity among
ourselves--the only basis on which the transition to sustainable management of
our natural environment can succeed.44

Increasingly, partiCipatory researchers in the so-called developed world find

themselves engaged with local people in local and regional environmental battles.

Several participatory research efforts undertaken by the Highlander Center have been

made in the context of a marg1nalfzed people challenging the harmful Iegacies of

industrial society.45

Morris Berman calls for an integration of mimesis and analysis based on an

approach to power that draws from centeredness rather than "the ability to make

others do what you want them to against their w1ll.,,46

Berman devotes a great deal of attention to his seeming utop1an1sm and its

inherent dangers in his final chapter:
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As Reich realized. industrtal democracy is dIy tinder for fascism and the
irrational precisely because it !§ so sterile. so Eros denying. and because
it has been with us now for centuries.47

All the whUe realizing his approach could lead to the very injustices he hopes to

avoid, Bennan cannot avoid acting. and he announces his grounds for action:

In short. it is my guess that preservation of this planet may be
the best guideline for all our politics. the best context for all our
encounters with Mind or Being. The health of the planet. if it can
be successfully defended against the continuing momentum of industrial
soc1alism and capitalism, may thus be the ultimate safety valve in the
emergence of a new consctousness.48

The above eco-spiritual and liberation theology bases for recognizing other ways

of lmowing. whUe extremely important in my own assumptions. do have serious

potentlall1m1tations for the participatory researcher.

WhUe not denying the tremendous effects liberation theology has had for groups

in the Philippines and Latin America. there Is no avoiding the evangelical requirements

of the Catholic Church and Christian God. IJberation theology can not liberate non

Christian indfgenous peoples. In some situations even liberation theology might not

serve to let otherness be.

Environmental. eco-spiritual arguments also have their essentialist, possibly

totalizing aspect: earth first. What happens then to some Third World producers or

those poor Brazilian farmers clearing the Amazon rain forest?

The brief survey of theory in this chapter supplies some referents and bases for

the activities of participatory researchers--both insiders and outstders--but it focuses

more on the outside participatory research faC1l1tators. The reason for this focus Is that

I as a university based researcher cannot speak for others. local or Third World people.

There are specific activities in which the outsider partictpatory researchers can

engage. One strand of these activities is cycles of critique and reflection. Part of a

second strand 15 consciousness raising of self and colleagues. Specific trammg,

documentation. and other activities might be undertaken on request of researched
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groups, but this second half of the second strand can only be undertaken In

conjunction with local people. otherwise theory will dictate action and others are

spoken for or manipulated.

The next chapter turns to local actions In whiCh outside participatory and action

researchers engaged. The role of the participatory researcher is developed from the

cases presented
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CHAPTERlV

CASE STIJDIES: SUCCESSFUL PARl1CIPATORYRESEARCH AND TIlE ROLE OF mE

FACILITATOR

Our society is not a collection of separate people and customs and traditions.
No. it is a complex: system. with all the pieces as dependent upon each other as the
animals and vegetation of the savanna. Ifyou bum the grass. you w1l1 not only k111 the
impala who feeds upon it. but the predator who feeds upon the Impala. and the ticks
and fltes who l1veupon the predator. and the vultures and martbou storks who feed
upon his remains when he dies. You cannot destroy the part without destroying the
whole.

(Mike Resmcks, ''K1rJnyaga'')1

I

In order to think through the closing question of the second chapter: Is the

label and practice of "participatory research" so wholly coopted as to reimpose the very

practices it hopes to supplant. we tum to some real world applications of participatory

research. The d1fIlculties discussed previOUSly w1l1 be enlarged upon in Chapter V in

the context of 1nst1tutionalJz1ng and sustaining participatory efforts. The purpose then

of this chapter is to introduce one case in which participatory research is deemed by

Participatory Research Network members to have been well practised; the case is that of

the Appalachian Land Reform Study documented by John Gaventa.2 In addition. two

Third World. Melanesian cases. thus far undocumented in participatory research

materials and libraries are Included. One case covers major aspects of entrepreneur

and small farmer t:ra.1nlng in Vanuatu as well as the results of long term self

organization.3 The second Melanesian case involves participatory research and cultural

identity in Vanuatu. Although not labelled as participatory research by the fac1l1tator

and local originators. the effort was always clearly considered to be under local control

by the ortginators--the National Council of Chiefs and the facilitator and eventually the

grassroots people involved.4
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The common factor in the cases assembled and analyzed here is that from the

outset facilitators and Initiators were committed to participatory practice, whether they

described it as "participatory development," "action-research," "participatory research,"

or more directly "local control." This commitment to participatory practice is clearly

present in locally prepared documents supporting the start-up and continuation of

these various projects. In all these cases, the prtmary outside facilitators had received

their education as social scientists, one from Oxford. one from the Sorbonne, one from

Cambridge. and one from Columbia University. yet their entries into local affairs were at

points where local people had already started to define their problems and call for

outside assistance. There was a deOn1te invitational element when the research

facilitators first engaged in these projects with local people: local people had a choice as

well as input as to whether or not they engaged in these projects. In all of these cases.

there was an iterative system of local1nformation collection, analysts, and on-going

bottom-up change in the work.

Before continuing, it is important to note my usage of the words "researcher"

and "facilitator." In these action based cases I have used "facilitator" interchangeably

with "participatory researcher." In the better attempts at participatory research, the

researcher does not just gather information to take it away for processing, but rather

engages and helps fac1l1tate a group analysts. decision making, and possibly action

process. Furthermore, in participatory research. the researcher is the entire

community or group.

Again, this chapter is not intended only to present recent Third World and

specif1cally Melanesian histories. There are increasing numbers of Pac1flc Islanders who

can make a good critique and analysts of development and research efforts. Neither 15

this chapter intended to present a perfect model of participatory research projects that

can be used as a template everywhere. The purpose is to introduce several situations
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were at the~ local people wanted participation and local control and managed to

retain. regain. or increase that control. The more modest task here Is to begin to

explore where participatory research flourishes and where It meets Its l1m1ts.

There have already been numerous case studies of participatory research

projects. For example. In the late 1970's the United NaUons Research InsUtute for

Soc1al Development supported a dialogue. debate. and then cemmisstoned a series of

participatory research lnvestlgauons.5 The majority of these analyses do not go far

enough. Analysis of many of the participatory research cases described to date reveals

(1) the Intent to engage In participatory research. and (2) 1nitlaUonof participatory

actMUes. What most descripUons do not give us Is enough lnformaUon about what

happened In the long term and/or d!fficui: tes In sustatnmg and lnsUtltuUonalJz1ng

participatory act1v1Ues or even reta1n1ng local control.

A major part of the dIfllculty with many so-called participatory research case

studies to date Is that they confuse ethical development practices with participatory

research. Such case studies. often quite thoroughly. describe the careful Inclusion of

local people in an already existing development plan. While this Is not necessarily all

bad--and there Is a continuum of practices inbetween--It Is different than locally

ol1g1nated. locally controlled efforts where lnformaUon gathering and analysis Is key.

The reasons for the above confusion are several. Many participatory researchers

avoid separating action and reflection. thus act1v1Ues that appear developmental are

often part of their work. There are cases where facilitators. whether insiders or

outsiders. apply principles of local control In an action project. but forget or skip

iteraUve processes oflocallnformation gathering. analysis. and dec1s1on-making. In

reality. where both action and reflection are important parts oilocal group problem

solving, research and development-like components often overlap and make it diffi,." lt
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to define a project as mostly participatory research or mostly ethical community

development.

An additional diftl.culty is that many efforts at community change in the Third

World have occurred which although not labelled "partictpatory research" have in every

way used the approaches described. The intent in these cases is to initiate a change

effort which includes information gathering and analysis and gaining of local control.

Over the years this researcher has encountered many facilitators and communities who

had not labelled their work as partlctpatory research. but when encountering the name

said. "Oh, yes. this really seems to be what we are already doing." The Vanuatu Culture

Centre's work which led to many local cultural festivals is one of these types of cases. It

is included, because over a number of years the work has led to an tnereased pride in

local cultu~ and identity as well as increased self-organization towards larger activities

-a sort of re-enfranchisement of people who were not formerly citizens in their own land.

The people involved in the Vanuatu culture project regained proprietorship over their

own knowledge base and used it to construct their cultural and political identity.

Another possible problem in some of the cases where the label "participatory

research" was applied retroactively is that the initiators might not have been as clear

about participatory values and objectives as they should have been. Clear-cut

conceptualizations of partictpatory practice emerged as people engaged in a struggle or

attempted self-organization.

Partteipatory research is sometimes seen by critics as only useful (and perhaps

dangerous) in raising social and political awareness. Mainstream research in the Third

World context is often only directed towards those problems that are assumed solvable

by increasing economic production via technology. The cases presented run across

both these artiflctal boundaries between economic and social well-being.
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The questions that are raised are: to what did this participatory research lead?

What was the purpose of engaging in participatory research? Most importantly, did it

lead to any long term consciousness raising that would help retain local control?

Thus, the reasons for re-presenting this particular set of cases are: (l) the deep

famtUarity the author has with their locale--in the Melanesian ceses-sand hence ab1l1ty

or at least potentlal to act in participatory manner in reviewing and making restitution

of this very writing. When I commenced this dissertation, it was my hope that even

some correspondence or other communication with local facilitators could lead to local

discussions and consciousness raising about research practices. Speciftcally, I hoped

to at least offer some local groups some language to use or legitimating presence in

challenging exploitative research practices. Obviously, this interaction would serve to

make my work more immediate ifnot more honest.

(2) I lmow of no documentation to date on speciftcally participatory research or

action research work in the Melanesian Pac1ftc, although people have been engaging in

these practices. Simply documenting a few cases may again open up discussion in the

area of research ethics in ways that have not been broached before.

(3) Reconnection to global research issues across hemispheres was one reason

for including the Appalachian case. The kinds of relationships I find problematic do not

Just exist in the geo-political Third World: they exist in so-called developed countries as

welL These relationships do occur where and when people live in exclusionary

relationships oftentimes characterized by poverty. Furthermore, the Appalachian case

15 welllmown among participatory researchers and serves as a guide to many. It 15

important to represent this case, because It makes clear what the Ideal practice of

participatory research can be and just how much resistance can be generated by

opponents of participatory research practice.
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Again. most participatory research project case studies available through United

Nations and other Uterature seem to highlight the successful. e.g. material aspects of

projects or at best pedagogical techniques of the facilitators and trainers. Although

these usual case studies go beyond just counting numbers of buildings completed or

chtldren vaccinated. they often get stuck at the level of saytng a group was organized.

Few case studies to date analyze l1m1tations from above and below. In short. structural

and polttical tssues are avoided.

n

Details of the first case to be considered are found In a paper entitled "Land

Ownership In Appalachia. USA: A Citizens' Research Project" by John Gaventa. one of

the project's facilitators.6 Another primary source is the book prepared by the citizens

themselves. Who Owns Appalachia?7 Interviews were held with the facilitator. support

staff. and participants during the first week of December 1987. Most fortuitously also

present at Highlander Center during the week was Paulo Freire. the Brazilian

educator.8

Regional Background

Appalachia comprises a mountainous region Including western NewYork state

and parts of Pennsylvania. West Vtrg1n1a. Kentucky. Tennessee. Virg1n1a. Alabama. and

MississippI. Through much of the twentieth century the region has been characterized

by the kind of relations with the rest of the United States that are seen In the Third

World. Removal of a formerly self-provisioning peasantry from lands and engagement in

the extraction and/or production of raw materials (in Appalachia most often it was coal)

at low wages created profits for capitalists in distant cities. 9

It seemed for a whtle in the 1970's that the battles fought by union organizers

had been mostly won. By the 1980's. however. TT1any of the transnational corporations

moved overseas in search of lower costs and cheaper labor. leaving workers throughout
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the region stranded and unable to tap into corporate resources such as land. The

transnational corporations did leave a considerable legacy--the consequences of drastic

erosion. floods. and environmental pollution.10

John Gaventa's role as a facilitator in this case was through the Highlander

Research and Education Center. The Center has acted since the 1930's as a place

where act1vfstscould come together and where local people could come to work out-

analyze--thelr own problems and solutions. Among other achievements Highlander Is

now seen as a major contributor to the clv1l rights movement. DUring the 1950's

Highlander helped support a large. grassroots literacy program which registered Blacks

to vote. Throughout all its actlvities Highlander founders and current staff continue to

see the dignity of ordinary people and their abilities to learn from each other and run

their own lives as paramount.

Many participatory research practitioners consider the Appalachia Land Use

Survey to be the epitome for participatory research efforts and. even subsequent to my

ownvisit and interviews in Appalachia. the case has acquired increasing Citation.11

The chronology of the original project follows.

Case SuIIlIIlCUY

In 1978 a citizens' group in Mingo County. West Virgtnia formed a six-state

coalition which became the Appalachian A1l1ance. The Alliance's primary purpose was

to do something about taxation. particularly the relationship between absentee and

corporate land ownership and taxes. During the previous decade of its existence the

multi-million dollar federal and state agency, the Appalachian Regional Commission

(henceforward the ARC) had been confronted by local people on these issues to no avail.

This reoccurred with the Alliance: the Alliance requested a land use survey, and the

ARC refused to do such a survey, The Alliance then formed a Task Force joined by

scholars from the Appalachian Studies Conference.
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In August of 1978 the ARC flnally decided to do a study but labelled it

"settlement patterns." At this point the citizens' Task Force decided to go ahead and do

their own study. From the outset both the purpose and process to be used in the

Alliance Task Force study were clear and shared with all involved. The essential points

of the study were:

1. The study was to be a model for citizens to do their own research without

reliance on outsiders dependent upon government agencies for their pay.

2. Not only would the study be done by citizen researchers, but their training

would continue from start to finish of the study.

3. Conducting the study was intended to help network citizen's groups and use

theirJOint collection of Information for social action.

4. The results of the study would be used to mobilize a larger constituency.

What happened next was a calculated I1sk on the part of the citizens: the Task

Force submitted their proposal for funding to the ARC. There was an immediate

meeting in which the ARC tried to coopt the Task Force. As John Gaventa. a member of

the Task Force. put it. this was a "classic confrontation between those who control the

production of Information. and those who need it for social change."

The Task Force came prepared with a strategy. These were no wild eyed

idealists. They fully expected that the ARC would argue that research is neutral

anyway and requires experts thus appealing to the egos of those Task Force members

who were academically trained. Prior to ARC meetings the Task Force had agreed to a

sort of "collective bargaining" procedure where no moves could be considered let alone

made without the entire group. Despite clever manipulation by the ARC. the Task

Force also held finn in the decision not to share their knowledge products. The ARC

had In effect proposed that the Task Force do the footwork of gathering the 1nformatlon,

but that the ARC would decide how to analyze it and how to disseminate it. The Task
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Force decided that if they couldn't control these actMtles. they would withhold the

information they gathered. Thus. the Task Force engaged In a direct confrontation

against the research process Itself. Gaventa notes. 'The collective withholding of

knowledge, espec1allyfrom those so used to controll1ng It. provided great conflict."

The ARC eventually did fund the Task Force proposal. Precisely because the

ARC had argued that research Is neutral and used that to legitimate themselves. their

organteanon'a reputation was open to tarnishing by the Task Force. In short. the ARC

would have looked absurd if they had not funded such a mass based request as that of

the citizens' Task Force.

The Task Force had tried to put together a cooptation proof plan. Their plan

Included six states and eighty counties. Each state had a representative on the Task

Force. Information was to be collected from tax rolls on all land owners with over 250

acres and all corporate or absentee land owners with over 20 acres. In 20 counties.

there would be a detailed study of the impact orland ownership/use patterns In

relation to such diverse areas as education. jobs. etc. This was kept fairly open for each

group to decide for themselves while keeping some of the base data to be collected on

the same basis In all counties.

By January 1979 the proposal was accepted by the ARC.but there were

conditions which as It turned out were more onerous than was at first supposed. The

conditions Included:

1. The funds were not to be released until a planning

phase was satisfactorily completed.

2. Funds would not be released In any state until the governor's office gave

approval.

3. The ARC called for more "structured setentiflc designs.'
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Since the first citizen trammg workshops were slated to begin In May 1979. and

people had already been lined up and quit jobs this left Task Force organizers In straits.

The demand for "more structured sc1ent1flc destgns" was particularly onerous. because

the study had been designed to work with the grassroots organizations' defln1tlons of

the problems. Call1ng for exactly the same investigatlons of the same statistics

everywhere, would have neglected and diverted energies from investigating Important

local relationships. Based on this the Task Force decided to threaten the ARCwith a

walk-out. This succeeded and the Task Force started to receive funds just In time to

start the tratntng workshop.

The workshop encompassed a three day Intensive session with sixty people with

follow-ups In various locations. Again. the case study approaches were left open for

local groups to work around their local tssues, The workshop also catalyzed

networking.

Within a fewmonths. the research products were prod1g1ous: Page after page of
property figures which would have been tedious. meaningless numbers for the
outside expert became Items of great Intrigue for the citizen researcher. To
them. the numbers and names represented power and powerholders they lmew.
The data quickly gave them insights Into local community atfatrs. With such
motivation. the citizen often took time to search out Information that
Investigators who were simply In It for "the job" would not have pursued or
would have reported as mtssIng.12

.AsIt turned out. the open ended research design was no less scientlftc than

anything else that would have been done. Knowledge was shared. llnkages were made.

and action groups were formed. Anticipating that the ARCwould balk at publishing the

final results the Task Force had written the or:lgina1 proposal so that the ARChad only

one month to accept and publish the results. and that If they did not the Task Force

would then have complete rights to do so In whatever manner they saw fit.
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Case Analysis

The 1mmedJateresult of the Appalachian land use study was that all the

grassroots organizations and Individuals Involvedgained experience In partrcipatory

research. using Information and analysis towards changing local problems. and

networking. Some were able to engage In large. long term campaigns towards tax

restructuring and pol1cy change. Among these campaigns is the Kentucky Fair Tax

Coalition. 13

In an Interview. a member of the Kentucky Fair Tax Coalition noted that even

though a lot of the research was Into what the power structure already mew about

itself rather than people's Iocal knowledge, the experience was nevertheless useful and

powerful.

"In fact." Gaventa says in another participatory research case. ''the community

def1n1tions ... contrasted so dramatically with those of the power holders. that

participants were then able to analyze the next stage of why the 'official' bodies failed to

reflect their own needs." 14 It seems that much of the Information the Task Force dug

up was already mown to the ARC. but what that information meant was interpreted

and presented (if presented at all In the case of the ARC) very differently. 'Why then."

citizens ask. ''has this agency. supposedly created to help us. acted In this way?"

Further. even though many battles on taxation pol1cy have not been won. obstacles and

further analysis by citizens may be leading toward Increasing mob1lJzation.

During interviews and subsequent dialogues. Gaventa has been careful to point

out the difficulties In tnstitutional1z1ng every aspect of this work. In particular. Gaventa

has stated that the Appalachian case was a unique and ideal opportunity. because the

communities and citizens' groups came to Highlander with their problem already well

deflned after years of community-based work.
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Let us return to Foucault to try to press analysIS of the Appalachian land study

further. By seeing where Foucault's approach and what actually happened in

Appalachia meshed or not, we may also find some Umits and poSSibilitiesIn Foucault's

theoretical work and our own.

Foucault generally contends that people are made objects of controll1ng

practices. and In this case we Include the kind of research and development In which

the ARC engages. In the Appalachian case people were made objects In three ways.

First. local people were made Objects by the mode of inquiry of usual social science.

Second. they were subject to what Foucault calls "dMding practices:" labell1ng them

"poor and 1l11terate" separates them from those of "us" who have and mow. Th1rd. untll

engaging In participatory research and analysis. many people s1lenced themselves.

Juliet Men1fleld tells us of the typical reaction of a flsherman who was suffering from

the effects of severe pollution in the local waterways. After a meeting with v1s1tlng

experts the fisherman said. ''I cUdn't say a word during the meeting ... [they) had fifteen

lawyers. what's a man with a high school education going to say to a bunch of college

professors?"15

When people decide to resist the above types of controll1ng practices. Foucault

suggests that their anti-authority struggles can be characterized In several ways.

The first characteristic IS that the struggle was transversal: it cut across 80

counties and six states. Second. the aim of the struggle was the power effects of

taxation. Third. the struggle questioned the status of the individual In two ways. The

lnd1v1duals Involved were aSsert~ their ri2ht to be different from the eUte in the ARC

and ok as they were--highschool educated. The mdfvtduals involved were also attacking

that which seParated them from their community hfe, t.e. land tenure and taxation

practices which push rural people off the land and Into cities. Opposition to the effects
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of power were linked to stJyge!es against the prtvUeges of lmowledge whtle also linked to

secrecy and mysttfying representations.

Foucault also suggests that such struggles are immediate. This 1mmediacy is

charactertzed In tum by looking for the enemy In the 1mmed1ate situation and not

expecting any solution. This is where the Appalachian effort does not follow Foucault's

characterizations. Through the participatory research process, people learned to look

further than the local representatives ofcorporations for the enemy. There was a fair

amount ofgroup analysis and discussion of the world-economy, transnational

corporations, and their links to the state. After the study was complete, the Task Force

held a "Land Vis10nsWorkshop" at Highlander Center. The group asked themselves, "If

we owned the land what would we do with it?" They visioned a different structure and

subsequently issued the "Appalachian Land Ownership Manifesto."

Furthermore, although hoping for 1mmediate local solutions, people did organize

themselves for the long haul Into such organizations as the Kentucky Fair Tax

Coalition. In West Virginia, a State Supreme Court decision overthrew the taxation

system that had left rural schools severely underfunded.

The authoritative source throughout was the citizens' study. Many of the

citizens came to realize that only ma]or restructuring of transnational organizations and

situations would really cure the roots of their problem. Although it is obvious that any

sJgn1ficant restructuring is a long term process at best, citizens did have the confidence

to model other research efforts along the Task Force lines. One of these important

projects was the Southeast Women's Employment Coalition In which rural and poor

Southern women engaged In their own research, analysis, and action.
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ill

The next two cases to be considered both continue to take place in the Republic

of Vanuatu. The first case is that of the Vanuatu Plantation Training Center and its

offshoot. the Plantation Support Association. The second case is that of Vanuatu

Culture Centre and its program to support the revitalization of traditional and local

culture.

The regional background provided below is relevant to both cases.

BackUound

Vanuatu became independent from a jOint condom1n1um of England and France

in July 1980. The new Republic modeled partly on the Westminster system needed

overseas financial aid to run nearly 100% of its adm1n1stration and ironically any

projects aimed at economic self-reliance and less aid. Despite service to the ideal of

"Melanesian soctaUsm" the new. Melanesian leaders did envision a private sector.

Furthermore there was a desperate need for people with management skills and/or able

to evaluate proposals of outsiders. There were only eight Melanesian (from here-on Ni

Vanuatu meaning indfgenous to Vanuatu) university graduates at independence. The

few Ni-Vanuatu with management sk1l1s were usually lured away from public service by

the private sector.

At independence. that part of the economy not based on aid was basically raw

materials exports. Copra (dried coconut) comprised 80% of these exports. with tuna

fish. cattle. and small amounts of coffee. cocoa. and timber comprising the rest. In

addition. there was a small tourist Industry mostly based in the capital city of Port Vila.

During the previous decade many plantation owners, for the most part French.

had left due to declmmg world commodity prices. Most of the rest departed at

independence. because in the new Constitution all land returned to custom owners-

that is the tradmonal owners. Although restitution was made. it was a lengthy process.
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Generally it became more profitable to move elsewhere. particularly for French colonists

who received resettlement sums from their metropolitan government.

CaseSumrnaIY

Meanwhile. several communities had already indicated their desire to run

collectively these abandoned. decaying, and often stripped plantations. Government

agriculture omcers knew they had to encourage dlvers1ftcation or their dependence on

one crop--copra--for export would leave them vulnerable. The plantation sector was

seen as Important during the transition to any new forms of agricultural organization

and diversification. but was n21seen as replacing or usurping individual subsistence

gardening. No post-independence agricultural documents which I reviewed called

directly for' the removal of subsistence farming.

.At independence there already existed some communities such as one on the

iSland of Pentecost where during the mid 1970's v1l1agerscut approx1IDately $70.000

U.S. worth of copra. purchased the plantation. but couldn't make a success of it. The

local people kept firing the managers. thinking that when large profits were not

achieved that the manager must have had hts hand in the cash box. Eventually. people

realized that they needed tra1n1ng and information. At a pre-independence meeting

held with agriculture officials. agents. and some of these community representatives it

was made clear that Nt-Vanuatu wanted to run plantations as groups. wanted training.

and would need some outside financing to do so. It was then planned that any outside

training of trainers would be done with the assistance ofJean Del!on (an action

research faciUtator from New Caledonia who had already worked in Vanuatu) and

Charles Rogers (a former government extension agent and Vanuatu cmzenl, both of

whom were explicitly committed to local control and experient1allearning and training

from the outset.
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Government at that time was looking to diversify an aid basket previously

completely French and British and through their Planning Office engaged a small.

private United States agency as donor for 1n1t1al sums to construct a trammg center and

portions of first years' operating costs.16 Over several years, production by the

students was expected increasingly to cover operating costs. It eventuated that a later

association formed by the first graduating group of students also contributed to the

center's costs by sponsoring later students.

In preparation for the set-up of the center, Rogers and others associated with

the tnit1al planning v1s1ted and studied other Pac1ftc agricultural training projects. Most

Paciflc Island agriculture traln1ng is through government supported extension work

which 19 typifled by the problems with cooperatives. To the uninformed. cooperative

organization appears to be a wise approach given the collective and consensus aspects

of Melanesian culture. To the organizers of PIC many cooperatives and the structures

within which they are formed are dtsappomttng. Often, the cooperative approach has

been lnstltutiona1fzed within government bureaucracies. The result is local cooperative

managers keeping records without understanding why. The local manager waits for the

government inspector to pass by and correct their records. but no dialogue as to what

long term planning should be done 19 engaged. Meanwhile. cooperative members in the

community often become disillusioned when the small returns on their shares fall to

make them ''rich like expatriate or capital city store owners."

In the Papua New Guinea case, Melanesian managers are seen on large coffee

and tea plantations. but are usually dependent upon the weekly visit of an expatriate

advisor for long range planning. Quite a fewof these managers have received training

in Australia. but often this training is inappropriate to the level of technology avallable

and unaffordable on locally owned and operated plantations.17
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The key to the PI'C project and trammg activities was the respect given to local

knowledge and emphasis on trainees' abilities to work things out for themselves. Over

and over again. DeUonand others in the program said, "Don't give the people a

prefabricated answer: be patient; help them create the situation where they can derive

answers from their own experience." The visual metaphor that was often used was that

of people on land In a bay trying to get out In boats through breaks In a dangerous reef.

Rather than tell people which break you--the facU1tator--think is the best, be the

Ughthouse and let them see as much of the reef as possible and work out their own

decision, If the analysis process is engaged. the facilitator should be less and less

necessary. In fact. the facilitator should endeavor to make him or herself obsolete as

soon as possible.

Prior to the start of the first PI'C courses, extensive preparation was undertaken.

Local advisors visited each community and after thorough discussion of the

qua1l1lcationsnecessary. communities selected manager couples and agreed to pay a

portion of their traJn1ng. This sponsorship became an essentlal element towards local

control and accountability when the managers returned home and worked for the

community.

Next. the local trainer/teachers participated In training of trainers with DeUon.

The main thrust of the tra1n1ng was towards building the trainers' trust in experiential

learning and ability to do curriculum planning. This author participated In much of the

training assisting Delion, We saw the training process as leading towards "th1nk1ng it

through" or towards a future action research process. Again, when it came to

management and planning skills. the goal was to get the trainers and eventually the

future trainees (PTe students) to work things out from their own Information gathering

processes. However. you can't just Introduce the action research process as "let's trust

our students to do the right thing." To teach this process in itself requires a
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participatory. experiential process. One trainer said "the first three days I was angry

because DeUon kept asking me what I thought. and I thought he should give me my

trammg, my rules and Information, but then I realized what he was doing; he expected

me to be able to work it out for myself; he respected me."

After many rounds of discussion the following were the key elements undertaken

which supported or lead towards eventual local control.

1. The Center itselfwas constructed on land provided by an already working

plantation that supported a catholic church secondary school.

2. The manager of the plantation, Charles Rogers, became the manager of the

Center as well.

3. All techniques taught at the Center were those already tried and tested first

on the working plantation.

4. All tools used were those that were obtainable or readily obtainable on the

various islands.

5. All long term teacher/trainers were to be Ni-Vanuatu.

6. The courses were commenced running ten months each with time to return

to one's home plantation and work out a long term plan with the community and

committees and then return to the Center for working through the details. This was a

key part of the Information gathering, action and reflection cycle.

7. Ifat all possible, married couples were recruited with women participating in

some courses (the ones that they themselves deemed useful), group planning, and

having access to their own individual and community garden plots.

During the first course, the local trainers and manager gained great experience

and were able to work out a few additional steps--seemingly minor at first, but which

had an excellent impact later. The first was to hold a community, center-wide meeting

every Friday afternoon. At this session, tasks and plans for the following week were
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discussed and responsibilities taken up by difJerent group members. During the first

weeks. the trainees were dumb-founded: they kept waiting for the manager to give them

the answers and be the boss. The manager was very clear about local control and

responsibility and was able to engage people in helping to run their own program. This

included the women. albeit sporadically (some were too shy or too tired to come.

espec1al1y at first) and was a novel but eventually welcome mncvation, A key

component of the Friday meetings was presenting adequate information for the

community to make decisions.

The second. at first seemingly minor Innovation involved the final examinations.

The examination was the formal submission of each manager's real life program and

budget which they had worked out in action research cycles with their own

communities and polished with the center director and trainers. The formal submission

was to a volunteering plantation manager from one of the government centers. Joint

ventures manager. and/or even the vetertnartan. Thus. even the final examination

became an opportunity for on-going learning. It also engaged the attention of possible

future resource people for the Center as well as the new managers' home plantations.

As mentioned previously. the first graduating group planned and formed a

national association. The Plantation Support Association (PSA) which would raise fees

from tonnage copra sold in order to provide advisory and extension services for locally

managed plantations. These services were in addition to the very specific technical

services already provided by government and were especially directed towards

management. marketing. planning. budgeting. and community/committee relations.

PSA advisors did not pass by and tell local managers what to do. They worked

hard to get managers to work things through on their own and in regular meetings with

their committees. There are continuing strong linkages between the Center and the

community held plantations represented by the Support Association with the Center's
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curriculum constantly changing in response to the real life. everyday problems and

feedback of the locally managed plantations.

The PSA support staffmeets regularly with the PTC director and staff to reflect

on problems farmers are havtng. The PSA staff keep records on the progress of each

plantation and work on the basis of this information with their communities and with

the Pre staff. None of these people have more than a high-school education. When

this project was started senior expatriate advisors in government didn't think it could

be done with local people. Even some local people complained about the inemciencies

of local support staff. but because support staff were directly answerable to the farm

managers they served rather than central government omcers. they became more and

more lmowledgeable and useful.

Case Anatvsts

As of this writing. Spring 1989. both the Center and Support Association are

st1ll in operation and are less and less dependent upon outside and government

. financial assistance. 18 The elements that made this program unique are listed below:

1. The Ni-Vanuatu had already decided on main goals. obJecUves. and problem

definiUon and their government was supportive as this effort did not duplicate any

oIDcial efforts but rather was perceived as complementary.

2. Preliminary plannlng was in depth. included local people. and sUIVeyS of

sfmilar successful and unsuccessful work.

3. The key facilitators and trainers. Rogers and Delion were absolutely

committed to local control. experientlallearniDg and in the case of Delion and myself.

we were explicit about action research.

4. The Ni-Vanuatu willingness to take "proprtetorship" of the project by paying

their trainees' fees.
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5. ExperientialleamIng and tra1n1ng feedback, really building on the trainees'

and managers' own lmowledge and self-confidence. Reflection and practice are not

arUflc1al1y separated.

6. Opportunities to break from trad1tional training practice were avatlable: 1)

because of the outside facilitators' long experience In Melanesian culture and

aforementioned commitment to participation and action research, and 2) lack of new

regulations, etc. on the part of the newly government (however, this was also a

l1mJtation).. When the PTe and PSA started, government regulations concerntng legal

entities such as non-profit agencies, corporations, Join-ventures, and sole

proprietorships were unclear. There were no ftl1ng or tax requirements In this regard,

which was convenient. On the other hand, farm managers and their communities were

uncomfortable, at first, stgntng or maldng agreements about how their communities

would work together with the PSA. because there were no assurances that the

government would not suddenly put onerous oblJgations on them.

7. In addmon, Rogers had an extremely practical attitude about the trainees'

own food during their course: while they weren't expected to start from nothing, they

were expected to grow as much of their own food as possible. The status of packaged,

Imported food was demystlfted as much as possible. Th1s last should not be

underestimated In Its contribution to recovering and revalidating local knowledge about

food In a society where the majority sUll rely on subsistence agriculture and the status

of packaged Imported foods act to undermine that locallmowledge.

The limitations of the efforts occurred In two major areas. The first was the lack

of trained agricultural personnel, t.e, NI-Vanuatu people with technical, management,

and training skills. Often despite their best efforts the personnel fell short, but

repeatedly this was offset by the all-around learning and confidence built by working
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with local people. Local people often know the why's and wherefores of their fellows far

better than any highly skUledoutsider.

The second area was the limitations created by oblfgations to an outside donor.

Most of the donor agency's funds for the programs were raised from the United States

Agency for International Development (USAID).19 Whereas grants were made on a two

year basis. many of the Center's tree crops planted in the first several years were not

expected to bear or generate full self-suffiCiency untll five to ten years. As in many

projects. as soon as outside funding was solicited. managers and facilitators found

themselves drained of energy as they drew up documentation in the vocabulary suited

to AID. Within a three year span there were several visits from both AID and the donor

agency staff. all planned. without real concern or consultation with Center staff. at

times extremely inconvenient to the on-going work of the Center and reduplicating one

another. Evaluations tended to be limited to noting whether or not the Center's

building construction was adequate and budget spent on time. rather than the quality

and appropriateness of the training and degree of local analysis and self-sufficiency

emerging.

Earlier the difference between ethtcal community development practice and

partlc1patory research was mentioned. This case does manifest aspects of both. Ifwe

characterize a positivist developmental effort as looking at problems only as technical

issues capable of solution and forbidding local people to say "no"to some practices. we

can see that the PTC effort went beyond that. PTC went beyond by refusing to hire

outsider staff and stiCkingwith bumbling but learning local staff. PTCwent beyond by

refusing Asia Development Bank aid offers. because they were too large and would have

perverted the goals of self-sufficiency and local control. But was the PTC effort still the

ethical inclusion of local people in an overall development effort? This 15 not so easy to

sort out. Although the government certainly had developmental goals for production
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and export that would guarantee its survival, the local people on many different islands

had called for the project and training in order to run plantations collectively.

The research. or information gathering. analysts. and reflection aspects of the

PI'C are important. espec1allyas they were carried out by the Nt-Vanuatu. locally

educated staff and trainers. This is particularly important in the case of Vanuatu were

just after independence I went around to various government departments and found I

was st1ll dealing with French. British. and Australian expatriates: the Ni-Vanuatu were

only in the political posts--typing secretaries. or political secretaries of the ministriesl

Again. spec1ftc action research-sas I then named our practlce--components

occurred with the following situations:

1. The collection of information about failed and successful farm training

projects was shared and reflected upon by the center director and staff.

2. This in turn was shared with local plantation communities in the initial

stages where people also discussed and organized how they would determine who would

be the managers and how they would be sponsored.

3. In fact. each new stage in the PTe and PSA involved staff touring around the

communities through several cycles where people had time to discuss and reflect on

what they wanted to do.

4. More tradltiona1information gathering occurred when PTe trainees returned

to their communities and together with community members made SUIVeys of their

situations. Le. how many cattle of what kinds. how many coconut trees ofwhat age.

location and duration of water supplies. etc. The importance of this information

gathering should not be underestimated in communities where many of the adults

cannot count above twenty.

5. In the PSA sharing of such information started to include whole islands.

market shares. and had and has the potential to influence inter-island shipping and
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supplying in a large way. Although astute politicians later created a Vanuatu

AgrIculture Chamber of Commerce. the PSA in a very careful and quiet way had already

started to act in that way on behalf of rural people on the outer islands. Sometimes

these activities were very d1fierent than those proposed by central government officials.

In the PSA a locallmowledge base serves the identity and rights cla1ms of rural farmers.

sometimes against claims of central government officials and/or transnational

corporations and organtzations seek1ng to develop the land.

Here one might interject that increasing local people's capacity to work and

contribute to the world-economy will most certainly act to homogenize them into the

global culture of consumption. Local culture will sooner or later disappear. On the

other hand. where people are adapting local skUls and using traditional forms of

consensus to make management work. they are reta1n1ng their culture. Where local

people are running projects. farms. and plantations a vacuum is filled. Australian and

otherjoint venture projects. large agriculture research stations. and the like are less

likely to seek entrance to those areas of islands that already have something going.

In the long term. much of the work done through the Center could be negated by

the world-economy. Large decreases in the price of copra and other commodities on the

world market could possibly cause the plantations to fold. Since the individual families

are for the most part self-suffiCient. it might not be worthwhile for them to continue.

However. in the past several years the world prices have indeed been low and the work

continued.

Again. I return to Foucault and push the analysis. Local farmers were made

objects of inquiry by both traditional research practices and development surveys done

by outside experts. Local farmers were subject to dividing practices that made them

poor. untrained, and unorganized. Until the times surrounding independence. most

people by joining Christian churches. where missionaries had forbidden traditional
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practices, had made themselves to some extent objects. As Iocal kncwledge, "kastom,"

was revalorized by a variety of act1v1ties including those of the Vanuatu Culture Centre,

Ni-Vanuatu sought act1v1ties that countered colonial and post-colonial contro1l1ng

practices. This is manifested in the Pre and PSA in many of the ways that Foucault

suggests.

The PTC and PSA became increasingly transversal as people on very different

iSlands agreed to work together (Vanuatu has 110 separate languages distributed

among a population of 120.000). The Pre and PSA farmers and their communities

were seeking the power effects of land tenure most clearly manifested by their capacity

to produce on that land. Their efforts asserted their status as farmers, Ni-Vanuatu,

rural people. By taking on plantation management as communities they sought to

oppose the capitalist forces that would have made some of them much richer than

others. By agreeing to keep their management and trainers local (within the PI'C) they

opposed prtetleges of lmowledge. They did their own surveys.

Like the Appalachian case, the Pre efforts differ from what Foucault suggests in

an important way. Foucault uses the language of traditional power when he writes of

enemies in anti-authority struggles. Where the enemy has been the colonial white man.

the current effort is more positive and seeks to build their own Ni-Vanuatu identity.

Furthermore, there is a definite sense that PTe and PSA members are already engaged

in their own solution.

IV

The final case is that of the Vanuatu Culture Centre's Fieldworker Training

Project.20
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AddWonal Case Background

Prior to independence. there was extensive, nation-wide discussion of what

comprised "good"and 'bad" "custom." Custom or in the Pidgin of Vanuatu lmown as

BisIama. "kastom," may be described as anything that makes up Vanuatu's culture.

During the days of the missionaries "kastom" was often seen as traditional dancing.

singing. story-teWng. kava drinking. healing. and other magical practices. For the most

part, the missionaries Simply banned kastom in general.

In preparing for independence, now Prime MiniSter. Anglican priest Walter Lini

and others toured the islands discussing the notton of politics and "good" kastom.

There is no doubt that these discussions raised consciousness and pride in traditional

culture and identity--that which was Ni-Vanuatu rather than European.

Even during the early 1980's. one might have talked with a village elder and

heard that°kastom was 'bad" or perhaps one would have received sUence. If one had

asked about the history of the village one might have learned that the history started

with the arrival of a missionary. On probing further. one might have heard that before

the missionary was ''taem blong dalmis" or the time of darkness.2 1

This apparent cultural ethnocide caused by conversion to the Christian religion

was never complete. Increasingly during the 1980's this discourse was replaced by one

where the elders might reply "kastom hem i no ded, hem i slip no moa," or "custom is

not dead, it is just sleeping." The fteldworker training efforts appear to have had an

Important relation to independence and subsequent activities where kastom appears

fully awakened and recovered. Ni-Vanuatu have reclaimed their proprietorship of their

traditional and local knowledges,

Case SumtnaIy

This project of renewmg Vanuatu's many cultures does follow the main paths of

participatory research. First, the people there had moved into post-colonial
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Independence proclaiming a return to "goodcustom." Thus. the project was embraced

by the local populations. Second. the local populations were Involved at all levels In the

Information gathering and that has probably Included some decisions not to record

sacred and tabu rites. All this has been achieved with no interference from

disrespectful outsiders. Third. analysis of materials that lead to local cultural festivals

and strengthening of identity in the face of enormous post-colonial pressures has been

spontaneous and locally generated. Fourth. the facilitator and Culture Centre

eventually worked and trained himself out of his job, and the efforts continued.

The Vanuatu Culture Centre fieldworker training effort was inaugurated by an

Oxford and Cambridge trained ethnologist. Kirk Huffman. who had already spent many

years working with traditional groups In various parts of the country when he became

head of the national Culture Centre In 1980. From the beginning. he saw himself as

facilitating the preservation, renewal. and sharing of culture for Melanesians rather

than for outside scholars. European museums. or his own professional advancement.

The Culture Centre In the capital city of Port Vlla has sported a large screen

video room since 1982. and here every Saturday and upon request. videos of

Vanuatu's various cultural events are screened. Often there are European tourists

present along with Ni-Vanuatu. What is unusual is that even scruffy young boys from

the most remote vlllage feel comfortable attending the screenings where all the

explanations are given at length In the lingua franca. Bislama, rather than EngliSh for

the many tourists, although there is a brief English explanation.

ThiS is unusual for many Pac1ftc Island museums where so much is oriented

towards tourists and scholars from thousands of miles away rather than the supposedly

disinterested youth and supposedly simple villagers, The Vanuatu Culture Centre is

perceived as being a special place for Man-pies. a Bislama term meaning local people

and implying those rooted deeply in the land.
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The Culture Centre's efforts have gone far beyond this. Real1ztng that there

would never be enough anthropologtsts both adequately trained and accepted by the

traditional groups they would like to work with. the director with Ni-Vanuatu staff

decided to train chiefs and other well-respected community leaders to be their own

fteldworkers.

This decision had many advantages. The Ni-Vanuatu fteldworkers mew their

own culture best; they could decide which events would be the most Important to

record. and they knew how to do so without violating traditional mores and trust. They

were on the spot and would not miss an event nor Important details an outsider-no

matter how well trained-might overlook. They would know how each event

interconnected with others.

The director arranged tra1n1ng sessions for each new fteldworker and set up the

fteldworkers with sturdy. serviceable cameras. tape recorders. and later in some cases

video recorders. Some things were subsequently recorded that may only be shown with

the permission of the vtllage or group Involved. but once permission Is granted many

groups have been quite proud to show others their kastom.

SUmmarv Analysis

As of thiS writing. over twenty male fteldworkers have been trained. and a Ni

Vanuatu woman Is now receiving education in Australia In order to organize tra.1n1ng of

women fieldworkers.

Most interesting to date Is the organization of Island and regional cultural

festivals throughout the islands. Many of these festivals entirely exclude outsiders;

tourism ge~eratedcash Is not the incentive for the activity. In the last several years. it

seems that a great deal of pride has come to be attached to the resurrection of nearly

forgotten dances and songs. For example. in May of 1988 one elder was prepartng for a

festival that would require killing 500 pigs. In that region, this type of event had long
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been discouraged by Christian missionaries. and this particular event was last

performed in 1920. Another facet of the cultural festivals is pride in the return to

traditional dress. Those dancers who appear in the partial Western dress promoted by

the missionaries now find themselves chided for their '1ack of custom."

0rfgJnally. little of this would have happened without the dedication of the

Culture Centre director. but part of his commitment was to always return. always to

direct efforts towards restitution of NI-Vanuatu culture in such a way that NI-Vanuatu

would make all the decisions about what to do with the information. EvIdence of the

director's clear-cut vision was his Insistence on taking only a local salary-not so easy In

Port Vila which Is stl1l1n many ways dominated by hundreds of expatriates working at

enormous salaries for such Institutions as the Asian Development Bank. The director

was also strongly supported In much of this work by his wife Claudia Huffman. a

Colombian. The point of taking a local salary was not to wear a hair shirt. but to make

It that much easier for a NI-Vanuatu to take over the post and set realistic precedents.

Total localization of the post Is currently set for August 1989.

What Is of even more Interest is that this project Involvedthe three prongs of

partidpatory research-education, research. and most Importantly action on local soda!

problems, but for NI-Vanuatu the local social problem In these cases was erosion of

custom. self-respect. and identity. These actions did not lead towards economically

based production Increases. They have already led to preservation of traditional

knowledge as well as new skills In organ1z1ng this work and subsequent large. regional

culture festivals.

Additionally. In years to come the efforts may strengthen local cultural and

pollt1calidentity to the extent that there Is some sort of organized action that buffers

complete articulation with the world-economy and neocolonial dependency. One of

these may be manifested In the pressure by this group and the National Council of
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Chiefs on the government which has resulted in the refusal to date to allow the

licensing of a television station. This license could be potentlally quite lucrative for the

government and certainly with just one station a wonderful mouthpiece for government

poUcies. Nevertheless, the chiefs and cultural workers felt that the introduction of

television at thiS time would be too abrupt a change. These resistances may be

temporary and undone by other Influences, but they have happened.

Here again, Foucault's approach to studying local resistance to authority and

privileged lmowledge is useful. Prior to the work of the Culture Centre, traditional

modes of anthropological Inquiry had left the rural Ni-Vanuatu's local knowledge as

quaint, superstitious, or just plain "uncivilized." Under the missionaries and colonizing

ofIlcials Nt-Vanuatu were the poor, rural, uneducated. Black. or uncivilized. Colonized

and ChriStianized Ni-Vanuatu oftentlmes saw themselves as inferior and without the

almost magical powers of the colonizers' technology.

Recording and celebrating their own culture, while an anti-authority struggle in

many aspects, was also a celebration of renewed identity. of jay and carnival. for the Ni

Vanuatu.

As in the other cases, there were transversal elements particularly in the

orgamzatton of culture festivals. People from isolated tribal groups who engaged in

warfare just a decade ago have come together to organize regional festivals. The power

effects are those of traditional culture--arts, music. dance. story-telling. kava dr1nk1ng

ceremonies, etc.--overcom1ngthe colonizing effects of mtsstonartes and central

government officials bent on modem.tzing.

The culture festival activities have been especially powerful in linking young Ni

Vanuatu back to the knowledge and traditions of their elders. For some of the

ceremonies. younger people have gone off into the bush for up to six months in order to

learn secret songs and dances from the elders.
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As in the Appalachian and PTC/PSA case. the struggle has gone beyond the

immediate stage. I strongly suspect that additional meetings. interviews. or visits with

the Culture Centre's local researchers would reveal beg1nn1ngsof more overtly political

actMties among the village and tsland groups who organized culture festlvals.

V

The preceding cases all represent important components of participatory

research. The components in common include:

1. Local control of project or movement management.

2. Fade-out of any outside facilitators or their supersession.

3. Local deftnitlon of the problems to be addressed before the admission or

invitation requesting the facilitators' assistance. and a good sense of group identity.

4. Local information gathering by the people to be effected by the effort on an

on-going basts,

5. Most outside facilitation occurring at and directed towards the stage of

information gathering. analysis. and planning and training.

6. Subsequent actions were taken--unpred1cted by factlttators-vorgantc to the

local people that moved towards local organisation for collective action.

The cases here assembled seemingly represent a strange smorgasbord of issues.

In Appalachia. it was a post-industrial rural situation in which information gathered by

citizen groups was used to generate public pressure on state and federal policy. In the

Vanuatu Plantation Tra1n1ng Center and Support Association. post-colonial Ni-Vanuatu

were able to engage outside sources to meet their local farm trammg and financing

needs and continue to survive as smallholders in communities. The fanners also

formed a support association that has been acting increasingly in political ways. In the

Vanuatu Culture Centre. a post colonial recovery of traditional local knowledge and

subsequent identity took place with the aid of photographic and video technology and
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training, In both Vanuatu cases, there is evidence that both groups are using their

respective organizations In ways that are becoming Increastngly political. What all

these cases have In common is participatory and action research phases from initiation

on through.

In each case, the central problem was either already defined by an organized

group of local people and/or the facilitator broached the Idea based on numerous

similar contacts and requests from local people over a period. of many years.

In every case, the outside facilitators engaged had already been Involvedwith the

local people for a number of years. The fac1l1tators were all Involved on a temporary,

albeit long basis, and In every case some aspect of the work continued among

organized, local groups after the facilitator's departure. A measure of success In the

three cases Is people's ability to transfer awareness from the original acttv1tyto later

acttv1t1es, particularly new organizing.

In every case, the facilitator was committed to a spec1flc agenda Including local

proprietorship of the effort, local collection of information for locally defined purposes,

and experiential traming and learning to do so.

In every case, the facilitator helped the local group minimize effects of outside

funding (the ARC, French ACCT, U.S. AID, etc.) on the direction of work.

In each case, the facilitator's role decreased proportionally to local people taking

charge. The facilitator helped people get on with what they had wanted to do anyway.

To the extent that local people gained confidence to make decisions and take action that

enhanced their well-being whether cultural, political, or economic that process might be

termed empowering. However, It Is important to be absolutely clear that no facilitator

really empowers local people; people empower themselves. Usually, the facilitator Is

essentlally getting things out of the way--making the space so that local people can
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express themselves as they see fit. To the extent that the processes above occurred.

participatory research is useful and successful.

If Foucault 1nstructs us to be very cautious about shooting from the hip with

grand strategies. he neglects to tell us what to do when organized. poUtical agents come

on the scene as they did in Appalachia and Vanuatu. This leads me to reintroduce

Habermas to the analysts.

Habermas does not reject all technical knowledge. only the claim that it is the

only legitimate type of lmowledge. In order to get at other kinds of knowledge barriers

to communication must be removed: alienating conditions must be recognized and

undone. In the Appalachian case. Habermas applies, The Task Force members were

able to cross professional boundaries among themselves and communicate. They were

able to ga1J;l control of their locallmowledge base and work on alienating conditions. To

the extent that the State governments and unconverted mainstream researchers and

their institutions can step back in and block communication. Foucault is right: these

struggles are only fmmedtate. Foucault. however. does not account for long term

poUt1cal organisation.

Habermas on the other hand. does mply that there is a way out through some

undefined poUtical organization Habermas seems to suggest that the purpose of

critique is a sort of ethical theory of self-realization. This certainly seems to fit with the

participatory research cases at hand. What has continually frustrated those

participatory researchers who seek theoretical guides is Habermas's work on the praxis

aspect of the issues: there isn't any. As Australian action researchers Wilfred Carr and

Stephen Kemm1s say. there is no guide to "explicate the criteria of rationality in terms of

which emancipatory knowledge generated by a social science could be validated or

rejected:' and there is no guide for "its use in real social action."
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In an analysis of partictpatory research cases, both Foucault and Habennas are

usefultn understanding the persistence of contro1l1ng Institutions and the cUfff.culties In

achiev1ng participation. Both phUosophers could and have been accused of offering no

anchors for praxis. In reflecting on this case and the others that follow. it seems they

should not be expected to offer neatly packaged guides to action: they have not

engaged In the actions and reflections that came out ofveIY specific local conditions. If

they were to offerguides to action. they would be reproducing exactly those practices

that they both see as part of controlling tntervenmg Institutions. world capitalism. or

the modernity project. This does not mean that localinteUectuals should not engage In

poUtical action with local groups. Analyzing language in documents and staying aloof

from one's own local conditions is not enough.

Before discussing the role of the outside or university sponsored facilitator

further. it is important to separate ethical and poUtical aspects of the role and

technological and pedagogical aspects. There have been many excellent works on

pedagogical and training techniques especially In the context of community

development. Depending on the goals. even the most effective traJn1ng techniques

remain a manipulation. All of us who wish to work in parncipatory research situations

need to constantly remind ourselves of the paradox:ofour role. An outsider's activities

are interventions. The outsider 15 encouraging some activities whUe discouraging

others. Neither the outsider nor the tools of analysis she Introduces into a community

are neutral.22

I suggest that the role of the partictpatory researcher--whether an insider or an

outsider--is first to decide with whom she is really participating. That 15 one needs to

decide where the accountability Ueswhen engaging with a community. This is

extraord1nar1lydifficult if one takes the paradox: seriously.
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Action researcher Jean Delton contends that Freire is "too political," Delton

explained that Freire's way of analysis, which Delton sees as coming to understand

structures of domination, can lead to blaming too many problems on the far away

central government. Although the reallty of domination may be ultimately correct in

some cases, it can short-circuit worthwhile immediate efforts. In other cases, if a group

is too successful in this sort of analysis (Freire's), they may find themselves in violent

conflict with the national authorities.23

On the other hand, as already explained, no matter how hard a facilitator tries

there can be no absolutely neutral local analysis. This kind of decontextuallzed

analysis tends to focus only on getting something done rather than the process by

which it is done. Under these circumstances it is easy to get impatient and see

problems as solvable by technological fixes. Ofcourse, a really good participatory

research process does not preclude the use of technology.

Viewing these cases from another angle leads to asking: ifpeople successfully

mob1l1zed and a participatory researcher was involved, where was that researcher

useful? Where local control became stronger in these cases, the parttctpatory

researcher may have contributed to consciousness ra1s1ng, appropriate skills training

that led to self and group confidence. lmowledge about how to use institutional

resources while avoiding cooptation. and documentation and subsequent legitimation of

group efforts.

The Appalachian case is an exemplar of unfversity professors working together

with local people to understand how the system--tn this case land taxatlon--worked.

The tactics which they used, whether consciously or intuitively, may be derived from a

close reading of the case.
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As in the other cases, the research fac1l1tator did not start to work with the

groups until they had already formed an Identity and an Idea of what their problems

were. There was an lnvitational element.

The fac1l1tatorhelps local people to gain space In which to be heard using a

variety of tactics. These include: 1) taking plenty of time for groups to reflect on any

new information as well as ta1dng time to consult among one another; 2) going together

when dealing with authorities; 3) taking decisions together rather than relying on

Internal experts; 4) the fac1l1tator may use spec1allzed lmowledge in sk1lls tra1n1ng with

the local group, but then the decisions about what to do with the sk1lls are with the

group; and 5) throughout, the fac1l1tator Increasingly must avoid speaking for the

group.

The type of resistances encountered by the Appalachian Land Use Task Force

h1ghl1ght the need to studY up.24 By study up Is meant acqu1r1ng practicallmowledge

about how msntutions such as the ARC work. This would also Include finding

sympathetic Individual adm1n1strators to work with while understanding the pressures

that their organization

places on them.

Finally, It Is crucial that an outside fac1l1tator always engage in local action with

the intent to pass all training and fac1l1tation sk1lls to people within the community.

The fac1l1tatormust work herself out of that role as soon as possible. In effect, the

fac1l1tator needs to have 1nfln1te patience with group process as the group works things

through, but she must be somewhat tmpatient with herself.

Discussing intervention and part1c1patory researchers Paulo Freire said he could

not just stand by:

I agree, but I cannot do that, because I have the duty to intervene :In reality. It is
the position of GraTnc:c!. He said the role of the intellectual is to :Intervene but
not manipulate. There Is a democratic way to intervene. In the night, when
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people tell me to be silent I have the duty to speak. Intervention
means creating circumstances in which people become more curious.25
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CHAPIERV

INSTITlT110NALIZATION OF PARI1CIPAlORY RESEARCH: OBJECTIVE OR
LIMITATION?

The census has a scientlftc purpose. The census is a soc1ologtcalinvestlgation.
But the aim of sociology is men's happiness.

(Count Lev N. Tolstoy in What Shall We Do Then
On the MoscQW Census & Collected Articles);

I

This chapter discusses problems of and related to inStitutionalization of

participatory research from several perspectives. Drawing on the cases cited in the

previous chapter as well as other attempts at participatory research which have been

preempted at various stages, this chapter addresses several issues and questions. Why

is participatory research work such as that in the Appalachian case attempted

infrequently, and what are the inStitutionall1m1tations that prevent it from being more

regularly practteed?

In order to address these questions, the First World institutional context of

TI11rd World research relations is reviewed:

1. How social science is constituted as a field

and how this relates to bureaucratte systems within the capitalist world-economy. This

is expanded in relation to the Melanesian state and research in the next chapter.

2. How the above plays out within research tnsntutrons and how it effects

researchers and researched populations.

In the course of producing this dissertation. hundreds of participatory cases

have been reviewed. The bulk of the documentation has been located among and

through the various North American members of the Participatory Research Network. 2

Other sources provide scant if any documentation. Although World Bank officers have

addressed partictpatory research issues, a well-known paper discussing participatory
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research appears with a cover page disclaimer to the effect that the paper is not part of

the series of World Bank

poliey papers.3 In the great majority of American colleges and universities. a random

survey of both libraries and syllabi of social science research methods courses does not

list or provide materials spec1ftcally on participatory research. Despite hundreds of

seemingly successful participatory research actions. a major United Nations project

aimed at deflntng the approach, and World Bank papers, participatory research as

defined in previous chapters is not a mainstream approach; it is not well

tnstitutiona1tzed outside of the Pa~cipatoryResearch Network4. In short.jf

pp.rt,iclpatory research is e. good means of addressing social problems. why is it not more

widely mown. practiced. and taught?

n

In workshops and seminars where participatory research is presented as

margtnal1zed or local people gatntng control, one often encounters the comment that

participatory research would be dtfIlcult to undertake in an authoritarian state. It is

also d1fllc~t to undertake in other settings. An example from the State of Hawa11 is

illustrative.5

One low-income native Hawatian community found themselves frequently being

used as a research resource. 11l1s lead to the community asking. "Who benefits when

we cooperate with researchers?" The community board formed a sub-eommittee to

develop some criteria for research done on their own people. By posing the question as,

"Howdo we as native HawatianS benefit from research?" they developed three key

criteria for deciding whether or not to endorse research. The criteria were:

1. There have to be clear benefits to the community.

2. If the study is about native Hawattans then half or more of the researchers

should be native Hawattans.
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3. The community should have a right of review and participants should be

consulted about findings. This last item later caused the Hawaiians to be accused of

censoring.

On hearmg that federal and state funds would be available for improving the lot

of Hawanans, a group of Hawaiian women made preparations to apply for funds. The

women. based on previous community discussions and already available statistics had

a commitment to do this particular research. The women also decided that they wanted

to involve the community as much as possible and clearly stated that their research

approach would be participatoty research.

In the course ofpreparfng funding applications. a non-Hawaiian faculty member

in the state university learned of the women's group's application. The university

indMdual undertook to apply directly to the funding agency--without first consulting

the Hawaiian objects of the study--to conduct the research and to administer the funds.

Of course. those who conduct research write direct and indirect overhead costs into

their research proposals. In this case. the funds inVolved were to be once again diverted

away from the intended Hawaiian beneficiaries. Yet even more concern provoking was

the reply of one university researcher when queried by funding officials as to whether

he/she would be willing to work with any of the Hawaiian research facilitators. The

university researcher said that not only were the Hawaiians academically unqualified.

but that Hawaiians on the whole were too lazy to do a good Job.

Usually the racism underlying cooptation of people's initiatives is less blatant

than this Hawai'ian case. Often. that which is involved is not only racism for or against

a specific race. but what Paulo Freire has called "scientism."6 The process by which

social science. as presently constituted, invalidates local knowledge is briefly identified

in the first chapter. It is to this that Freire refers. How does scientism operate in
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relation to participatory research efforts? What is the interlocking complex of theories,

assumptions, beliefs, and practices that lends to sclent1sm?

Orlando Fals Borda has put It most succinctly:

Science is constructed by applying rules, methods and techniques subject to a
certain type of rationality conventionally accepted by a minority community
constituted of persons called scientists, who, being human, are subject to
motivations, interests. bel1efs and superstitions. emotion and interpretations.
Consequently. SCient10c knowledge does not possess any absolute value because
It varies according to the objective interests of the classes involved in the
accumulation and the systematization of knowledge. that is, in Its production.7

Fats Borda. hlmself a participatory researcher. appl1es two of the main Latin

American part1clpatory research critiques of mainstream research. The first element of

the Fals Borda critique like that of Freire's "scientism" Is that anything not expressed In

sclent10c language as generally accepted becomes treated as unsctentnlc, not rigorous,

perhaps even backward, superstitious, or worst of all, slmply lnv1s1ble. The second,

closely linked critique is that mainstream sc1ent1O.c practice further institutionalizes

undesirable class relations between the bourgeois educated and the uneducated

peasants and favella (slum) dwellers.

Throughout the proceeding discussions a working definition of appl1ed social

science's purpose (of which participatory research Is an off-shoot) Is adopted. Thls

deOn1tion is alluded to In the opening epigraph from Tolstoy and by ph1losophers of the

social SCiences such as Peter Manlcas:

[A]ppl1ed soc1al SCience. whose ostensible task Is to use knowledge to solve some
of l1fe'ssoc1al and IncUvidual problems.8

In usual soctal science, definition of Its global purpose Is almost completely

absent. This Is not a fluke; It Is an indication of a fundamental problem In the

conceptualization of the fields of soc1al sctence. A brief survey of some standard texts In

social SCiencefurther 1nd1cates where the conceptual problem lies.

Johan GaltuDg's 1967 text. Theorv and Methods of SocIal Research. states:
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The present work Is an effort to stay In the middle of the road. discussing the
properties of social data with a view to wealmesses and strengths of various
approaches in data collection, data-processing. data analysis. and theory
formation.9

The preface Is followed by 534 pages discussing data matrices. CUIVe shape analysis.

covanauon, and a page and a half (489-490) discussing the role of the scholar In

relation to society.

Galtung provides no definition of appl1ed social science. neither does he discuss

the purpose of applied social science. On the basis of his text. one would conclude that

the task of the social scientist Is to accumulate data. It is at this point that one can see

clearly the connectlon between traditional SOC1al research practice and the complaint of

research mining in those Melanesian countries now trying to control research access.

Although Galtung Is no longer writing In this manner and in fact is an enemy of appUed

social science when it is used for violent purposes. his text is typical of social science

production until recent years. Galtung's development Is useful in tracing how appUed

social science has been conceptualized and why undesirable practices st1ll persist.

Aside from the fact that one's earlier writings are st1ll available. the central problem is

that one simply cannot remove himself from the structures which he critiques.

Many would comment here that social research Is changing and of course. the

current debates over what constitutes a valid field of inquiry have been briefly outlined

In the first chapter. Nevertheless. it 15 essential to remember that the debates are

between a dominant. majority approach. and a variety of other. by no means

mainstream approaches. And. as we've seen In the second chapter. participatory

research can be most conservative when on the brink of cooptation.

More direct-ly. the problem 15 the place of science tn soc!a! science. Thts notion

of science in social science becomes more evident with an examination of university

history at the end of the nineteenth and the begtnntng of the twentieth century.
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A student at Cambridge or Harvard during the nineteenth century would have

read Machiavelli or Thucydides. One might have discussed the goal of knowledge as

that of understanding the factors that caused wars, instability of the state, and survival

of the state, but one rarely did anything with this lmowledge let alone measure factors

that contributed to the conditions ofwars. By the end of the nineteenth century

however, the notion of the sclent1flc study began to emerge. 10 Lenin. discussmg

Frederick Taylor's principles of sclent1flc management, asserted:

(L)1ke all capitalist progress (Taylor1sm] Is a combination of the refined brutality
of bourgeois exploitation and a number of the greatest sclent1ftc achievements
In the field of analysing mechanical motions during, work. the el1m1nationof
superfluous and awkward. motions, the elaboration of correct methods of work.
the introduction of the best system of accounting and control, etc. The
Soviet Republ1c must at all costs adopt all that Is valuable In the
achievements of science and technology In this field. The possibility of
building soc1al1sm depends exactly upon our success In comb1n1ng the Soviet
power and the Soviet organization of adm1n1stration with the up-to-date
achievements of capitalism. I I

Several themes are Introduced here: the notion of social science and how social

science Is done: the practlce of sclence--technology--In capitalist and Marxist systems:

and the adm1n1Stration of society supposedly using the knowledge Imparted by applied

social science. During this century, unlvers1t1es--partlcularly those which were state

supported--Increas1ng1y came to produce adm1n1strators who could apply Taylor's

principles. The universities also came to develop more tools for carrying out the above

adm1n1stration. Indeed, more and more the role of the university became seen as

producing scientists.

One of the classic textbooks of sociology Is Robert KIngMerton's SOCial Theorv

and Social Structure.12 Merton, like the early Galtung, does not define applied social

science nor Its global purpose. In his Introduction he states that his main task 15 the

formulation of:

special theories adequate to l1ID1ted ranges of social data. and through the
evolution of a more general conceptual scheme adequate to consolidate groups
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of special theories ...paradigms make for the codification of methods of
qualitative analysis in a manner approximating the logical. ifnot the
empirical ngor of quantitative analysis. 13

Me~on.1lke many others both before and after. is using natural science as an

authority referent. The central question of these matnstream social science researchers

becomes how best to accumulate data. The essential practice. at the worst. then

becomes finding data that fits with already existing theories. In the best case. the

result of this practice is that often the researcher does not look at other. larger.

substantive questions.

For example. even if a researcher seeks the causes of poverty. her study will

tend to look only to the local level for fundamental causes although the study itself will

usually ol1gtnate from a central1nstitution rather than the local level itself. This is the

reverse of the situation in the Appalachian participatory research case in which the

study originated at the local leveland located at least some of the deeper causes of

Appalachian poverty in the larger structures of trans-national corporations and the

federal government.

Merton's approach to applied social science is also possible because of

assumptions about separation of subject and object. If all research is predicated on an

ethJc that subject and object should be separated. then it will never occur to the

researchers (1) to tnvolvelocal people in research that concerns them. nor (2) to view

their (the researchers') own sponsoring institutions and structures as elements of the

problem.

Thomas Kuhn's The Structure of SClentlfic Revolutions is one of the best known

American examinations of conceptualizations of sctentiftc practice. 14 In his preface.

Kw'm explains that his task is to examine the way in which new scientific theories are

adopted by men committed to older and incompatible theories. In the preface. Kuhn

also mentions that when starting his examination he was struck by "the number and
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extent of the overt disagreements between social scientists about the nattire of

legitnnate scientlftc problems and methods." l 5 Although Kuhn has little to say about

social science practice per se, his work has opened space for critique of social science

practice and is much read by social scientists. In this context. two of Kuhn's most

powerful contentions are:

(M)yths can be produced by the same sorts of methods and held for the same
sorts of reasons that now lead to SCient1fic lmowledge.16

And:

Competition between segments of the SCient1f1c community is the only historical
process that ever actually results in the rejection of one prev.1ously accepted
theory or in the adoption of another. 17

The obvious implications for practitioners of social science are that at least some

of what is thought to be practice of scientific method is cultural construct and that the

history of social SCience practice is written by the winners.

More recently. mathematician. Evelyn Fox Keller has demonstrated that

traditional scientlftc practice has counterposed objectMty. reason. mind. and male to

subjectivity. feeling. nature. and female. IS Fox Keller points out that the middle-class.

white men who produce SCience ''fail to see how such pressures can affect their results,

the description ofnature." l 9 Fox Keller continues to sharpen her critique:

It is through these day-to-day practices that the selection of preferred
descriptions and the d1sm1Ssal of less congenial ones take place: this
is where the truly subversive force of ideology makes itself felt.20

In Fox Keller's final chapter. she contends that what counts for SCientific

knowledge 15 dependent upon the framing of the terms of the argument and upon the

kinds of questions one asks and the explanations that one finds satisfying which in

turn depend upon one's relation to the objects of study.

Again. in the face of what 15 now beginning to be a barrage of critiques, why is it

that the standard line of applied social science prevails? In terms of the second theme
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Introduced--the links between socta1 science and capital1sm--Fox Keller suggests

"gender ideology as a crucial mediator between the birth of modem science and the

economic and political transformations surrounding that birth.,,21 Fox Keller has part

of the analysis--the feminine voice-well anchored In her analysis. Ifone of the main

ways the male defines itself In Western society is as that which is not female. that

which does not fit the rest of the deftn1tionof the Western. technocratic. middle-class.

white male will tend to be associated with the characteristics of the female. Thus Third

World peasants and their cultures and all the excluded others have often been

characterized by the dominant order as soft. emotional. superstitious. and/or irrational.

While there are many differences between the various critiques of social science.

authors as diverse as Fox Keller. Peter Manicas. and Martin Carnoy return to the epoch

of the Royal Society and its emerging prescriptions for the form of the modem state.22

It is no coincidence that Bacon's Royal Society is bracketed by Hobbes and Locke.

Briefly. it is not a grand leap from Bacon's world of truth as the material world to Adam

Smith's virtue of the market place. Nor does it take a leap of the nnagtnation to link.

capitalism. as a belle! system with moral duty lodged in the value of work achieved now.

to FrederickTaylor's pnnciples of sctennftc management.

Modem liberal and pluralist conceptions of the state do have a great deal to do

with the form that application of social science takes. Martin Carnoy details how

pluralism and corporatism lead to particular Interpretations of democracy. the state.

and the relation between the state and c1v1l society. Camoy describes pluralism as the

official ideology of capitalist democracies which assumes competing Interest groups and

define the public policy. Carney quoting Macpherson explains:

Partidpation is not a value In itself. nor even an instrumental value for the
achievement of a higher. more socially conscious set of human beings. The
purpose of democracy is to register the desires of a people as they are.
not to contribute to what they might be or might wiSh to be. Democracy is
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simply a market mechanism: the voters are the consumers; the politicians are
the entrepreneurs.23

11l.1s description goes at least part way in explaJn1ngwhy some university

faculties of social and particularly political science never seem to get beyond counting

the vote, rather than examtntng structural issues. If the pluralist state is conceived as

being neutral and its dec1s1ons are assumed to define the common good, the brand of

social science developed to understand that pluralist "reality" is enframed by its own

understanding. Ifpluralism is the state ideology of capitalism. small wonder that the

central objective of applied soc1al science becomes how best to expand productivity.

11l.1s has direct consequences in the various Melanesian states. To date, most

national planners and development directors are expatriate Europeans and Americans

and/or those educated in the American/Western institutions. And it is important to

note that it is through these channets--both those that form the planners and those

that form the deliverymechanlsms ofplannfng--that most 1b1rd World research is

directed. Particularly in the American case. planning and development approaches are

predicated on certain basic assumptions about national and international development

that are encultured during university trammg and subsequent research.

Talcott Parson's work in SOCiology is both representative and underlies most

university background acquired for those working in fields from international relations

to development.24 Parsons contends that the major problem for both international and

domestic systems is that of maintaining equ1l1brium in order to manage inner tensions:

thus, the formulation of common values which cut across national boundaries 15

essential to order. Parsons finds that the importance attached to economic

development would lend itself to becoming one of these common values.

The two most obvious problems with Parson's formulation are first, economic

expansion ts assumed to be of universal and unquestionable value. and second. that

order and democracy are inherently linked. The gross result of this type of theorizing 15
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the applied social science of the type that wouldjusttfy authoritarian social and pc-1itical

measures in order to increase order and thereby economic production.25 The

contradiction here is that one suspends some degree of democracy in order to do what

might--later--Iead to increased democracy. On a gross scale, leaders, planners, and

researchers often assume that since their goal is increased production, democracy w1l1

eventually take care of itself (if they are interested in democracy at all), and the thought

of consulting local level people is never entertained on more than a superftclal basis.

A third theme also plays out in Third World development situations. The

problematic in question is the role of applied social science in "adm1n1stration."

S1r1ann1 and Fischer in their work Critical Studies in Qrganization and Bureaucracy

link the domain of public administration with notions of scientlftc management, noting:

In all these theories [oforganization], implicitly or explicitly, the
function of the manager and the social scientist is to replace "irrationality"
with formally rational actions. Moreover, underneath this assumption is the
bellef that better !J!aI13gers and better social scientists w1l1 keep less iITationality
from creeping in.26

As Fischer and S1r1anni point out, as long as researchers and social scientists

continue to focus on issues of technical and adm1n1strative eftlciency, they are l1m1ted.

"[RJesearchers have primarily obtained their data and orientation to organizational

problems from the adm1n1strativeframe of reference. ,,27

A compe1l1ng set of arguments as to how we are constituted as objects of

adm1n1stration and surve1l1ance is made by Jacques Donzelot.28 Donzelot contends

that the famUy came to be constituted as an effective way of warding offperceived

dangers to the liberal state. The reconstitution of the family saved the liberal state from

pauperism and pac1fiedthe barbarian urban proletariat. Donzelot relates philanthropy

and chi1dpsychiatry/psychology to intervention in the family:

Philanthropy in this case 15 not to be understood as a naively apolitical term
stgnifytng a private intervention in the sphere of so-called social problems,
but must be considered as a deliberately depolitic1z1ng strategy for establishing
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publ1c services and facilities at a sensitive pomt midway between private
1nitiative and the state.29

In asking how the poUticsof the famtly became the business of psychiatric

agencies. Donzelot surmised that "1nsertlon 1I1to the economic sphere 111 the name of

morality" and "the economic administration of 1I1dividuals in the name ofmorals" were

key.30

Donzelot also relates the production of goods and the production of the

producers. Donzelot critiques the central question of mainstream social1l1tervention

and appl1ed social science where that question is: how to maintain the moral order.

wherein the moral order is ImpUcitly capitalist relations of production and reproduction.

Donzelot's work deals with dividing practices between rich and poor that Justify

interventions into the I1ves of the poor. 11lis seems appUcable to the relations between

First World states donating aid to poor Third World states.

In conclusion. it is not surprising that the central questions posed by

mainstream. Western applied social science are not otherwise; specifically. mainstream

researchers and their institutions do not question their own practices. Returning to

Thomas Kuhn. the aim of normal science (and by ImpUcation social science and social

research) is not major substantive novelties. Furthermore. "failure to achieve a solution

discredits only the scientist and not the theory.,,31

And according to Fals Borda:

Thus. for example. the knowledge of a peasant healer is unacceptable to a
medical doctor. And its unacceptability stems from the fact that it ignores
and surpasses the medical doctor's institutional schemes whose abstract
prescriptions play like chips 111 a large exploiting game aiming at an
accumulation of capital and at enjoying the lucre from his profession.32

And thus it is that a university administrator can get away with labe1l1ng

Hawai'ian participatory researchers as "lazy" and "incapable" and participatory research

as "not real research."
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Knowing the arguments of the preceding section. it would seem that the

critiques made by participatory researchers should have had more effect by now. Yet

even participatory research has rarely achieved the full participation and proprietorship

by local people in its various projects. A recent text on ethics, international research.

and participation locates the problem as follows:

The essential argument is that SOCial sciences diffuse the accepted images of
humanity and society from the First to the Third World. 'They provide the
normative defln1t1ons of social reality for the elites and policymakers of the
latter. The effectiveness of the social sciences in this diffusion lies in the fact
that the normative elements in the social sciences pass as SCientlflctruths.
Such normative elements are not dealt with as ideology ...33

Again, although the above comment seems reasonable in the light of the

previous description of social science, little has really changed. Even the authors of the

text are currently participating in extremely conservative research practices.34 The

previous section has outlined how social science research has come to be constituted as

a field and what subJects--those easily quantiflable--are deemed worthy of research, and

who is held worthy to receive funding to conduct that research. 1b1s section aims to

"study up" in the words of Gerrtt Hulzer, a participatory researcher.35 'The purpose of

studying up is to see where and how oneself and one's own sponsoring institutions have

contributed to and/or caused the problem being researched.

In even the most sincere research efforts to discover the causes and alleviate the

vast and complex problems of the 'Third World and often rural poor, the problem is

always constituted as precisely that--a problem 2fthe poor. Rarely. ifever. has the field

of examination been constituted as the researcher. her sponsoring institutions. or the

practice of sciennnc research itself. This one-sided constitution of the problems of the

poor (or any researched people, whether they are characterized as poor or not) is nearly

the 0!11y one available to Western. capitalist as well as socialist. and other technocracy
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supported researchers. Even participatory researchers rarely think. about. let alone

attempt. to restructure their own sponsoring institutions.

In the volumes of articles on participatory research swveyed for this project. the

authors tend to disappear and their sponsoring Institutions are invisible. That is.

although the institutions may lend their name and publish the article there is no

discussion of how the Institution's inner workings have affected the lives of the

researched people through their research practice.

At first mention. fuis proposed practice seems extraordinary. When shared with

a colleague practJctng ethnography. the colleague responded that most decent

researchers are aware--even painfully aware--of their role, so what's the difference?

Other colleagues felt that explicit recognition of one's role and institutions would be an

unprofessional personaltzation of their "sc1enUflc" work. We hardly ever recognize these

influences and roles for at least two reasons:

1. The language for discussing these matters is not available.

2. Researchers intuitively recognize that the personal costs of a confrontation

with their own institutions would be too high.

How different, one asks. is this lack of action on the part of researchers from the

so-called "apathy" of village people who do not partJcipate in development plans or take

up new technology? Often the villagers may iack the language to explain why to the

well intentioned facilitator. or the facilitator may not know how to listen. But as

Foucault has pointed out local people know quite well what is going on. They know the

risks.

What is then asked in thiS section is not only how research is constituted as a

field. but further how do researchers and their sponsoring institutions constitute and

reproduce themselves? Later chapters will then ask how these various depictions of
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reality effect the socioeconomic and political reality of the researched Third World

subJects--often those people labelled poor.

Depending upon one's orientation, the phrase "peripheralized poor" can be read

as meaning that the poor are outside ordinary Ufe due to their own practices, or the

poor are outside ordinary Ufe due to others' practices towards them. Either way,

labelling researched people "margmalized," or "poor" focuses on them and makes the

practices of those in the research center invisible except at the level of technique.

To get at this another way. let us tum to the work of participatory

anthropologist. Carol Colfer:

In the most general terms it seems that inSOfar as a low status person interacts
regularly with people of higher status. low status people must understand and
be able to operate in the system accepted by the high status people.36

Expressed another way. low status people don't usually write and get paid for

articles when they finally figure out how the high status people work and make

decisions.

Colfer's article is worth summarizing. because it is one of the few that reflects

"up": it summarizes the process. invisible to mainstream participants. by which an

intercultural workshop was dominated by white. middle-aged. male, Western

researchers. Colfer uses her observations of this experience to illustrate her larger

theme. interaction between rural people and those of higher status or from a wider

sphere. Here it is equally applicable to the experiences of researched peoples in

interaction with outside or outside educated researchers, Domination occurred as

follows:

rrJhese men were able to dominate the proceedings so effectivelybecause of
1) the higher status of the scientific paradigm they were representing
(manipulations of sophisticated. mathematical models). 2) their higher status as
representatives of 'America the Powerful: and 3) their higher status as middle
aged. white males.37
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Colfer also includes the facts that they had previously worked together, were

native speakers of Engl1sh. but most of all had the luxury of operating within one

cognitive system. Thus, they had no need to recognize any alternative realities. Colfer

notes that the sm!x challenges that were Issued were from the dominant group, and

those challenges were merely technical, rather than epistemological, never questioning

the shared. dominant SC1entlflc paradJgm.

Colfer concludes:

The cohesiveness of the dominant view seemed effectivelyunassailable, though
wrong. completely partial. From the perspective of a member of a muted group,
the paradlgm that dominated Ignored important empirical factors: yet the
confidence of the dominant group in the logtc and consistency of their model of
reality combined with their aforementioned sources 0fjersOnal power, made
effective communication or real dialogue impOSSlble.3

The dominant, sclentlftc paradigm Is reproduced throughout all stages of the

research process. One may start with the links between proposal writing and IndMdual

or project research funding.

Much of parttetpatory and other new paradigm research Is dependent upon the

researcherIfacilitator's careful and delicate coordination with the researched group,

often margtna1lzed, and usually already suspicious of any bureaucratic finagling and

delays. With this sort of background, what happens when a researcher requests

funding for a project without the usual sorts of declared epistemology, not In a single

discipline and without neatly deduced hypotheses, Is more delays. This Is In the more

fortunate cases where the researcher Is allowed to provide addltionallnformation. No

amount of discussion of local knowledge and locally derived theories satisfies many

panels who require proposals couched In the safe, famlltar terms of usual social

science. It-is far easier to dismiss an unusual proposal as part of the lunatic fringe or

radical 60's left-overs and go on to the usual "worthy" sclent1ftc proposals, than expend

time trying to understand often complex approaches to locallnteractlon and knowledge.
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Stephen Fineman. an action researcher of the Centre for the Study of Organizational

Change and Development in the U.K. describes the ''Kafkaesque atmosphere of

bureaucracy ... [where) open expressions of ambigUity. curiosity. and bald intellectual

honesty are often quite contrary to the requirements of sponsors.,,39

By slanting their funding proposals to meet the needs of reviewing committees,

researchers avoid being labelled radical and may guarantee funding but will also find

themselves in a number of binds. These binds continue even after the completion of the

Immediate project to affect local research populations long into the future.

The researcher's real intent Is watered down or coopted. In a major

participatory action research project coordinated by the East-West Center. funding

could only be obtained by tyIng the project objectives to speciflc technical fields.40 It Is

Simply not enough to say that the local people will determine what Is to be worked on.

From the outset. the project was tied to getting people to produce or acquire objects

that would have something to do with producing rural energy. The Originators of the

project had conceived of talking with villagers at length to find out what they wanted to

change and helping them work through an analysis of how to go about It--all very open

and participatory. The minute outside funding tied to energy technology was acquired

the fundamentals were altered. The problem choice and defln1tionwere no longer local.

they had already been determined as energy technology by funding sources thousands

of miles away. Although local people and research fac1l1tators sUll went through lengthy

and often educational analyses of which energy related problem to solve and how to go

about orgamzmg themselves towards obtainIng and malntalnlng particular

technological artefacts. the outcome was st1l1 defined and controlled by outsiders. The

project would not be considered "successful" unless a particular technology was

adopted and visible. physical products built and/or installed, Certainly. a project is not

considered successfu11flocal people go through an a.na1ys1s process--no matter how
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carefully--and decide to take no action because the costs or even risks are too great for

their best Interests and survival. This was the case with one v1l1age contacted In the

rural energy planning project: after collective analysts. the v1llage decided none of their

problems were energy related and opted out.41

Furthermore. the interactions and fac1l1tation with local people may be changed

from the outset. W1ll1am Foote Whyte. based on his act10n research work with worker

owned companies. readings of cases from the United KIngdom's Tavlstock Institute. and

Max Elden's work with Scandinavian workers. discusses types of researchers.42 In

addition. Foote Whyte describes the work of then doctoral student. TImothy Kennedy

who while working with Alaskan Eskimos ident1O.ed three types of change agent roles

that outsiders can play: power broker. liberal advocate. and fac1l1tator.43

The fac1l1tator role as conceptualized by Kennedy Is essent1ally that of the

participatory researcher described In previous chapters. The liberal advocate. according

to Kennedy. tends to take over some degree of leadership of local people In confronting

established powers. Not only does this maintain dependency relatlonships--Iocal people

st1lldepend on the advocate. but the advocate closes out opportunity for education of

resistant bureaucrats and polinctans, and himself bums out. Kennedy describes the

bum-out process:

They see themselves as self-sacr1flctng tndtvtduals, serving the common people.
This self-conception may support them for a while. particularly If their
orga.niz1ng efforts produce some movement from the establishment. but sooner
or later the Inherent weaknesses of the role manifest themselves. The
"common people" are quite content to followthe liberal advocate when he or she
Is successful. but take no 1n1t1atlve themselves. If the next project
proposed by the liberal advocate fails. support for hJm or her crumbles. This
leads the liberal advocate to become disillusioned and cynical, feeling
something like. ".After all I have done for them. is this all the reward I get?'44

Very few cases reviewed for this project had ideal fac1l1tation despite extremely

good intentions and hard work. In the part1c1patory rural energy project cited. a
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facilitator In Bhutan who was also a researcher from the sponsortng institution

experienced extreme burn-out. but not as a leader/advocate so much as a buffer.45

The facilitator first had to deal with the village. In the one year allocated for the

project there was barely tlme to gain a measure of confidence from vUlage people. The

fac1l1tator had constantly to be on her guard to behave appropriately In a new culture

and language. It was only as the project ended that the fac1l1tator could become a co-

learner with the local people. This Is typical of most projects. and it should be noted

that the facilitator In question actually worked and learned faster than most In

equivalent situations. Few projects sponsored by any organizations. Le, from the

United Nations. Ford Foundation. aid agencies. universmes, to non-governmental.

church. and other agencies allocate more than three years if that much. for 1n1tial

fund1ng.4~

The participatory facilitator became a buffer at two levels. First. between the

local people and central government officials. and secondly. between both the local

people and government officials and her sponsoring and funding institutions. Another

facUitator from the same project found himself acting as a buffer when a visiting central

government official exclaimed:

These people are too poor to understand They are l1k.e wild animals that run
away the first time they hear an automobile horn.47

This particular agency manager had been well-trained In First World social

science research methods and proceeded to completely ignore the local group's

judgement of the problem.

In one of the final workshops of the project. participatory-minded organizers

brought together v111~gepeople. grassroots facilitators. researchers, and government

officials. The organizers had to be on their guard and quick-witted lorgeniztng a
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separate session for v1llage people to get together on their own where they would not be

muted by the experts) to ensure that villagers were actually heard.

Kennedy also points out another disadvantage of falling into the buffer role:

Advocates frequently act as a buffer between community members and
decision-makers. In so doing they unwittingly protect officials from
being directly accountable to constituents, thus making it easier for them to
Ignore the consequences of their actions.48

The outcome and final document product may be changed. In the case of the

participatory rural energy project, although 0l1gtna1 project documents clearly seemed

to state that the objectives of the project were greater participation of local people and a

first time opportunity for the sponsoring institution to actually engage in partiCipatory

action research, evaluators in one of the funding agencies saw the final objective as a

standard, social science document. The final document handed in to the funding

agency by the research facilitators entitled 'Village Voices" contained hundreds of pages

of analysis by villagers and faCilitators. Shortly thereafter, a funding agency evaluator

telexed th3:t the document was inadequate and needed to be 1) shorter, 2) ''more

quantitative the way social science is supposed to be," and 3) didn't need so much of

the villager's opinions. In this case, such requests did compromise the truth of the

participatory project. because the main intent was to represent the participatory

process and present the voices of the village people involved.

Throughout the process, from obtaining funds to monitoring and evaluation, the

researcher's personal and professional identity may and usually does become

threatened. Fineman notes that where increasing tlghtness of the existing professional

boundaries leads to reformulating a proposal:

to try and ""alr.e it more acceptable can destroy the very essence and sptnt of
that venture. as well as threaten the identity of the researcher.49

Not to mention even more serious, subtle tampering with a project can have

consequences that effect the physical and cultural survival of researched people.
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This dissertation was produced under the sponsorship of a branch of an

organization that normally funds a part of the field research of all Ph.D candidates

whose academic committee announces a pass on the candidate's comprehensive

examinations and proposal. This candidate/author met those requirements with

adequate performance, yet was inltlal1y denied field research funds for research into

institutionall1m1tations of participatory research itself. Initial comments from the

reviewing committee included several to the effect. "Obviously. this candidate is bright,

but I do not see how this proposal meets the requirements of scientiflc research." The

proposal was resubmitted with several pages suggesting how locally generated

information could contribute to national level policy decisions and allocation of

resources, and the proposal was accepted.

Bum-out may be a function of incorrect practice. but it may also be a function

of trying to work opposite the grain of power well entrenched in the ideologies of

research discourse. Martin Carney describes the problem:

Neoclassical economic theory. Parsonian social theory, and empiricist-pluralist
political theory are so pervasive in U.S. intellectual circles, particularly
in universities. that anyone who does not employ them as the basis for research
is required to couch theoretical and empirical work in terms of a response to
that dominant formulation50

The production of this dissertation accrued many of the same problems and was

subject to the same pressures as any other "scholarly" work generated from field work.

How different researchers deal with the anomalies produced by the very definition of

research is illustrative.

John M. Johnson. a cr1t1c of usual social science field research. notes:

[W)e are ill served by maintaining the illusion that the field notes and other
observational records kept by an observer during a field project approxtmate a
mirror ofreal1ty. These chapters point out that the data collected during
an investigation are affected by how the researcher defines the project. how
others in the setting define the research. relations of trust, personal
feelings. and so forth ...51
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What Johnson describes essentially parallels comments by Manlcas and Fox

Keller that much of scientific research practice Involves the reorganfz1ng of data until

they fit preextstmg theory. But there is something else going on here that bears

exam1n1ng.

This kind of science is generated at least in part from the call that it is necessary

to have testable hypotheses. In the case ofThird World research populations an

outside researcher arrtvtng with this neatly preconceived hypothesis and intellectual

baggage is not likely to come to mirror any reality other than that of narrowly defined

scholarly production.

In the most recent set of instructions for preparation of dissertations Issued by

the university sponsoring this author. there is an entire appendix on "Recognitionby

Authors of Contributions to their Work by Students and Others.,,52 Although the

university sponsors many hundreds of students who do graduate field work "on"Third

World populations. it w1l1 surprise no reader that the relations discussed are rarely

those of the First Worlder recogntzing localThird Worlder input. .An occasional

acknowledgement of for example. "the many kindnesses of the tribes people of villageX'

does not go very far towards describing the actual relations of research.

Noting the anomalies between ideals and actual practices. many researchers

have come to reflect on the nature of sc1ent1fic paradigms themselves. This certainly

involves reflection on very broad. substantive tssues.

In the specific case of this dissertation. I had planned to return to Melanesia to

discuss and possibly interact on other levels with local organizers of spm-offs from

some of the Original action research projects and others discussed in the fourth

chapter. S1nce one does not know the outcome of participatory efforts. one tries not to

l1m1t the project by too quickly predicting outcomes. Nevertheless I had hoped to draw
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some key Pac1ftc Islanders Into discussion of research practice and act as a co-learner

with them.

As 1continued to prepare the dissertation. I reallzed that (1) although

partldpatory research engaged In may be dJscussed within a dissertation. (2) a

dissertation under normal university and life circumstances can never be a

partldpatory project In and of itself. and (3) partldpatory research is almost impossible

to ln1t1ateproperly from the top (outside researcher) down.

Nevertheless. I planned a trip to FU1. New CaledOnia. Vanuatu. and the Solomon

Islands to examine the longer term effects of oI1g1nal action research projects and open

dialogue about research process with group organisers, local scholars. and leaders. The

trip was to have spanned May through September 1987. A few weeks before the trip

was to begin, I received a lengthy telex and follow-up calls from grassroots organizers

and friends suggesting I cancel the Vanuatu portion of the trip. Myfriends and

colleagues explained that although my previous personal reputation had been good. my

very presence, posing the questions I wished to pose would be seen as political agitation

by del1cately balanced political leaders and that In tum would endanger the work of the

action research based groups we had previously worked so hard to build.

While reworking my itinerary. a series of ensuing events caused me to rethink

my entire dissertation's raison d'etre. First. one of my key Interviewee's In Fiji's

government was detained by leaders of the May 1987 coup. A leader of that coup had

previously been a key panel member of a Pac1ftc oriented research review committee

linked to this university. Secondly, actions of the Chtrac admmistration In New

Caledonia became extremely hostile towards Kanak so-called "separatists" and their

advocates: it was physically dangerous to talk with the people I had known In New

Caledonia. and my presence as an outsider might cause them to be perceived as yet

more dangerous by the administration.
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It was at this point that I more clearly realized that there were several sets of

people with whom I could choose to participate. There were the village level and

grassroots organlzatton people and small to medium level farmers and entrepreneurs

There were also the adm1n1straUve and poUtical people in the capital city centers and

universities. It seemed more and more that the administrators and poUticians had far

more in common with equtvalent level people here (in the West) in universities than

their own countryfolk in villages. It was at this moment that I decided to "study up."

There is one more element of field research and participatory research processes

alike that requires discussion. In this overall discussion of what happens to

participatory researchers who try to operate within the dominant systems. is the

question: what happens to the researched people after the research facilitator departs?

Even where a good analysis process has been engaged and confidence to work together

as a problem solving group has been developed. there is no guarantee that once the

facilitator Is gone that the group will not lose momentum.

Ideally, if the participatory research process Is truly owned and commanded by

the local people. and those who are researched and those who do the research are the

same. and that which Is useful will continue to be used. The fourth chapter documents

some of these cases.

Tony Williamson. a participatory researcher in Newfoundland now linked with

the Participatory Research Network. documents many cases where analyses and

collective action have continued long after the departure of any outsiders who hac acted

as tnitla1 catalysts.53

Despite video-taped and scholarly documentary evidence that the participatory

process works, Wjlllamson encountered the administrator who pronounced. ''Well,

that's all very well, it may work in practice. but it will never work in theory."54 At first

glance. merely an amusing anecdote, the above bureaucratic comment Is deeply
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indicative of the degree to which the administrative. interventionist reading of the world

Is everywhere ingrained.

ThIs tngratntng works in two directions. Most researchers. admmtstrators,

university. research. and social service institution staffs operate in a m1l1eu in which

researched people are characterized as being without: They lack; possibly they have

caused their own problems. On the other side Is scient1ftc expertise. supposedly

neutral. progresstee, dependent upon technologies which in tum are dependent upon

strategies of production. It Is little wonder that researchers do not question their

capacity or even I1ght to passJudgment. nor 1Jkew1se do adm1nJstrators question their

right to intervene. It Is assumed that the researched people do not know and those in

the research centers do lmow.

IV

Given the preceding maps. we tum full on the institutionaUzing question. Local

people have come to define problems. organized themselves to collect and analyze

information. and taken action to change their situations. In the cases under

consideration--nearly ideal participatory research--outsiders have been called upon by

these groups to facilitate or catalyze the effort or simply provide basic assistance. Upon

the withdrawal of the outsiders. the effort continued; consciousness was transferred.

Yet when considering inStitutional1z1ng parttctpatory research. the structures and

systems described in this chapter are everywhere extant. French partlcipatory

development practitioner. Roland Colin has termed this situation the "participation

paradox.,,55

The opening chapter of this dissertation asks if there are strategies researched

people can develop to overcome the colonizing and imperialist tendencies of mainstream

research practice. In the Melanestan examples described. closure of research access

was one--if only partlal and complex-- strategy. Obviously, if a regional, racial, or other
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group organizes sumciently they can gain a partial hegemony over the production of

knowledge about themselves. at least within their own locale or nation. Yet until some

new paradigms are embedded In our consciousness and practices. these measures of

independence are 1Im1ted and coopted.

Documents from a conference on International Research Equity and

Collaboration hosted by the East-West Center in December 1985 demonstrate the

problem. 56 Several (approximately one quarter) of the IndMdual essays presented at

the conference were quite critical and seemed to provide openings for going beyond

current practice. The final document with resolutions prepared by the conferees was

considerably weaker In its language. Resolutions were confined to general calls for

collaboration with host country governments and university level researchers.

Weakened resolutions may be attributed to all the elements previously described in this

chapter as well as the kind of gestalt that was created by the conference hosts. Most

people are simply not going to challenge their hosts in a strange. formidable setting.

Most research Institutions are doing very spec1f1c kinds of science. and questioning

outside those types of Intellectual frameworks 15 seen as unhelpful at best. This gives

lie to the myth that science 15 neutral and objective.

One field worker from Southeast Asia after working on participation issues for a

month in a large research institution tlnally wrote:

It's funny to see that you (unwersity people) look a lot at participation at
the village level and try to give us relevant advice for facilitating participation at
this level. But many field workers. like me. have the impression that part of
the institutional answers are at your level. in your research institutions. Is it
possible. that more research 15 needed on ways to Improve participation at your
own level"s7

Another call for researchers to study their own institutions comes from the one

major South Pac!f!cconference to date that dealt with research issues. The conference

participants comprised more practice-based Australian researchers and many younger
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scholars from the then newly independent South Paclftc nations. This was the Young

Nations Conference held in New South Wales. Australia in 1978. Again. the conference

resolution of interest here is Resolution No.3:

That foreign researchers be encouraged to study their own social and cultural
systems. power structures. and elites. rather than those of South Pac1ftc
countries alone [see appendJx C for the complete resolutions).58

These calls for studying one's own and/or sponsortng Institution's relations to

the researched project and people are proposed as a strategy of "studying up." Studyinu

1m is proposed as a strategy to disrupt established notions of what is proper as a topic

of research. to contest what was previously uncontested. to render political what was

considered as given and basic. and perhaps to open up opportunities for new practices.

As a corollary. a second strategic practlce to studying up is proposed. This

second practice Is here labelled studylni process. By studying process more Is meant

than merely documenting the SCientific method by which an inquiry was conducted. As

pointed out by John M. Johnson earlier in this chapter. real research rarely

corresponds point for point with the methodology proposed. Not only should these gaps

be appraised as part of the process. but also the research facilitator's various relations

with local people. herself. and sponsoring Institutions become part of the analysis

process.

In usual social science research, where the good scientist is expected to

maintain the maximum objectivity (distance) from local and researched populations.

this proposal would make no sense. Here these relations are seen as inseparable from

the rest of research practice and hence should be recognized.

In the case of this dissertation. this strategy Is employed to the limited extent

possible in efforts to make restitution. choice of language. and right of review. Although

under most circumstances a dissertation Is not a participatory research project-what

local group ever asked a untverstty student to come and write a dissertation for them--it
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employs the two strategies in Incorporation with others. Reflection on the process of

using these strategies In on-going work and the writing at hand are aspects of the

process strategy. It Is expected that In reflecting on the processes that one

simultaneously critiques and sun to some extent uses. that previously unexpected gaps

and crosstngs will become visible. Here the words of Paulo Freire come to mind.

"Indeed. a reactionary social worker can't be Interested In 1nd1v1duals' developing a

critical view of their real1ty. that Is. In their thlnkfng about what they do while they

actually do It.,,59

The problems and strategies discussed In this chapter are those of the usually

First World or First World educated research facilitator and their institutions. This

chapter does address the problems of the researched local people if one considers the

main problems to lie In the research institutions and researchers.
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CHAPrERVI

RESEARCHANDTHE MElANESIAN STATE

'Yu gat nektat, yu gat numba,"

('l1lefirst I1ne of a Papua New Guinean popular so~ about experts and bureaucrats.
meaning. 'You wear a necktie. you are a blg-shot.")

I

In order to deepen and expand the analyses begun in the previous chapters. this

chapter examines the Issues surrounding social science research practice and research

access in the Melanesian state. The intent Is to d1scover lfmitatlons on research and

potentJal participatory research within Third World states. Most background cited Is

derived from studies In the Papua New Guinea. Solomon Islands. Vanuatu. and F~Iwith

the intent that the Iarger Issues and conclusions obtained w1l1 be at least partly

applicable to the other Melanesian sltuatlons--New Caledonia and Irian Jaya (West

Papua)--as well as the Third World in general.

The chapter is based upon some elements of world-systems analysts. which

seems to be the best available to explain intensifying internal social, economic. and

polltlcal contracl1ctlons in part resulting from capitalist exchange relations.2 In terms of

Melanesia. Immanuel Wa11erstein's work Is useful in viewing how a number of relations

with the outside world Increasingly draw local people away from self-sufficiency on their

traditional lands and Into wage relations. The subsequent exchange relations have

important effects on state po11cy and participation in regional bodies including research

institutions.

My vantage point and concern here is based upon my own past and present

participation in voluntary organizations and a Pacific university (the University of

Hawaii) which contribute both directly and indirectly to the continuation of undesirable

research relations. However. I am not calling for the total cessation of research

activities by research First WorIders from the Paclftc 11m countries within the research
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Third World of the Pactflc basin. What I seek is understanding of the dangers of some

research practice and the l1mits of potent1al participatory research practice. I have

asked what one can do and where one can act given various institutionalllmits. I now

ask: what are the 1Imitat1ons and posslbil1t1esfor participatorY research and for both

research outsiders and insiders QPeratinll within the Melanesian State?

n

I return to the research access situation described in the first chapter as well as

some notes on the current situation of university education within the Pactflc basin.

The purpose Is to give a context to discussion of how the various states have tried to

control research and locallmowledge.

One of the first documents concerning research as a generalized field in the

South Pac1flc was issued by the Seventh Pac1flcSCience Congress held in New zealand

In 1949. The Congress' document "Division of Research" dlscussed the newly created

Fulbright Act. the primary purpose of which was "the exchange of students."S The

document continues:

[O]ne of the primaIy purposes of the grants w1l1 be to enable Newzealand and
American scholars to exchange ideas pertaining to their specla1Jzed fields.
It w1l1 be possible for American scholars to obtain usefulinformatlon and
experience on sclent1flc problems peculiar to New Zealand. and likewise. it will
be possible for New zealand scholars to become acquainted with current
American ideas and techniques.4

Note that the purpose is not stated as the solution of pressing problems. but the

gathering of information and acquisition of [sc1entlftc] technique. and that technique is

first and foremost located with Americans. The document did not even consider the

possibility that Pac1flc Islands other than Australia or New Zealand would ever have

their own researchers.

The post-war Pactflc was increasingly deluged with ideology of the above type-«

ideology of the neutraltty of science for the good of all.5 The ideology of the neutrality of
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science is held and promulgated. for various reasons. by capitalists. Marxists.

socialists. and in fact the vast majority of people engaged in formal research.

government. transnational business. and philanthropic work. This group includes

central planning office economists who in many of the Melcmesian countries wield

tremendous fn1luence as to what research and assistance is required in their countries.

In the forty-four years since the war ended in the Pacific. the ideology of

development and modernization via technology has been the dominant paracUgmto the

extent that any other representation of the world becomes either invisible or at best

trMal1zed. Furthermore. failure of the developmental models based on these paracUgms

becomes invisible. In other words. if a project doesn't work either the local culture is

blamed as not suffiCientlymalleable. or it is believed that not enough was done or

spent. As a consequence. what tends to be recognized and critiqued is not the

dominant ideologybut those who have been its carriers to date. that is European

colonials and other European descended 1ndMduals.

At the 1976 'Young Nations" conference at the University of New South Wales.

Australia. indigenous South Paciftc partiCipants for the first time as a group called

attention to both external and internal relations of research dOminance. 6 One

partictpant noted that even the name of the conference. ''young nations." was a value

laden construct of the center country organizers, ffhe resulting conference resolutions

are Cited in the first chapter and are appended in C. Again. in essence. these

resolutions called for foreign researchers to also take responsibility for studying the

power structures and institutions that permitted their own research both at home and

in the Pacific.

Despite the sophisticated and thorough critiques as well as action proposals

concernmg research practices in the 1976 conference. most attempts to come to grips

with obvious problems have resulted in blanket moratoriums that tend to limit research
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access by social scientists. particularly anthropologists. while leaving wide open the

space for corporate and transnational scientiflc research as well as so-called

"government studies." Other than a few published documents little has happened to

support the Young Nations' resolutions.

11l1s Is not to deny the blatant indMdual as well as more subtle systemic

exploftatkm of Island peoples by researchers over the years cited in previous chapters.

One anthropolOgist I inteIViewed called my attention to a letter to the government from

a group of ordinary villagers on the island ofTanna in Vanuatu. These villagers asked

the government to please "block." as they put it. anymore anthropologists. documentaIy

fllnunakers. and other outsiders who bother people with useless stuff. There is no

doubt that research-mmmg of this sort Is unjust and renders its objects--indigenous

people-an the same way that pieces of cell tissue may be cut up and put under a

microscope. Furthermore. these objections don't even begin to touch upon questions of

the validity and Importance oflocallmowledge.

Nevertheless. liberating indigenous peoples from one form of exploitation by

limiting research access may neglect or even disguise other forms of control. A case in

point Is that of Roger Keestng and the Kwaiopeople of Malaita. Solomon Islands also

briefly cited in the first chapter.

DUring the early 1980's all research access in the Solomon Islands was closed.

Closure centered around the activities ofAmerican anthropologist. Roger Keesing. now

at Australia National University. Keesing had worked with the Kwaio peoples of Malaita

for sixteen years and in 1980 published LightniN Meets with West Wind, The book

meticulously documents a 1929 massacre of hundreds of Kwaio people--many of whom,

were women and chlldren--by a constabulary force of other tribes supported by the

British protectorate.
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During his research process Keesing opened up his agenda in numerous group

meetings with Kwaio; he explained what he could and could not deliver, and on

publication he put all profits Into a trust fund for the Kwaio. The Kwaio were Just about

unanimously In approval of Keeshlg's process and the concfusions of the book itself.

Nevertheless, Keestng was denied further research access to Malaita. The first level

reason was that the provincial ofDcial for Malaita In the early 1980's was a member of

the tribe that had perpetrated most of the massacre, and even though most of the 1929

protagonists were dead, the particular offiCial was afraid of compensation claims being

organized.

Previously, Keesing had publicly notlfted the Kwaio after consultation with

attorneys, that since the affair occurred before Independence, compensation would be

legally impossible. Nevertheless, Keesing's position viSa viSthe Solomon Islands

government remained the same--no entry to Malaita. What the government position

throws Into relief is the position of government bureaucrats In relation to the most

marginal tribal peoples. In "Politics of Fieldwork: Solomon Islands 1962 - 1984"

Keestng summarizes what Kwaio elders told him:

The white elite has been replaced with a black one, but the issues are the same:
taxation without viSible return. and relative autonomy to Uve, and settle
disputes. according to custom.7

If there remains any question about what research occurs in the Solomon

Islands. a March 1987intervtewwith the acting director of the Pacillc Islands

Development Program {PlOP} of the East-West Center makes it clear. The director of

PlOP said that his organization did do research in the Solomon Islands. Since these

were "government studies" and the Solomons' government had the right of review on

any reports issued, continuing research was acceptable. The particular research in

question in PlOP was research on problems of indigenous entrepreneurs. It was

assumed that the study could lead to an aid project and/or foreign investment.
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In 1985, research In Vanuatu was l1m1ted to six new researchers a year who

after paying a $200 research permit fll1ng fee would also be required to pay a $3000

non-refundable research fee--half to go to the national research council and half to the

community under observation. By ID1d-1986, there had been so much confusion and

complatnt (only two researchers were w1ll1ngand able to pay those fees) that the

research council disbanded and a blanket research moratorium was enacted.

Again, as in the Solomons, thls does n21 mean there is no outsider funded and

facilitated research in Vanuatu. The French organization ORSTOM (Organisation de

recherches sclentlfiques et techntques d'outres mer) which is funded by ACcr (Acte de

cooperation et culture technique). the French equivalent of US AID,malntatns

approximately ten geologists, anthropologists, fisheries specialists and others In

Vanuatu at any time. !RHO (Institute de recherches d'hortJculture d'outres mer). a

French hortJculture research orgamsauon also maintains a large research station and

approximately six speclallsts on the lsland of Espiritu santo. Australian and British

scientists are likewise employed in agricultural research, much of which is now funded

by the Asian Development Bank.

Noting the types of research that are st1ll supported--Indeed wlth fanfare-us

Instructive. The August 31, 1985 (durtng the heart of the research ban) edition of the

major Vanuatu newspaper The Vanuatu Weekly describes the formation of a new

research lnstitutlon: L'Institute de Recherches du C~ et du Cacao. The lnstitute in

Valeteruru, Santo was expected to specialize in soils research.

Two trends are immedlately apparent in the above examples. The first is a

continuation of research where first world researchers are tied to continuations of both

bilateral and multl-lateral aid flows. The second trend is the continuation of

agricultural and other scient1flc research. particularly those forms of agriculture aimed

at promotion of cash crops and directly linked wlth international financial inputs.
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These inputs include loans from the Development Bank ofVanuatu which

received its funding from the Asia Development Bank. In turn. loans purchase foreign

produced vehicles. barbed wire. fertilizer, pesticides. consultants. and even more

schooling Jp techniques (read more status too) of corporate and foreign dependent

agriculture. Almost always aid agreements require all phys1calmputs to be purchased

from the donor country.

There is yet a third trend masked by the two described above. The third trend is

a move away from indMdual outsider contact with remote rural groups. Again. there is

no doubt that many anthropologists have been carriers of a dominant ideologyand

research-mined their subjects.8 Many on the other hand have served as advocates of

the groups with whom they lived worked. Nevertheless. direct outsider contact with

those groups most distant geographically and culturally from central governments

seems to be decreasing.

An example in Vanuatu is that of the well-mown Canadian anthropologist

Margaret Rodman. After fifteen years of part-time residence in Vanuatu. Rodman

published a book that thoroughly documented the concentration of land and power in

the hands of rural elites. Implicit throughout the text is the creation of new rural elites

by central government officials' blind adherence to developmentalism. Rodman has

chosen to participate or advocate for what she sees as the marg1nal1zed rural group--the

losers. During 1985-1986 when her book The Masters of Tradition was being final1zed

she did not have a research permit. Rodman then worked as a consultant on a fisheries

evaluation sponsored by CIDA(Canadian International DevelopmentAssistance

Agency). This is not in anyway to condemn Rodman's activity. It was well-mown that

she was finishing other work, and the people of the area in which she worked were

highly supportive. What one questions is her access if she had not been tied to an

evaluation that was seen as bringing more aid flows to the central government.
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Review of a number of s1m1larcases led me to conclude early on that research

access. particularly In the Solomons and Vanuatu. would not remain frozen. My most

recent round of letters (see Appendix B) with the various governments Indicates that

research access Is no longer ofilcially frozen In either countIy.

Another example of the above focus on research tied to cash crops and/or aid

flow:,> appears In the previously cited (first chapter) edition of Researeh In Melanesia.9

or the externally contributed funds for university agrtcultural research In Papua New

GUinea. the contribution for study of the most nutrltious of Indigenous vegetable crops

-wing beans--was less than .1% of those funds provided for research of cocoa dieback

disease and less than .2% of funds provided for Insecticide research.

It seems then that only research which threatens the poUtical or economic

security of national elites is controlled. However. resting with this conclusion tends to

oversimplify research relations and Implies that the officials In the central governments

wield a much more instrumental power than they actually do.

The above examples could also lead one to think then that really good usual

research that leads to radical problem solving could Justify the presence of a lot of high

powered outsiders.

This leads to some of the reasons I continue to stress the importance of focusing

research issues through the participatory research lens. Returning to the Fulbright

document which never even considered the possibility of Pacific islanders doing

research. untll the last ten or so years. there were next to no Melanesians who did what

we have been labell1ng research. There are stlll just a handful of Melanesians who can

evaluate foreigners' research proposals. There have been many. many research efforts

which did not go deep enough. because the foreign researchers only stayed two or less

years--only enough to skim the surface of local culture. There have been almost equally

many cases were local informants played the game of trick the anthropologist with
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made-up stories. Some of these tricks have actually been a sort of angry resistance to

social scientists' encroachments on taboo or inappropriate areas. Research that is good

in the usual sense is often not enough. Although individual researchers may work with

exemplary intent. the sheer numbers of foreign researchers in comparison to the local

researchers and the abWlyof the foreigners to get published and heard. overwhelms

any collective self-portraits by the local researchers. In many cases. the Melanesian

researchers are stlll the "counterparts"--the children of the patriarchy.

m

Clearly. there is a trend towards Melanestan private and publ1c Involvement with

foreign funded research in areas of natural and social science that contribute to cash

cropping and transnational agncultural tnterests, The question is throu~hwhat iaOups

of people and instltutlons do these tnyolvements come to be? How has the state

imposed these research controls? ~ain. what are the 1nIDacts?

In the last decade. the people who act as the main agents of these research

decisions and changes are the politicians and publ1c service officials in the central

governments. The background of their own tra1nJng and education is relevant.

During the last one hundred years. the few educated Paclftc Islanders received

their education almost entirely in theological collegesand seminaries in Australia. New

zealand. Great Britain. and the United States. It was only at the beginning of the

various independence movements in the late 1960's that the University of Papua New

Guinea (1966) and the University of the South Pac1ftc and University of Guam (1968)

were created. and that Pac1ftc educated Pac1fic Islanders emerged. 10 Even so. the

percentage of Pacific Islanders receiving higher education remains quite small although

it is begmnmg to growmore quickly.

Pacific Basin higher education institutions also include Cenderwa1sh University.

Ir1an Jaya. founded 1964; Papua New Guinea University ofTechnology at Lae, 1969;
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College of Micronesia at Kolonta. Federated States of Micronesia. 1970; American

/samoa Community College. 1970; Atenis1 Institute. Tonga. 1971; the Universite

Francais de Pac1flc. servtng New Caledonia. Wallis and Futuna. and French Polynesia,
e

1987; as well as several lower level teacher's colleges and church sponsored tra1ning

centers. None of these 1nsUtutions were env1sioned as necessary before the 1960's.

Before the formation of the above institutions. as well as currently. many Pac1flc

islanders have attended First World institutions rtmmtng the Pac1flc. These rim

institutions Include the universities in Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii and the West

Coast of the United States. In general, these inStitutions need physical fields of study

in order to train their graduate students, polish their faculty. and in some cases provide

consultancies to keep their faculty. The peoples of the Pac1flcas objects of study have

presented a vast resource. Ironically. most university educated Pac1flcislanders have

been exposed to and internalized this approach to establ1sh1ng oneself as a scholar.

Although It seems that national universities would tend to reflect the aspirations

of Pac1flc islanders, the standard Western ideas about scholarship and research persist.

Paciflc island universities are sUll heavily staffed by expatriate personnel. Other ties are

also quite important.

Bishop and Wfgglesworth connect the University of the South Paciflc with the

influence of post-colonial powers:

The maintenance ofwestern control over the South Pac1flc provides the impetus
behind foreign polley in the region... No US aid was given to the South
Pac1flcuntl11971 and it has increased since with the 1980 expenditure. being
double the previous year. No bilateral aid is given [this changed in 1985],
but financial support is given to regional organizations, particularly the South
Paciflc Commission and the University of the South Pac1f1c. and to American
private and voluntary organizations. [sic] particularly the US Peace Corps.11

Obviously. US AID representatives then have tremendous influence simply by

funding certain large research projects or fund1ng certain departments and subjects or

not.
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Amarshi. et, al. as well as many others argue that the small pool ~f university

educated Pacific Islanders found themselves emerging along with opportunities in their

newly independent governments. but that as they accepted those opportunities they

formed new. post-colonial elites. 12 Many of the newly formed. educated Pacific elites

received additional education or tra.lnlng in other Paclftc countries or their former

colonial masters. Equally. many of these people returned to their home countries and

islands with very mixed feelings about northern scholarship coincident with strong

needs to re-identify with their own cultures.

The new governing elites found and continue to find themselves sandwiched

between abhorrence of the colonial systems and the Europeans who administered those

systems and tacit support of the Western systems includ!ng university education that

gave them their political and economic status. Such administrators and politicians find

themselves engaged in anti-colon1alism simultaneously with technological biases

against their own rural people. An example provided in the previous chapter was that

of the administrator who said "people were too poor to understand. and ran away like

wild animals at the first sound of an automobile hom."

Any Melanesian development administrator involved with researchers is under

the immense pressure of highly contradictory and inconsistent systems. Amarshi

speaking of Papua NewGuinean administrators says:

...greatest wealmess lies in his inability to extract himself totally from the
system he dislikes so much ...such contradictions are "understood and tolerated
in a country such as ours.,,13

IV

Current Melanesian research access policy is a manifestation of the functioning

of the post-colontal capitalist state. In order to comprehend what kind of state

produced those policies and the 1nf1uences coming to bear on what research is

forbidden. permitted. or enabled. one should attempt comprehension of the social
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formation shaping the state. Outside ofneoclassical economics. Uttle work has been

done on the relation of poUtical economy and the Melanesian state. All that is available

for analysis is weak descriptions covertng factionalism or dependency approaches both

of which are inadequate in describing and expla1n1ng internal relations of production

and their relations to external relations of exchange. 14

Class analysis 10 Melanesia is close to nonexistent to date as well. Lack of any.

let alone adequate class analysis leads to a mono-dimensional view of the Melanesian

world. especially on the part of government planners. many of whom are st111 expatriate

economists trained in the neoclassical tradition. Planners tend to categorize all

relations as economic and grounded in relations of exchange (AdamSmith's market)

rather than in production. It is often these planners and department heads who exert

greatest influence on what aid funded projects are undertaken and what research is

done.

Myperspective and thesis about the Melanesian state 15 1n1luenced by the views

of poUtical economist Osvaldo Sunkel. His main thesis 15 that the capitalist system is

undergoing increasing change from an international to a transnational system.

Because of this transnational1zation process many societies are undergoing severe

stresses that result in decay of traditional social structure while simultaneously

producing counter-processes of reintegration. As a consequence of these processes

distinct transnational communities are emerging within national societies. 15

The Melanesian state is far more complex than appears at first gIance. I6 Least

it appear that a case is made for the complete instrumental wielding of state power by

the large state bureaucracy. note the comment ofpoUtical-economlst Fred Block:

rrJhose who manage the state apparatus--regardless of their own poUtical
ideology--are dependent on the maintenance of some reasonable level of
economic activity. This 15 true for two reasons. FIrSt. the capacity of the state
to finance itself through taxation or borrowing depends on the state of the
economy. If economic activity is in decline. the state will have d1fllculty
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maintaining its revenues at an adequate level. Second. public support for a
regime will decUne sh~ly if the regime presides over a serious drop in the level
of economic actMty.17

To review the traditional approach to analyses on the Pacific economy. note one

of the few texts written by a Pacl1lcislander trained as an economist (Australia) Te'o I. J.

Fairbairn's- Island Economies: Studies from the South Pacl1lc. Fairbairn's ten is

unIVersally typical of government analysis of rural problems and prescriptions.

Defln1tion of problems and problem areas limits almost all research andI or government

studies to working within the paradigms of neoclassic economics and modernization.

Since few researchers are able to function In Melanesia outside of government or foreign

assistance projects. grants. and other ties. the body of printed public knowledge flows

forth from a l1m1ted world view.

Because Falrbatm's text is so typical of what is constituted as public

knowledge about Pacl1lc economies. poverty. and social relations. I quote him

extensively. Falrbatm below attributes rural poverty to unemployment and

underemployment which he explains as follows:

A first possib1l1ty is the disparity between actual production, as determined by
preva1l1ng consumption patterns (and need for capital items) of v1llage
households. and what v1l1agers are capable of producing if labour
were fully employed in the conventional sense. Consumption levels are said
to be constrained by the physical capacity to consume goods (taking into
account goods required to meet ceremonial and prestige needs) and limited
"felt wants" In relation to trade goods. The weak demand for trade goods
can be explained by the limited exposure to the demonstration effect: a
continuing preference for some subsistence goods and services: and a failure
to appreciate the ut1l1ty of many available durable and capital items.
The quantum of goods. both subsistence and trade. demanded by a household
at any given time is therefore limited. and this constrains the full
employment of labour. The above explanation is most relevant in rural
villages at the early stages of transition from a purely subsistence to a
strongly monetized economy. Demand for trade goods is in the process of
being built up. but in the meantime it remains at a level requJrtng a less
than full application of available labour. More Intensive utilization of
labour awaits the demonstration effect to come Into full play. IS

Fairbairn's analysis of the problem leads to the following prescriptions:
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SChools. health centres, piped water. access roads. and sporting and community
facilities can enhance the attractiveness of rurallJfe and induce villagers
who might otherwise migrate. to remain and work in the rural sector. 19

and thus:

Technical change to Improve effidency is the key to the full realization of
the agricultural potential inherent in most Pac1ftc countrIes.20

In context. this indicates an Emperor's new clothes situation: after nearly three

decades of effort. no one has been able to make these prescriptions work even in the

relatively small populations of Melanesia. Migration to the urban areas is increasing

and putting severe pressures on those areas. The gaps between formerly self-sufficient

rural people and central government officials and those working in transnational

businesses are increasing. Youth are ever more disaffected and law and order is

increasingly an issue. Fairbairn's prescriptions are not working yet planners and policy

makers keep prescribing them.

There is no other world view made publicly available.• nor is there known any

way or reason to identify other views. Certa1nlygovernment planning posts are often

tied to the continuance of aid funded projects and large project portfolios from the so

called developed nations. Governments need these projects to manage in order to

Justify the existence of their over-developed bureaucracies. In tum. developed nations

use these aid projects to extend regionallnfluence and ideologies of material

consumption and production.

Hand In hand with neoclassical assumptions about Pac1ftceconomies go

assumptions about classlessness in Melanesia which for the most part did not have the

system of hereditary chiefs that Polynesia did. A typical proponent of this view Is

Canadian anthropologist Jean-Marc Phl1lbertwriting in the early 1980's:

The emergent political elite has not yet coalesced into a social class of its own.
Indeed, social classes do not exist amo~Ni-vanuatu. If the country has a
proletariat it is stl1l an infinitesimal one.· 1
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Although Phtl1bert's analysis may have been In some ways correct for pre-

Independence Ni-Vanuatu Melanesians, all of whom were colonized, he seems to have

been unaware of the social processes In which he was 11v1ng. Relating the discussion

commenced In regards to Fairbairn's analysts. perhaps another part of the answer as to

why this world view is so prevalent, lies in the strength of ideology.

Phil1bert like Fairbairn (and all of us) is a product of mainstream. developed

country universities. His anthropologist's training surely has not been to use research

as a tool for local soc1al transformation at the behest of the local people. He sees his

role In social science as the fmpartial and thorough observer.

Other social SCientists may see problems in the Melanesian context as lack of

modernization. Problems then become conceptualized as solvable by applied science.

Pol1cy change then comes from recommendations made at the national level, where

national bodies act to promote and regulate the production oriented activities of local

people. whether those local people are Interested In production or not.

More" recent work on related Issues in Melanesia is beg1nn1ng to emerge from

different frames of analyses. An example Is Margaret Rodman's Masters ofTradition:

ConseQuences of CustomaIy Land Tenure In LoNlana. Vanuatu which details:

(blow the fiex1bil1ty of customary land tenure allows the system of land
holding to change while appearing to remain the same. Out of older kinds
of Inequality are emerging new kinds of Inequality in cash Income and In
control of land--Iand is being concentrated In a few hands while the
subsequent social differentiation among the peasant copra producers Is being
obscured ...The way In which the penetration of capitalism has taken place In
Vanuatu makes possible the persistence of an illusion that rich peasants are
the same as traditional men of [achieved) rank and lnfluence.22

The main publications (other than a rare handful of masters and doctoral theses

and dissertationsl to date, discussing class formation and structure are few.

In view of Rodman's work. and particularly In the case of Vanuatu which was

simultaneously a colonia! condommtum of both Brftatn and France, factionalism
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appears to be an adequate description of the complex groups pulling on the strings of

the state.23 Further exammatton reveals that factionalism remains an entirely

inadequate description for the fundamental reason that it depolitic1zes the large

dJfJerences in access to power and resources that some groups maintain and exert over

others on an increasingly long term. systemic and systemaUc basts,

Dependency theory. on the other hand. does seem to describe the relations of

post-colonial MelaneSian states to their former colonial masters. Few would argue that

dependency does not in part describe. for example. 1980 Vanuatu which at its

independence was fully reliant on British and French aid for its recurrent budget.

Dependency theory is inadequate in dealing with increastngly complex encroachments

of transnational and multi-lateral businesses and organtzaUons in consort with national

governments.

Strictly speaking. the dependency approach sees the relations of the post

colonial state as a function of external forces. The main characteristic of a dependent

state is surplus extraction such as export of raw minerals or a few main cash crops and

dependence upon more expensive. imported manufactured goods to enable the

extraction. Surplus extraction is then both a cause and a contmumg condition of the

relations between the "peripheral" states and "core" states. Further. these are a

sophisticated continuation of colonial plundering.

The dependency approach focuses on bipolar relations with the outside. thus

depolitictzing internal. asymmetrical relations of the state bureaucracy's maintenance

at the expense. neglect. and exploitation of the ninety percent of the population who are

engaged in some degree of subsistence agriculture.

Leaning on political economists Blomstrom and Hettne, an approach more

appropriate to conditions in the southwest Pac1fic would also encompass some

discussion of land tenure and dualism in which:
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A large portion of the population finds itself outside the modem. dynamic sector
(or In the terminology of the dependency school. it is "margJ:nal1zed'1. because
it lacks the power to increase wages at the same rate as it increases its
productivity. This dualism in which a modern sector. with a dynamic of its
own.has been placed on top of a traditional sector. with a dynamic of its own,
will continue to exist as long as there is peripheral capitalism. which precludes
any development that w1l1 benefit the entire population.24

In an application of dependency theory which generally lacks sophisticated class

analysis. one may be locked into categorizations of indigenous, dependent. rural. and

poor inSiders being sold down the river by their ownbourgeoisie (those who control the

means of production) to external. capitalist exploiters. These categories in facile

application may become quite literally black and white and thus mask the subtleties

with which exploitation and subsequent dependence occur.

At any rate. functional dualism and other approaches to analysis have not yet

been much applied to Melanesian states. There is. to say the least, not a lot of interest

in identifying the mechanisms of surplus extraction. Perhaps this is in part due to the

lack o~ the grtm Latin American proportions of peasant and rural problems. In the

Solomons. Vanuatu. Fiji and many parts of Papua New Guinea as long as there are no

major natural disasters such as cyclones. most rural people sUll have enough land to

exist in traditional patterns of subsistence agriculture. and in fact. there are many

thousands of people sUll outside the cash economy.

However, those days are quickly coming to an end. As population increases

(perhaps as much as by 3.8% in Vanuatu), as land is turned over in large chunks to

Joint ventures. as people are increasingly taxed. and as desires for manufactured goods

are themselves manufactured. processes such as functional dualism w1ll be increasingly

apparent. It will become more obvious (counter Philibert) that there are classes--or at

least class relations. This is already abundantly clear to the Papua New Guinea

Highland women who wrote the popular song that introduces this chapter: ''You wear a

necktie. you're a big shot."
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In the case ofVanuatu there is a great deal ofrhetortc about Melanesian

socialism. The 1980 constitution returned all land to the "custom" (traditional) owners.

Theoretically. all land is held communally and can never be sold. only leased. Houses

on top of land in the municipal areas may be sold. but again. the land is only leased.

Communal ownership of land does not comprise any more than an attempt at

socialism. and anyway. in Vanuatu. returning land to the custom owners was the most

important part of the drive towards independence in rural areas. In the rural areas. it

was a return to the traditional that was discussed. not soctaJtw.

The owners of the means of production are for the most part expatriate

capitalists. Although the mode of production appears not to be fully capitalist. because

many rural people are still relatively self-provislonJng. they are mcreasingly being drawn

into cash cropping through minor taxes and capitalist ideologies that promote material

desire. In any case. it is increasingly difIlcult to reconcile the notion of a Melanesian

socialist state with Vanuatu's international off-shore banking center and no corporate

taxes.

The above supports Wallerstein's central thesis that everywhere the world

capitalist economy is inexorably drawing in resistant groups to its processes and

relations. This process of drawing in is complex. Increasingly polarized class relations

are evident. but it is hard to pin down actual classes. because there is yet mobility in

and out of categories and the categories themselves have been changmg during the first

decade or so of independence.

There is a range of peasants from those still outside the cash economy to those

beginning to feel the squeeze of functional dualism and a tiny handful beginning to be

selected out as the carriers of transnational agribusiness. tourism and the l1ke--rtch

peasants.
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There is a small group of rural and urban micro-entrepreneurs who are matnly

service oriented rather than producers (see Lamont 1984 and Crocker 1985).25 The

micro-entrepreneurs may be a truly mintscule, emergent national bourgeoisie. although

since all business relies heavUy on outside products and contracts "national" may be a

misnomer.

There is a much larger international bourgeo1s1e increasingly engaged in the

management of foreign owned businesses (Japanese and Australian hotels for example).

state enterprises such as commodity boards. and managers of joint enterprises which

are for the most part agricultural or basic commodities producers and

supplier/distributors.

F1nallythe government and its agencies may be characterized as a state techno

bureaucracy. Although fewsalaries actually derive directly from aid flows. much of the

public employees' work is based on the management of aid funded projects. Ever

increasing aid flows and new projects mask the lack of real accomplishment on the part

of service and extension agencies. It may be argued that this last group is then also

part of the international bourgeoisie as well. This last group is also where the majority

of techntcalinstltute and university graduates fit in. Again. untll very recently, the bulk

of education was received from expatriate teachers and/or overseas as well.

V

In order to be more precise about 1nfluences on research relations, documents

issued by the various states during the heart of the research freeze were examined. The

Vanuatu documents are particularly instructive.26

Referr1ng to any of the Development Plan reviews published in these countries,

one finds statistics on amount of recurrent budget either directly supplied by former

colonial powers or 1nd1rectly generated or related to aid projects.27 Papua New Guinea

is stlll tremendously reliant upon Australia, whereas Vanuatu diversified from complete
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dependence on Britain and France to smaller inputs from Australia. New zealand.

Japan. Canada. and others through non-governmental agencies.28

The Vanuatu statistics are 21.5 and 14.2 million US dollars worth of aid from

France and Britain respectively in 1979 down to 1. and 4.8 mJ1l1on respectively in 1984.

Planners often use these sorts of statistics to produce analyses demonstrating that

dependency on the fonner colonial powers Is decreasing and self-re1JanceIs increasing

with attendant calls for greater economic expansion. This sounds logical. but "greater

economic expansion" usually means trying to attract more foreign investment and aid

projects. all of whiCh have many strings attached.

Examination ofJust one month's volume. during the heart of the research freeze.

of the Vanuatu Weekly, Vanuatu's only newspaper. reveals a pattern. Issue No. 62 for

the week of October 19. 1985 notes a 1.2 m1l1ion ECU grant from the EEC under Lome I

and n for heavy equipment for the publie works department. .All of this equipment Is

obviously supplied from overseas and will require importation of parts. fuel, and

expatriate mechanics.

In the same Issue ofThe Weekly. we see that the French government awarded

300,000 vatu (US $2.800 approximately) to translate the new national. companies act

and regulations into French. Presumably. French companies will now know how to

proceed in starting up or establishing branches in Vanuatu.

Issue No. 64 notes a conditional loan from the European Investment Bank for 2

million ECUs to the Development Bank of Vanuatu for part financing of small to

medium scale capital investment in industry. However. through December of 1985 no

Ni-Vanuatu (born in Vanuatu of Melanesian parents) fully owned a business with more

than twenty employees (see Lamont 1984 and Crocker 1985 a). Much of this finance

either moves throughjotnt ventures. or where Ni-Vanuatu do come to hold the
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business. through expatriate consultants and/or decisions about release of funding are

made by expatriate advisors or Development Bank employees.

Issue no. 66 notes seventy prospecting licenses issued. nearly all of which were

taken by eight Australian multi-national mining firms.

Finally. issue no. 68 notes an EEC grant of 590 million vatu or approximately.

US $5,700,000. The Vanuatu WeeklY seems to be the weekly documentation ofwhere

multi-lateral agencies have promoted corporate capitalism.

A further reading of the 1986 issues oflbe Weekly provide documentation of the

erosion of any pretensions to so-called "Melanesian socialism" that the state leaders

proclaimed at Independence. A national teachers' strike was put down by the central

government. L1kew1se, after pressure from multi-lateral agencies and representatives

from InternationalJoint ventures. particularly the Malekula Island cocoa holding, all the

teeth were removed from the new m1n1mum wage law In regards to agricultural workers.

51m11ar relations exist throughout Melanesia. What they all Indicate Is not so

much less dependency on former colonial powers (bilateral relationships) as an

increasingly complex set of relationships with multi-lateral agencies and corporations.

1bis Is essent1al1n understanding what research Is enabled or not. Melanesian

governments are stl11 enormously dependent upon aid flows. Aid In turn comes from

nations (mostly Western) wishing to Influence various policies and foreign relations.

These Western nations also have powerful Interests In multi-national bodies. for

example the United Nations and the various development banks.

Leaning on Vanuatu as the prime example, some of the ways in which multi

national and transnational mfluences have Increased since Independence have already

been sketched.

Although direct British. French. and Austral1an aid is decreasing In Melanesia.

it Is no surprise that the Asia Development Bank and ESCAPhave established regional
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offices there since 1984. .Again. in the case of Vanuatu where before independence in

1980 there were none of these direct linkages to multi-lateral crganizations, by 1987

the linkages. loan obligations. large research stations. and expatriate personnel have

prollferated in magnitudes of millions of dollars for a very small population of 120.000.

Many of the financial packages relate to the promotion of cash cropping and

enterprise development. Although the packages are labelled for small holders or rural

people. they often serve more to promote providers of services and Imported agricultural

products.

Outside ofmajor town areas. plantations. and mines. the hand of transnational

corporate activity does not appear so heavy. nus is deceptive.

In a July 1983 interview of provincial planners in Enga Province in the Papua

New Guinea Highlands. I was told that Burns Philp. an Australian multinational. had

taken very spec1ftc actions that l1m1ted expansion of small holder agricultural

production throughout the hlghlands.29 Apparently. Burns Philp engineered it so that

the-local airline. Talair, would not flY produce down to Port Moresby. the capital. and

other coastal town areas where vegetables do not grow so well as the cooler highlands

(there are no roads from Port Moresby to the htghlandsJ.

Subsequently. Burns Philp continued to import massive amounts of fresh

produce from their own corporate farms in Australia. Note that the highlands represent

the majority of the Papua NewGuinea population and other than wage labor in some

areas on coffee and tea plantations. etc. the bulk of the productive activity is small

holder. selt-provtstoning farming.

Although this sort of machination is only recently coming to be documented.

MelanesianS long smce dubbed Burns Philp ''Bloody Pirates." The previously cited, .A

Touch of Australian Enterprise does document Burns Ph!lp activittes mVanuatu. It

also should be noted in view of the Young Nations Conference call to research the role of
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churches. that a great deal of SP's original Australian support came from Presbyterian

churchmen.

1b1s is the context that outside researchers encounter In Melanesia.

VI

With the increasing complexity of class and transnational relations In Melanesia.
It is d1fllcult to predict what w1l1 occur with soc1al science research
practice In general and participatory research In particular. One suspects that
none of the research moratoriums w1l1last much longer or that they w1llbe
circumvented or that they never really existed In certain sectors.

The above are my May 1987 conclusions In an outline of this dissertation. As

mentioned earlier. concurrent with this writing. I received a letter from the National

Planning Omce of Vanuatu stating that research access Is decided on a case by case

basis by Interested government departments and the Department of Forefgn Affairs.

Personal telephone calls revealed that there is no research counc1l to read proposals. so

that In effect. social research not tied to aid projects remains frozen unless the

researcher already has Nt-Vanuatu government friends who are willing to act on her

behalf. Many of the research institutions supplying agronomists. soll specialists.

entomologists. and others also stlll have the odd anthropologist to employ. The

Influence of large funding institutions on small governments w1l1 probably erode or

weaken most strictures.

There Is Increasing momentum particularly In the field of anthropology to engage

In various ethical codes which themselves are increasingly politically conscious. Some

of the more "radical" forms of participatory research are exemplary, In this context. to

what extent Indigenous grassroots organizations facilitated by participatory research

and/or grassroots values might sustain long term social change Is unexamined to date.

Likewise. the extent to which participatory research was thus far attempted and

subsequently preempted or coopted Is unexplored.
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At independence in 1980 Vanuatu only had eight college graduates. As college

graduates In the social and other sciences clamor for employment. one suspects

research avenues may again be opened up to some extent for nationals and perhaps

closed for foreigners. Yet this does not mean transnatlonallnfiuences would decrease:

rather. indigenous scholars and researchers would tend to become agents of

transnational organizations and busmesses.

All of the above Is not to predict that the forces of transnational capital and

modernity will steamroller over all of Melanesia. The more transnational and modernity

forces operate. the more local people become aware that they are being exploited. For

example. in 1964 an Australian admmistrator-engmeenng the take over of local land

for the huge Bouga1nv11le (Papua New Guinea) mines-was able to get away with quite a

lot: "In one sentence he told the landowners, 'you get nothing'. c1Jmbedback Into his

hel1copter and left...30 In 1989 this behavior 15 no longer possible without meeting or

causing resistance. Bouga1nv1lle landowners have been engaged in armed resistance

and sabotage against the mine managers and their national government who needs the

revenues from the mine.

In the Solomon Islands. transnatlonalloggmg companies and the central

government are meeting resistance from landowners:

I don't want foreign logging companies here: we are unable to go and do the
same In America. Australia. Britain or Japan. so why should they be able to do
It to us? The way I see It. the foreigners are just here to rob us. cause problems
for landowning groups. and run away when they are finished. It should be up to
us to invite companies here Ifwe want them. not for them to force themselves
upon us. I wholeheartedly believe that our elected members are behind
foreigners and overseas companies who come and operate in this country.
They are selling us. and our land. children, chiefs. trees and everything.
(ChiefBmy Anltarau and Chief Sam S1koiaslspeaking to a
reporter from L1nkl·3 1

Given the preceding complex of positions and relations. one cannot make

perfectly accurate predictions about what research 15 enabled. permitted. or forbidden.
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When I learned that research access in Vanuatu was no longer omc1al1y frozen, I

discussed the situation with some fellow Melanesia researchers: Is It that research

supporting aid projects Is permitted? Is It that research in villages Is blocked? Is It that

only those outside researchers who have prior experience In the Solomons or Vanuatu

can find a friendly offic1al to pass their permit application? .Allof the above and Its

opposites are true. we concluded.

Depending upon senior offic1als' ties to rurall1fe, home villages or Islands and

consequent views. one finds different concerns. Concerns overlap and confound one

another: they range from genuine concern about exploitation of local people. to not

endangering foreign ties, to promoting production. to keeping their own aid project

portfolios going.

As we have seen the national politicians. polley makers, and planners do not

have a free hand. but neither do the transnational organizations and corporations.

James Winkler. who writes for Pac1flc Islanders about transnational control. tells us:

The corporation does not have free reign, however. It Is under siege, and Its
attempts to bring others into management Is due to the pressure exerted from
those who are intensely dlssatlstled.

The controversies surrounding infant formula and the Injectable contraceptive
Depo Provera illustrate the anger and frustration women feel toward
unresponsive and impersonal forces such as transnational corporatlons.32

Neither do the local rural people, who comprise the vast majorities in

Melanesian states. have all the answers. In some cases, the acttvltles of transnatlonals

have become less visible to local people as the corporations hire and train more local

middle-level managers. Bishop and Wigglesworth reveal:

Past erttictsm of these companies for their economic domination of the Island
economies is being reduced because of a changed corporate structure and image
but Burns Philp, for example. rather than reducing its operations 15 establishing
Its stronghold in the development of a regional network through agency
agreements and by concentrating on areas such as hardware and construction
where it can be less cnncized for competing with local entrepreneurs.33
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On the other hand. when some situations become visible local people

increasingly react or even resist. As capitalist and transnational forces hold out the

possib1l1ty of riches for all while aid projects also promote ideologies that they are for

the eventual good of all. local people assimllate and come to use these ideas. If this 15

for the good of all. and I am part of the all. how come I am being exploited?

Where then does all this leave the participatory researcher--lf she 19 an outsider?

I recall Foucault:

The reason this kind of struggle tends to preva1lin our society is due to the fact
that since the sixteenth century. a new poUtical form of power has been
continuously developing. Th19 new poUtlca1 structure. as everybody mows 19
the state. But most of the time. the state Is envisioned as a kind of poUtical
power which ignores indMduals. looking only at the interests of the totality or. I
should say. of a class or a group among citizens... But I'd like to underline
the fact that the states' power (and that's one of the reasons for its strength) 19
both an indlvldual1z1ng and a totalizing form of power... We have to promote
new forms of subjectlvlty through the refusal of this kind of indMduality which
has been Jmposed on us for several centuries.34

"Newforms of subjectlvlty." seems like the perfect theoretical justification for

doing participatory research. But part of this new subjectivity should make it

problematic that an indMdual First World researcher canjust go and do their research

to others. Unless a powerfullnvitational element 19 involved. when an outside

researcher engages with local people--even with some elements of participatory or

action research--the proprietorship of the effort remains in the hands of the outsiders.

By lnvitationalls meant that the research population has already engaged in definition

of the problem and that they have actively sought outside engagement.

I fully realize that this Is very hard on the young university scholar who

genuinely and sympathetically seeks to learn more about people in other cultures or

communities. How would such a person at the UniVersity of Hawaii or Australian

National University engage with people like the Kwaio in the Solomons?
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What this person can do is contact vartous peoples' organizations. For example.

in the South Pac1ftc the YWCA (YoungWomen's Christian Association) is completely

localized and works on locally relevant issues. The Impetus for the movement for the

Nuclear Free and Independent Pac11lc first came out of their Fijian members. There are

very simple tasks that outsiders often can do for such organizations while leammg

enough about local conditions in order to collaborate on any deeper engagements.

For the outsider. this seems incredibly time consuming. One could not start

one's real research for several years in many cases. and even then how does one mow

that local people w1l1 be interested in the same questions as the outsider?

On the one hand. I do not want to make the case that all research about local

people has to be participatory research. But I recognize that saying this obscures some

very serious ethical and pohtical tssues. As one islander explained to me. 'Why should

I be expected to cooperate in any way with some rich person who thinks they have the

right to dig around my house for treasure. And then tell me why I shouldn't object

when they take the treasure awayl" What I call for then is some sustained and

deliberate consciousness ra1s1ng of First World researchers.

IfFirst World researchers go over "there" on government and other grants. then

why don't the people from over there come here and research us. Of course. the oftlc1al

response would be. ''because they aren't trained experts." Then one suggests the

exchange of citizen groups seeking Intormatton on common problems. In practice to

date this is difficult to fund. while funding Third Worlders to come to the First to learn

. to be experts is not nearly so d1ff1cult.

The fourth chapter's discussion of the partlcipatory researcher's role is recalled.

What then, one asks. if national governments are oppressive towards tribal groups such

as the Kwalo. would evading national research strictures be justified? This is a difficult

question. but certa1nly more d1ff1cult for those junior scholars and practitioners from
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outside the PaC1ftc who although keen to leam about the PaC1ftc have no experiential

basis nor local contacts on which to make suchJudgements and risks.

But the preceding is still speaking from the point of view of outsiders wishing to

act ml Pac1flc Islanders. If the vantage is turned around. outsiders will have to walt

unt1llnsiders--Pac1flc Islanders--make their own determinations. For those Westerners

familiar with Melanesia it would then seem that "there is nothing to do. but walt." This

only demonstrates the depth of the interventionist imperative to act on others. Yes.

acceptance of the ethlcalimpl1cations of research critiques in this work would l1m1t the

range of act1v1ties of outside researchers In the Pac1flc. Yet. there are still many tasks to

be undertaken if one supports the resolutions of the Young Nations Conference. The

call to research into the relations between and among corporations. churches. and

various nation states and their effects on rural people has not yet been fully answered.

Bishop's case study of Bums Philp's act1v1ties cited in this chapter is one ofJust a

handful of good. readable studies that have been done. Winkler's Losing Control cited.

also documents transnational corporations in the Pac1ftc context In a form and Engllsh

accessible to Pac1f1c Islanders.

Given a state shaped by complex class struggle and increasingly penetrated by

transnatlonal tnfluences, it is safe only to say that research access w1llcontinue.

although its form may change as the state technocracy seeks legitimacy with groups

and classes who seek greater autonomy. Paulo Freire has said. ''The right cannot

unmask itself. nor can it sponsor the means for the people to unmask it more than it is

willing to be unmasked."35 Depressing as this seems at first glance. there are spaces

for oppressed people and their knowledge to be heard. precisely where their

governments seek to legitimate themselves. There are roles for research outsiders if

they are w1ll1ng to refuse to make local people into objects.
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CHAPIERVII

SUMMARY AND SYNIHESIS

When the Nakety decision was made known, people were ready in all the tribes
... They had already counted their children. So Ifwe had been asked right then how
many children we had for the EPK we could have already given an idea - we lmew how
many children we had. how many helpers we had and which tribe they were in. We
lmewthat :..

(Marte-Adele Nechero-Jored1e on setting up a Kanak People's School)1

I

Participatory research where it is labelled as such and carried out as in the

Appalachia case is not wholly coopted yet. However. with increasing use of the label by

indMduals supported by large organizations from the World Bank to the International

Development Research Centre of canada. cooptation occurs despite individual

intentions. Such large organizations are institutionally incapable both in practice and

language of fully supporting local control or local proprietorship of research and

development efforts. The key is in local control.
.~.,...-.......-

Cooptation lies in the development and/or modernization imperatives to do

something to people. As long as this imperative is not changed. researched people may

be viewed as "poor." "incapable," in short lacking something and hence needful of

operations by outsiders.

These relations continue to be reproduced in research practices through

institutional sponsorship of research. and those organizations' relations to the world

economic order which includes current practices of science and applications of

technology.

Participatory research. wherein local control Is a central value. is proposed as an

alternative to usual research practice. Although participatory research is proposed as a

worthwhile alternative practice. ideal practice is subject to preemptive and coopttve

forces. In order 110t to destroy the task. it 15 important to recognize the limits oi and

l1m1tations on participatory research.
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Ernest Mandel In his Late Capitalism makes extensive critique of late capitalism

as a whole. dtscusstng the commod1ftcation of everything.2 11l1s Includes lmowledge as

a product subject to market forces and manipulation. In view of an Increasingly

commodified world where "Belief In the omnipotence of technology is the specific form of

bourgeois ideology." respect for locallmowledge seems less l1kelythan ever.3 Mandel

states:

To the captive 1nd1vtdual.whose entire life is subordinated to the laws of the
market - not only (as in the 19th century) in the sphere of production. but also
in the sphere of consumption. recreation. culture. art. education. and personal
relations. It appears impossible to break out of the SOCial prison ... In reality.
however. late capitalism is not a completely orgemzed society at all. It Is merely
a hybrid and bastardized combination of organization and anarchy.4

Mandel is not exceptional in seeing the forces of late capitalism grtncUng away.

Various writers of our time. including Jurgen Habennas. see crises of legitimation

appearing.5

The preceding chapters. treat in turn the subjects of closure of research access.

through the cooptation of participatory research as an alternative practice. and general

academic debates on the val1d1ty of usual social science mqutry, These chapters were

Written with the above contradictions in mind. It is precisely in the areas of intellectual

or knowledge production that these crises are most manifest. Likewise. it is possible

that these are the areas where the potential for creative social change lies.

Again. it is crises that provide opportunities for renegotiation or spaces for

polit1c1zation. Mandel in his concluding pages puts it most clearly:

11l1s contradiction. however. Is an Achilles Heel of late capitalism. even in times
of the 'most favorable upswing'. 'fastest' growth. and 'broadest' mass
consumption. For the more that labour becomes objectively socialized and
dependent on conscious cooperation. the more that Jmmediate shortages
disappear. and the higher are the educattona1leve1 and average qualiftcatton of
the typical producer - all the more intolerable w1l1 the direct organization and
technical subsumption of labour under capital become to the mass of
wage-earners. and with it their social and economic subordination.6
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In other words. in order to sell itself. the capitalist system produces the ideology

of the '~er1candream" and even "l1beratory democracy." Concurrently. the more

effective the sell. the hJgher expectations are raised. whether the expectations involve

the persistence of the American dream in the USAor the cargo cult mentality in

Melanesia. Thus. perception of the gap between reality and the sell becomes clearer

and stronger and frustration increases. Again, it is precisely this intersection of

contradiction and crises that opens spaces for alternative practices.7

Given the power of homogenizing forces. it is possible to see local knowledge as

doomed: however. this is the case only if one wishes to keep cultures perfectly intact

and untainted. If this were the case. there would be no point in doing participatory

research. In that event. one would engage in participatory research only as an idealistic

ethical exercise. Because there are crises and contradictions in our world. there are

opportunities for political change. However. to pretend to !mow the prescription for all

of a social problem is a mistake. and anyway. impossible. Thus participatory research

should not be seen as a cure or a tool in achieving a grand hegemony over all current

research practices.

Discussions of relevant theory. particular cases. institutional limits, and the

relation of the state to research have helped to elicit some basic tactics that can be

useful in participatory research. Before synthes1Z1ng and expanding on those tactics. it

is first necessary to reflect on the persistence of certain theoretical practices that lead to

exploitative research and to note how the persistent practices are also changing.

II

Where does participatory research reconnect to theory and what good does it do

for more than a l1m1ted number of participatory researchers. communities. and

movements? Can this be any more than an end-run around the huge middle of

modernity and late capitalism?
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Whtle this does not suggest that localized tactics and strategies are part of a

total hegemonic takeover, it does mean that they must be analyzed in a larger context.

A great part of that context is a major paradigm shift. Oftentimes competing theories in

political economy and development studies have been as hotly debated and labelled as

though they evidenced a major paradigm shift. but such shifts have been rare.

Certainly, many authors, rangtng from radical Marxists to ultra-rightists have claimed

to put forth new and competing theories, but they are still working within assumptions

about unl1m1ted production and consumption and the power of science and technology

to resolve crises. Where these assumptions are unchallenged, there can be sign1ftcant

paradigm shift. Yet, other changes are occurring that are Jmportant enough to be

considered as paradigm shifts.

Rad1cal theologian Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza puts forth a very useful

defln1tion of a paradigm:

A paradfgm defines the type of problems to be researched, interpretations to be
given and interpretative systems to be constructed. Thus a scientlfic paradigm
determines all aspects of scientiflc research: observations, theories and
interpretative models, research traditions and exemplars, as well as the
philosophical-theoretical assumptions about the nature of the world and its
total world view. All data and recorded observations are theory laden. no bare
uninterpreted data and sources exiSt. Equally there are no criteria and
research models that are not dependent on the scientific paradigm in which they
were developed.8

The old paradfgm is going, yet st1llclinging tenaciously to its bases of

legitlmation, while change is coming and in many ways already here. To paraphrase

Thomas Kuhn. when enough of the old guard die offa paradigm shift may occur-9

There is now a distinct paradigm shift. Most recently and notably for

participatory researchers, Peter Reason in Human IngutIy in Action has declared the

paradigm's arrival:

My personal belief is that our basic philosophical stance for a new approach to
human Inquiry has been established. It 19 part of a new world-view which is
emerging through systems thinking, ecologtcal concerns and awareness,
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femmtsm, education. as well as In the philosophy of human inquiIy. It has
been articulated partly by those associated with the development of
co-operative inqutIy: partly by authors such as Lincoln and Guba (1985). who
have provided a quite excellent surnmmy of 'post-positivist' thinking;
and partly by books and articles by a whole range of critics of the
mechanical and reducttonist scientific world-view.l0

The indicators of the arrtval of the post-positivist aspects of the paradigm are

many. The indicators briefly cited In this work are found in works of liberation

theologians. Greens. eco-holistic-sptrttualtsts, quantum physiCs. new thinklng about

power and its relation to lmowledge such as found in the works of Foucault. and of

course. some participatory researchers.

What are the Imp1fcations of this new respect for local voiCes and knowledge?

This respect does not Imply a desire for a return to Rousseau's noble savage. although

that sort of past or future utopian dream has been an anchor and point of InteWgibll1ty.

This paradigm shift surrounds several contested areas. including:

1. person/collectivity

2. relation to nature and others

3. interconnectedness of the preceding

4. time/non-linear time

5. space/geography as that which sustains us

6. purpose of work and play

7. relations of cause and effect and rationality to feeling and myth

8. relations of knowledge and power

So far. these contested areas have not always been connected. After the

categorizing of modernity. it is no wonder that the people working and writing In these

contested areas resist making the connections where they might lead to

homogenization. Here. however it is useful to make a few linkages.

In this Inqutry, the key areas are the relation of knowledge to being and thtnk1ng

and doing. and. as Foucault called it. lithe relation of local and erudite knowledges."
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Important linkages also occur In the relations between the rational, the emotional, and

the mythological.

This Is no simple. clear-cut process whereby the new way ':....11 suddenly take

over all aspects ofmodem1ty that are destructive of popular and locallmowledge. Yet,

what Wallerstein has called the "commod1flcation of everything," and Pac1flc Islanders

might S€\: as tile sell1ng of traditionallmowledge In the form of dances and festivals

staged for tourists, Is being contested.

There Is a more complementmy understanding of these Indicators of the larger

change that Is taking place. To date this Is best described by W1ll1s Harman In "The

Need for a Restructuring of SCience." Harman proposes:

(t)hat science be reformulated. The proposed basis for the reformulation 18 "the
redefinition of the possible," Instead of starting with a Umitlng bias and having
to defend against the anomalous, let us start with the assumption that any class
of inner experiences that have been reported. or of phenomena that have been
observed, down through the ages and across cultures apparently In some sense
exist and have a face validity that cannot be denied. I I

Parallel to earlier discussions of setenttsm In this dissertation, Harman likens

enculturation to hypnosis:

Experienced reality Is. to an undetermined extent, socially constructed ...
SCience, then Is a cultural artifact ofWestem society ... One of the
consequences. however. has been the necessity to deny the validity of a host of
phenomena that don't fit within those limits. As a result. a tremendous
amount of effort has gone Into defending the barricades against. or explaining
away, these outcasts ... 12

Harman attributes three main movements to a restructured science. The three

movements are:

1. From objectivism to participation, wherein one gains knowledge by

identlfy1ngwith the observed.

2. From reductionism to holism, wherein one deals with a whole ecological

system or a whole human organism.
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3. From positivism to consciousness as causal reality, wherein "downward

causation, according to which things are controlled not only from below upward by

atomic and molecular action but also from above downward by mental, social, political,

and other macro propertles."13

The nature of the new paradigm shift Is such that its overarchlng aspects are

d1fIlcult to put Into perspective. Certainly, an Important aspect of the old paradigm of

science Is that there Is a stngle underlying Truth and hence a single model of the world.

Again, one might seek theoretical victory of the new paradigm over the old. This

obscures what Is happening.

To put the paradigm shift into perspective, one might turn to some of the recent

discussions about soft systems analysis. In the soft systems approach to research and

analysis, tnstead of looking for key problems and subsequent solutions, the approach Is

to look at situations rather than problems. Soft systems analyst John Naughton

explains the approach as one where social systems are perceived in subjectively

different ways by their Individual members and there Is a simultaneous legitimacy to

these different ways of seetng.14

In simpler terms, what Is changing most Is the underlytng assumption that there

must be one main Truth at a time, or a "golden key."

Naughton, cites what he sees as the present condition and context of soft

systems analysts:

In those social sciences whose concerns are closest to those of the systems
movement, for example, rival and incommensurable paradigms continue to
co-exist with no sign of a revolutionary triumph in sight. This could
well be what happens in systems also - t.e. the two traditions [hard and soft
systems] continue to exist. and to attract adherents and practitioners, but with
an e"lolcnng consensus about what is the proper domain of applicability of
each.15

It is this co-existence of what 15 seem1Dgly contradictory that is evidence of an

important shift. These very tentative first signs of the shift suggest possibilities for new
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ways of approaching research. But again. seeking one approach or system triumphant

over others obscures the emerging situation.

IV

How can we write about this new paradJgm? By excising from our discourse

(both practice and writing which is itself practice) the words "development." "progress."

''modemfzation.'' "neutral technology." and "objective research." "But!" one Interjects,

"there must after all be some good development and that w1l1 need some good research

by experts: people do have real problems. and the world is quite a mess!"

Nevertheless. the way these categories are constructed is so fraught with the

danger of cooptation--as we have seen in the very deftn1tion of participatory research-

that it may be better to abandon these categories. Retaining these labels and

categories. even with qual1ftcations. 19dangerous. because it is too easy. One sees the

community developer. who has finally realized that her well intended interventions have

done nothing but to make the community more dependent on outsiders. saying.

''Participatory action research. at last. a way to do things in the community!" Where the

doing 19not necessarily negative. the underlying impatience with listening, waiting for

people to do their own analysis. waiting to be called 19 experienced as extremely

negative.

On a theoretical level, one finds more and more scholars engaged in post

structural analysis. On reallz1ng how very dangerous their own former notions of Truth

(and that includes their own research approaches) and so on have become, they see

everything as dangerous-or at least not discernibly ordered outside of our own

ordering. Any ordering of things. to paraphrase Foucault. or searching for underlying

causes. is heavily laden with a w1l1 to power. At this Juncture. such theorists might

characterize the nature of the universe as chaotic. This characterization 1n turn has its
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own totallztng effect as it explains away and invalidates choice-making and action.

patterns and linkages.

As I began to wrtte this dissertation, one important aspect of my theoretical and

methodological approach was to analyze social science research on the Third World by.
focuSing on participatory research. I believed that Foucault's genealogical approach

would be useful for purposes of critique and analysis, but l!ke many of Foucault's

critics I thought it would have to be abandoned when it became necessary to propose

tactics and actions.

After continuing through the dissertation. I have come to see that within

Foucault's work much is impl1cit, and it is worthwhile to use these impl1citindications

as a launching ground. More precisely, Foucault's call for a rea1Jgnment of erudite and

locallmowledge holds potential where it is not disconnected from his statement that

"the greatest indJgnity is to speak for the other."16 This does not preclude local actions

based on both local and global analysis and reflection and action cycles, nor does it

invalidate the work of academtes where they take their own centers of leamJng as

worthy of analysis and make themselves subjects in that process. Foucault addresses

this also:

But ifwe are not to settle for the afilrmation or the empty dream of freedom it
seems to me that this historico-critical attitude must also be an experimental
one. I mean that this work done at the l1m1ts of ourselves must, on the one
hand, open up a realm of histortealinqulIy and, on the other, put itself to
the test of reality, of contemporary reality, both to grasp the points
where change is possible and desirable. and to determine the precise form this
change should take. 1b1s means that the historical ontology of ourselves must
tum away from all projects that claim to be global or rad1cal. 17

Thus what is again proposed here is a stronger emphasis in action-oriented

research on the following:

1. ~oving freely from the spectflc and local to the general and global and back

again.
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2. LinkIng practice and reflection and making every effort to resist the delJnking

that creates separate categories of theory and action done by separate people.

3. Going beyond lfstenlng to the other. and instead making spaces where the

other may be heard. or better yet. l1stened to.

The goal of the above practices Is letting otherness be. Foucault's approach

seems crucial In this respect. because it denies one truth for everyone.

However. for the university-based participatory researcher and the intellectual,

discontinuities appear when Foucault's approach 15 appUed to some cases. Foucault

has predicted that most anti-authority struggles would be immediate: citizens would see

the enemies as those close by rather than as structural causes. Citizens would also

tend not to seek change in larger-scale actions. As we have seen In the cases in the

fourth chapter. people were able to organize and control strategic activities that led to

some more than Immediate changes. This aftlnns that poUtics as a positive practice Is

possible. and subverting institutional practices, while necessary, may not be all that Is

required.

Here we return to the original query of the dissertation: Are there strategies

available for sustainlni critique and alterlni existlni dominaUni Practices of First

World research In the Third World? This question may be answered, but first it Is

important to describe how it should not be answered.

There are two insidious practices and assumptions In most research. The first

is the will to power which leads to constant attempts to derive action guides from

theory. The second is the imperative to intervene in the Uves of those people we have

dMded from us, which results In our seeking solutions to their problems with them.

If I refuse to talk too much about what I would do to those people out there,

then it must be that I think the problems are also where I am as a First Worlder.

Originally, I had not planned on discussing the role of the First World research
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facilitator, because so much has already been written about pedagogical techniques-

techniques that are manipulations to get those people to perform the prescribed

actions. As work progressed, I realized it was not enough to suggest that the facilitator

take an ethical position; something more specific was required to make clear the nature

of the role.

For the above reasons, I have proposed a double helix of actions. In the first

strand of the helix. the participatory researcher and the community with whom she

works do need to engage in critique of the existing situation. ThIs activity may entail

Information gathering. analysis, and subsequent action. In the first half of the second

strand, the outsider or leader(s) of the process may bring In their own specialized

lmowledge and sk1lls. but this Is to assist community members In getting the

Information and actions they want. as well as to keep outside institutions out of the

way. The second half of the second strand must be left open; this Is where the

community Y'. embers decide what to do based on their own subjective experience of

their problems. An outsider simply cannot theorize on any encompassing level about

how to guide a community along the second half of the second strand. This knowledge

and even wisdom can only come out of spec1flc Uved relations and experiences.

The activities of such a research facilitator are based on a willingness to accept

the validity of the other's life experience. During learning and analysis processes the

facilitator must be w1ll1ng to let people experiment and make mistakes. 'Why should we

have to listen to the advice of those who never have to live with the results?" a NI

Vanuatu leader obseIVed?18

Echoing previous calls In this dissertation (as well as In others from Harman to

Freire). a restructured science would then be characterized by participatory scientists

In terms of "a w1lllnlmess to be transformed" and living In a universe of mfmite choices

rather than in chaos. EarUer calls to deal with subjective experience have been
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repeatedly rejected by the main body of scientists as at best personal1z1ng. As Harman

puts it:

Perhaps it w1ll come forward now in more sophisticated form. At the level of
"physical reality." adm1ss1ble data is pr1mar1lyin the form of quant1flable
physical observation. At the organism level. somewhat more holistic kinds of
observations (requiring subjectiveJudgment) become Important ... 19

This new social scientist would also work in a

consciousness characterized by Gramsci as:

rrlhe philosophy of praxis ... a philosophy that has been liberated (or is
attempting to liberate itself) from any unilateral and fanatical ideological
elements: it is consciousness full of contradictions. in which the philosopher
himself. understood both indMdually and as an entire social group. not only
grasps the contradictions. but posits h1mse1fasan element of the contradiction
and elevates this element to a principle of lmowled@ and therefore of action.20
[Emphasis added).

Finally. in poSiting that a clear movement toward a "restructuring of science"

exists. one needs to beware of the dangers of taking this position. Taken too easily. it

may merely contribute to the continuing legitlmation of manipulation of knowledge that

harms many people. and even the earth itself. After all. as we have seen. there are

increasing numbers of social science researchers and community development workers

hopping on the bandwagon of"participatory research" where that research continues to

legitimize tntervention and interference in local communities rather than locally

initiated self-analysis. action. and control. Nevertheless. worthwhile choices do need to

be made and the supporting arguments need to be made intelligible.

As this dissertation progressed it has stll1 been necessary to argue forcefully. as

does Adrian Hnangan in "Kanak Aspirations:"

We're not savages. we're human beings first and foremost. If they let us sort out
our own land. they'll have more than they had before. People have refused to
understand this, But there's no point in discussions if they st1ll think of
us as inferior. When you talk with a Caldoche (white French inhabitant of New
Caledonia). even ifyou're a university graduate. you're sUll a Kanak. a piece of
dirt. I'm sorry to have to talk like that. but there you are.2 1
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Concurrently with the production of thJsdissertation. the author. as mentioned

in the preface. had a major Involvement in a year-long series of seminars and forums

that led to a major international workshop. "People's Initiatives to Overcome Poverty."

The broad background of most of the participants included extensive experience in

part1c1patory research and development. yet one host institution evaluator of the

workshop proposal commented:

In societies that approach a state of equality of opportunity. the people at the
bottom of society tend to be those who lack whatever abilities It takes to ~t
ahead ... ThIs line of inquiry leads one Into the role of genetics in poverty. 2

Ovc:rand over again during the production of this dissertation. through surveys

of literature and actual interactions with so-called poor people. structural causes were

far more Important than other aspects of the so-called "poverty" problem. Although

margJnalized people frequently intemaUze the values of their oppressors. once drawn

into an analysis process most are quite capable of making sense of the linkages and

structures that keep them margJnalized. It 15 this that 15 represented in the opening

epigraph of this chapter: the people in New Caledonia did not need a lot of fancy experts

from Parts telling them how to set up their school. Their own research was exactly

adequate to their objectives: "they knew that." In the final analysis. no one knows

about his or her situation as well as the person experiencing it. Thus. people have a

right to their own self-determination and control over their own knowledge base and

access to knowledge that affects them Is part of that self-determination.

Discussing action research work in factories. William Whyte affirms:

one tries to map the employees' theory onto the managers' theory. one finds that
at the center of each theory Is the same complex of problems. Its implications
however are much more developed in the employees' theory: theirs is richer
more complex and more extensive. The important result concerning action
potential Is that the employees' theory included the two action possibilities
suggested by management. plus numerous additional possibilities ... The main
pOint is that with only minimal external support people can develop a quite
adeouate theorY of their own situation (emphasis added).23
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My sources cverwhelmmgly come to the same conclusion: people can do their

own tnfcrmatton-gathermg and analysis. Apparent lack of knowledge should not be

turned into a deficit theory of lmowledge where ''we know, they don't." because this

inevitably leads to acting on peoples as if they were inert objects. There are varying

degrees of objectlflcatlon of researched populations, but they tend to move from

ut1l1zation of l1m1ted resources for research not deemed useful by the researched

population. to creating dependency, and/or undermining self-analysts and self

determination.

There is a role for outsiders or Insiders. These roles are often quite modest in

terms of skills or basic support. What outside intellectuals can do. which is very

important, is to take seriously the critique side of my helix model and help make space

by revealing. unsettling, or otherwise changing their own practices and those In their

own lnstltutions. This ts what I mean by "studying up."

V

Finally. is participatory research social science? What happens to science if

peasants or local people make an analysis--especially when no outsider ts Involved? If

there is no "real scientist," ts it stlll science? Ifone holds to the type of participatory

research that is discussed in the cases of the Appalachian land survey and the Vanuatu

culture survey while accepting the emerging paradigm outlined here. yes. If the notion

of science is expanded to Include all forms of knowledge. most defln1telyyes.

Nevertheless, this proposition w1ll remain most unattractive to many

mainstream researchers for reasons discussed throughout this work. which amount to

accepting the essentlal connection between knowledge and power. Accepting this

proposition entails accepting a degree of self-analysis and patience with process and

local description, accepted in its own words, which is almost totally foreign to those

raised where the rationalls supreme and the emotional and mythological only
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peripheral. toluther. the traditional researcher's very legitimation to continue working Is

undermined. If locallmowledge is not inferior. then much of the underly1ng rationale

for intervention is undermined.

The cure then is not to attempt a radical revolution towards achieving hegemony

over all the current operations. Rather. what is attempted is an unsettling of the usual

categories and a search for places where the ideological structure of the scient1flc world

manifests the strain of repressing social change. Then one works on those places where

they are labelled as "good." The Appalachian land use survey again presents itself;

when the ARC said its research was neutral. that enabled the citizens' Task Force. to in

effect. say. "Good. that means you couldn't possibly mind ifwe take the research topic

to be land use and its relations to taxation."

I would also suggest that a partial hegemony might be useful for letting

otherness be. That partial hegemony would be over the def1n1tion of participatory

research; it could more clearly be based on local control.

One reviewer has repeatedly asked me. "If all these local cultures are going to be

homogenized into the world-economy. what's the point of respecting locallmowledge?"

Ifyou conceive of culture as a changing pattern of practices that moves in

response to specific groups of people's perceived ideas about the total environment.

then yes, some of those local cultures w1llchange. even disappear. They w1ll disappear

most qUicklywhere a culture is attached to relatedness to a spec1ftcpiece of land and

the people 1Mng in it do so In isolation.

But the totalizing practices and effects of Westem th1nk1ng are so great as to

make invisible the practices that are going on side by side. Conceptualizing a global.

world-economy is a useful model for critique. but tends to have one looking for a single.

counter-hegemonic project. a golden key as It were. Since no convincing counter-
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hegemonic project exists the many other practices going on side by side become less

visible: we are again mesmerized by the culture of science and a single truth.

As quickly as the world-economy is erasing old, primal, local cultures, new ones

emerge. New cultures are built around not a culture of the land, as in Melanesia, but of

work. One might include truckers or computer hackers. The difference is that these

new cultures are always fluent in two cultures instead of the one primal culture.

Several truths exist simultaneously. Partietpatory researchers can choose to treat and

interact with other cultures as if they mattered. rather than attempting to "develop"

them towards a goal pre-selected by mainstream ideologies and inStitutions.

Foucault has said:

Intellectuals must renounce their old prophetic function. In the same way, I
am not thtnldng only of their pretension to tell what is going on, but
their legislative function to which they have so long aspired... I dream of
the intellectual destroyer of evidence and universalities.24

As a participatory researcher and university-based intellectual, I too have a

dream. I think of the fisherman who was too embarrassed by his lack of education to

say a single word in front of lawyers and experts about his threatened llvel1hood. Then.

I dream of a world where specialists would be embarrassed to make pronouncements

about communities without first deeply engaging with that community.
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Analysis 8 (1981): 3) Peter B. Checkland, "From OptlmJz1ng to Learning: A Development
of Systems Thinking for the 19909," University of Lancaster, U.K.: 4) Kathy W1lson,
''Looking at Situations Rather than for Problems," Department of Urban and Regional
Planning, University of Hawa1i, Honolulu, Hawa11; and 5) Kathy Wilson and George
MOlTen, Systems Approaches to Food and Airtcultural Situations (NewYork: John
Wiley and Sons, 1989 in press).

15Ibid., p. 16.

16wchel Foucault and G1l1es Deleuse, "Intellectuals and Power," in l.anituae;e Counter
merom)' and Pract1ce: Selected EssaYS and Interytews, ed, Donald F. Bouchard (Ithaca,
NY: Cornell University Press, 1977).

17M1chel Foucault, 'Truth and Method," in The Foucault Reader, ed.Paul Rablnow (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1984), pp. 45-46.

18Deputy Prime MiniSter Sethy Regenvanu to me in April 1985, Port Vila, Vanuatu,
discussion about a woman's club that was ''making mistakes."

19Hannan, "The Need for a Restructuring of SCience," p. 18.

20AntOnio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, ed. Quintin Hoare (New
York: International Publishers, 1983), pp. 404-405.

21Adrian Hangan, "Kanak Aspirations," in New Caledoma: Essays, p. 226.

22East-West Center, internal memo to the project leader of the workshop ''People's
Initiatives to Overcome Poverty," held in Honolulu, Hawaii March 25-April5, 1989.
Here one is tempted to suggest research into the genetic causes of the frequent practice
of middle-class, middle-aged, European descended males that totally negates the
dfgnity and self-respect of populations that they purport to be helping.

23w1l11am F. Whyte with collaboration of Kathleen King Whyte, ''1YPes of Applied Social
Research," chapter 10 in "Learning from the Field: A Guide from ExPerience (Beverly
H1l1s: Sage, 1984), p, 172.

24Jean-Marie Charpentier, Henri Israel, and Christophe Pants, coordinators, Michel
Foucault: Une Histo1re de la Verite (Parts: Syros, 1985). Michel Foucault in
conversation with Jean Daniel
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..
TEL NO. 312622

TELEX: 2342 HOMSEC FJ

2nd AUc-ust, 1989

Joanna Croke r Fukino
E~st-West Centre
Box 1062
Honolulu
!IA;lAII 96848

Dear J.ladam

APPENDIX B. 1.

11
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

POBox 2349
Oove~9nt Buildings

SUVA I~Vc7~·.1f8
YOUR REF. NO.

Your letter dated 12/07/1989 is acknowledged.

You will have to firs~ seek the decision of the Permanent Secretary
for the ~ucation Re~arch Committee who will be kind enough to furnish
yo~ wi~h relevant details for your preferred reseavch. For your
in:f"onnatiotl this office oonsiders c;iecisions on the applicatf"oh and-~6' .
of :research pe:mits, tJo~current with tho above oommi"ttee's submissions
and recommendations.

Permit forms are available at this office at a fee of one dollar Fijian
(F$1.00). On application research penniis are levied one hundred dollars
Fij1a~. (F$100.00) submitted tosether w~th 2 passport size photographs,
medical report~ police report and certified copies of your aoquired
qualifications or vitae. Once approved research permits are normally
valid for six months, extenable, only after you have permission from
this office and conditionally after you have submitted a detailed
report likewise.

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours faithfully

Secrate~{ for Rome Affairs

CT/as 215
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APPENDIX B. 2•

SOLOMON ISLANDS
GOVERNMENT
Telegrams: EDUCATION HONIARA .

Ministry of Education & Human
Resources Development
P.O. Box G28
Honiara
Solomon Islands
Telephone:

Joanna LYccker Fuklno
East-West ranter
Box 1062
ti3nolulu

l-HAWAII 96848

Dear Madam,

RESEAROl PEOO T APPU rAnON

Your Ref:

Our Ref: MEHm/R/1/1

Date: 1/8/89

lhankyou for your stUI Interest In Sololllln Islands.

Not all research banned and not at all. But since the New Government took
over from the Alebua Govern~ th~ Research Division in this Ministry
establ1shed new post and "tl~";j~""a:"'Research Cklnrnittee to screen properly 4lJ
the incoming research applications.

If you stll1..Lnterest In sclcmn Islands to do some research In your area of
interest ~--OOnlt hesitate to complete the attached application and return
to me for my Colllll1ttee screening.

Yours faithfully,

• IOll'Dn
Research Officer (Ag)
for: Permanent Secretary/MEHm
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APPENDIX B. 3.

FROl-i: R.A.

RESEARCH AFPLICA.TION

1. Name: •••••••••: ••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Underline Surname)

•.......•..............•..... ~ .....•.•.•..•..••.•••.•. ......
2. Address(es) .••..•.•.•..•....•..• (if more than one give all)

..........

........•.....•......••.........•.....•.•..........•.........
3. Curriculum Vitee: (Please include copies of previous research)

"..........•...•.•.••..•.................•.•...••..•••.........
4. SUbject(s) to be studied:- (provide in detail)

5. Areas where research work (specify by eivine n~me(s) of area

where intend to carry out Research work) to be conducted:-

..........•................................•....•..............
6. Details of Funds: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (level and

............•...•..................•...•.........••

....- -,_ .
sources or

fundinl! eg:
,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• private or froc

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a foundation)

~!ethods ot Research/Filmine/Recordinl!: •••••••••••••••••••••••••

8.

.........•......•..........•....................•...•.........•.
(Details of the methods used)

Arraneements for accommodation in the area(s) of Research:

...........••........•.•....•.................•.....•...........
9. Li~t all possible ideas r~r.ardinF the utilization of all research

results: ••••••••••••••.•••.•·•.•.•.•.••••••••••••••••••••.....•.•.

..•.................................•...........•••..............
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• g ••

.•........................................•.....••.•............•
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10.

2

Benefits to Solomon Islands: (List them) . .

12.

14.

.........•••..... ~ •....................•.....•.....•.. ••......••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Name and address of my person(s) in the area(s) willing to help

you (a letter from the per~on(s) should accompany this application):

..............•.....•..•....•.....•~ .......•.......... ... ..........
••.••....•••.•.••..........•..••....•..••.....••••.•••.............
Do you intend to make collections of mat~rial culture or scientific

specimens? (It ~I please list all specimen(s):

..........••..............•...............•......................
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.....•...•.........••...•........•..•......•....•..••.......•....

How long will the research take?

(specify dates if possible): •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

...•.....•......•.......•..................•.•...................

.........••..........••••..•.•..••••...•••••.••••••.•........•...

Do you want to make any other additional statements?

.....•..........•.•...•...............•.••..••...••..•..•......•.
•......•...•...........•.•...........•...•.•.••••••••..•.........
.•....•............••.•.............•.•.......•.•................
.•.........•••........•.......................•...•...............
.... ; .•.••.•.•.......•.....•....•.......•••.•...•...•...........
........•..•..•...................•......•...••..••.............•
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Two referees who can ce~tiry y'~ background by letters:

(a)

(b)

Namei

~d.resst

Name:

Mdress:

,. I•.•............... ~.. ~ , .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•.••...... ,...........•..•.•..•••
•.•..•........••.......•.•.•.••••

16. Signature; •.••..............••.•.••• Date, •••••••••••

cc:

,

Affix a recent signed
photograpQ here.
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APPENDIX B. 4.

REPUBLIC OF VANUATU

NATIONAL PLANNING AND
STATISTICS OFFICE

Office of the Prime Minister

PO Boll 741, Port VUe
v......tu (So..th Weft P.etftcl

REPUBLIQUE DE VANUATU

DIRECTION DU PLAN
ET DE LA STATlSTIQUE

Bureau du Premier Ministre

B.P. 741, Port-Vu..
V......tu (P.clftq.. e S..d Oueall

Ou,/Not.. Ref :

You,Not.. R.f :

042/1/3/LF

Ms. J.C. Fukino
East West Centre
Box 1062
Honolulu, HI 96848
U.S.A •...................-

Dear Ms. Fukino,

20 June1989

I refer to your letter of 14 March. My apologies
for this very late response.

In response to your queries
are no hard and feast rules.
each case on its own merits.

on research there
Government assesses

Should you or your colleagues wish to undertake
research in Vanuatu I suggest you write to:

The Secretary for Foreign Affairs and
Judicial Services
Private Mail Bag 051
PORT VILA (Vanuatu).

with an outline description of the field of work you
wish to pursue, and a request to undertake the work.

Yours sincerely,

J-"'Jules A. ELLIS
~~~ Acting Director, NPSO.
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APPENDIXC

RESOLUI10NS FROM YOUNG NATIONS CONFERENCE

Resolutions and recommendations discussed and endorsed at the Plenary session of
the Young Nations Conference, University of New South Wales, Australia, August 27.
1976.

1. That all social scientists working in the Pac1flc recognise the need to communicate
lmowledge and assist polit1c1ans and/or advisers to understand how problems of Pac1ftc
people are related to local and international political conditions and also to examine
ways in which local people can become more involved in political processes so as to
bring about widespread and beneftcial change.

2. That researchers recognise the need to examine the relationship between systems of
dom1nation and exploitation on the one hand. and conditions of Pac1ftc peoples who are
oppressed and exploited on the other.

3. That foreign researchers be encouraged to study their own social and cultural
systems. power structures. and elites. rather than those of South Pac1flc countries
alone. Three areas which are in need of research are:

(a) The involvement of Christian Missions in the Pac1ftc. including Church
investment in foreign-directed business enterprises operating in the Pac1ftc region.

(b) The motivations and aspirations of universities and their links with the
power structure.

(c) Resesareh into policies of multinational firms whose decisions affect island
nations. including activities and impact of these foreign-based business organisations
in the Pac1ftc.

4. That all governments. universities. and other organisattons acknowledge Pac1flc
island researchers as well-qualified to study change and development in the Pac1flc.

5. That researchers working in the Pac1f1c be required to remain long enough so as to
familfartse themselves with local conditions (social. economic. and political). and to
engage in resesarch involvingthe active part1cipation of local people.

6. That Pac1flc governments be encouraged to provide clear guidelines for Pac1flc
research. and to review these guidelines periodically.

7. That researchers be encouraged to translate their findings into simple language
and/or into the vernacular.

8. That Conference participants express concern over any criteria adopted by various
research and academic institutions for research choice and research appointments
which inadvertently act to desensitlse researchers to the genuine needs and concerns of
the research population.

9. That research on the soc1al and env1ronmentalimpact of multi-national
corporation activities in the Pac1fic be encouraged.
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10. That the products of research contain Information on the methods of
mvestjgation and other useful material so as to assist In the t:ra1n1ng of potenttal
researchers from the host countries.

11. That researchers avoid topics that have been heavily researched.

12. That positive guarantees be given by researchers and institutions supporting
researchers that the products of research be made readJly available to members of the
host country. and in parttcular the research population.

13. That forefgn researchers state clearly. both before and after completion of field
work, their academic and non-academic reasons for eDgagmg in Pac1ftc research.

14. That more attention should be given to research in metropolitan countries.
Including studies of the social. political. and economic implications of their
government's policies on the Pac1ftc. and that the products of such research be provided
to people living in the Pac1ftc.

15. That researchers be encouraged to mvestigate what is being done In China.
Vietnam. and other countries to cope with the problems of balancing economic needs
and Interests.

16. That researchers make every attempt to encourage the research population to
express their needs and aspirations. and to Incorporate these in their work.

17. That Pac1ftc Island governments encourage their own people to recognise the need
to become more self-reliant. both economically and culturallly.

18. That conference parttcipants recognise the social and economic tmplications of
almost total dependence by many Pacfflcpeoples on imported foodstuffs.

19. That the spread ofPacfflc elitism be halted and Pac1ftc elites be made more aware of
the consequences of their policies and actions.

20. That Pac1ftc Island conference members do all they can to Impress on their
governments the need to introduce political change when necessary in order to ensure
a more responsible system of government.

21. That appropriate technology programs be encouraged at the village levelwith
village people taking a major role in the planning of such programs. and 1ncroporating
indigenous sk1l1s and thought processes.

22. That researchers should communicate to others about the negative and
positive effects of technology.

23. That metropolitan countries be encouraged to re-examine the mJgration process
and modify their policies so as to provide equal opportunity to Pac1ftc Island mJgra:nts.

24. That eve.:y encouragement be given to an exchange of peoples (students. workers.
etc.) between countries in the South PacUlc. and between the South PacUlc and
metropolitan countries.
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25. That this Conference deplores the continued existence of multi-national
corporations In the Paetftc Without promoting even and Widespread development and
assisting locally-Initiated business enterprises.

26. That information about the consequences ofvartous foreign-aid Initiated projects
be made more Widely available to Paclflc peoples and Pacific researchers.

27. That Conference participants endorse the resolution adopted by the recently held
conference of UNESCO national commission of Asian and Oceania for the establ1shment
of a soctal science research training and documentation centre for the region. Further.
participants welcome the UNESCO effort to organise a world conference on educational
information and communication and hope that the Pac1flc regionwill be adequately
represented In the conference.

28. That Conference particpants recognise the urgent need for the establishment of a
centre to collate data and d1ssemJ:nate information on past and present research actMty
In the Paclflc. and request consideration be given to establishing such a centre
Independently or through an establ1shed crgantsatton such as the South Pac1flc
Commission. In each region.

29. That a radio service be established between universities and other educational and
research institutions throughout the world. and that each government be requested to
seek frequency allocations for this purpose through the International
telecommunications union. Frequencies to be included are parts of the high frequency
and very high frequency range Including provision for very 1Ughfrequency fac1l1ties for
space communications s1m1lar to those used In the Pac1flc PEACESAT experiment.

30. That Conference members recognise the need to communicate more frequently
with our neighbours In Micronesia. and that Micronesians be Included In future
meetings of this type.

31. That the Conference urges the Director of SPEC to arrange for Wide distribution
and diseusssion of the task force reveiw (More Effect1ye A1dl prepared for the South
Paclflc Forum governments.

32. That as a follow-up to the Young Nations Conference. workshops and a further
conference on specific tssues to be suggested by Conference members be held In
the South Pac1flc.

Resolutions Committee
Ep1l1a Hau'ofa rronga)
Grant McCall (Australia)
Ruth Lechte (FJji)
Boio Dam (Papua New Guinea)
Fllimone Jitoko (Fiji)
Alexander Mamak (Australia)
Stewart Kingan (Cook Islands)
Thomas Ants (Bougantvtlle Island. Papua New Guinea)
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APPENDIXD

INIERNATIONAL SCHOLARLY EXCHANGE:

A STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

(Issued by participants of the East-West Center Conference on Research. Access.
Equity. and Collaboration. held in Honolulu during December 1985.)

The generation of knowledge benefits an societies by increasing capacmes for
choice. enriching diversity of cultures. strengthening human values. and preserving
the integrity of our environment. SCholars contribute to their SOCieties by the
systematic quest for knowledge and discovery.

Although lmowledge flows from the lnsfghts of 1nd1v1dual scholars. the
generation. validation. and diffusion of that lmowledge is greatly expanded through
intemationalintellectual collaboration and deliberate scholarly exchange. The special
concern of this statement is with scholarly exchange and cooperation across national
boundaries to enhance the development and scholarship of an nations. We urge all
scholars and those who facilitate international exchanges to support the prmciples
expressed in this statement.

I. The Spirtt Scholarship:
The fundamental objective in international scholarly exchange should be the

advancement and diffusiOn of knowledge.
Access: To this end maximum possible access to information and research

settings should be provided to all scholars within the lJmJ.tsof appropriate constraints.
Equity: All involved in the pursuit of1mowledgedeserve mutual respect.
CollaboratiOn: Cooperation and collaboratiOn are appropriate means for many

foreign researchers to relate to local scholars and institutions. Collaboration proceeds
from productive partnerships among indMduals and sustained linkages among their
mstttuttons, respect for the social norms and cultural values of societies under study
and the conduct of research whtch results in mutual benefit. Even when formal
collaboration is not feasible. foreign researchers have an obligation to interact
responsibly with scholars and other host country nationals.

n. Elements of International Scholarly Exchange:
A Foreign Researchers: The respect of foreign researchers for their host

countries is crucial to the success of scholarly exchange. Forefgn researchers should
seek to build mutually rewarding relationships with local counterparts and to involve
them wherever feasible in the research process. Forefgn researchers should share
research s1d11s with indigenous scholars and be willing to contribute to the development
of scholarly resources and academic programs in host countries. Forefgn researchers
should become famfltar with local research and development goals. and. where possible.
orient their research to contribute to host country needs.

B. Host Governments: Agencies of the host country whfch frame the general
conditions under whiCh forefgn researchers work in their countries should implement
regulations consistently, act promptly on appucanons to do research. and make clear to
forefgn scholars the reasons for their denying access. NatiOnal policies on access
should be disseminated widely. Facilitating agencies can play invaluable roles in
supporting collaborative arrangements with local counterparts. interpreting the role of
foreign researchers to other domestic agencies. and making the results of research
available to relevant agencies and interested audiences in their countries.
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Sponsoring Agencies: Sponsoring agencies enable researchers to do cross
national research. These organizations should. where appropriate. encourage and
select research projects that are genuinely collaborative In conception and
implementation. They should suggest ways to harmonize foreign research projects with
the research agenda of host nations. Such agencies should also provide financial
support for supplemental services to local nationals to facilitate scholarly Interaction.
These agencies should Increase flexibility In research projects by reducing funding
restrictions for grants. particularly with respect to timeframe.

D. National Counterparts: Local scholars are urged to assist foreign
researchers to gain access to sources of information and provide guidance in
appropriate scholarly behavior and expression In the host country. They can also be
helpful by Interpreting to communities the nature. purpose and value of the research
undertaken by foreign scholars. Where possible and appropriate. each researcher
should work closely with a national counterpart.

E. Graduate Students: Young scholars may also be able to contribute to
mternattonal scholarly research. Independently or as members of teams. Where
feasible. senior researchers In foreign settings should engage scholars-tn-tratnmg from
both their home and host countries to develop the younger generation of researchers.

F. Data: Scholars in the host country should have access to all data collected
by foreign scholars in the course of their research. since such data can be of
considerable value to future researchers. both local and foreJgn.

G. Research. Publications and InformaUon Exchange: Credit for discovery and
royalties. if any. should be allocated according to contribution without distinction of
country of status. Research findings should be in the public domain. both locally and
InternaUonally. There should be strong support for libraries. archives. databanks and
publishing facilities among nations. It is particularly important to disseminate relevant
research findings from developing countries.

m. Professional Standards for Openness of Inquiry In International Scholarly Research:
Conducting their research in new social and intellectual environments. foreign scholars
must appreciate the norms for appropriate scholarly behavior in the host society. While
respecting the universal value of academic freedom. foreign scholars should recognize
that responsible exercise of academic freedom must be sensitive to other values that
serve the public good of the host society. These values include:

A Preservation of National Security: The work of foreJgn scholars should be
consistent with the requirements of national security in the host country, They should
not violate "guidelines restricting access to regions or data. Foreign scholars should also
refrain from participating in the politics of the host country. Nor should they
circumvent domestic regulations or laws. such as those relating to the export of cultural
artifacts. The scholarly intentions of the foreJgn researcher must be genuine.

B. Respect for Cultural Norms: Forefgn researchers should Inform themselves
about and respect local cultural and social mores of the host country, They should also
protect the rights of human subjects involved in research through appropriate
safeguards.

C. Preservation of Research Material and Opprotunity: Mindful that the
observer Inevitably influences the observed. researchers should respect cultural and
natural systems under study to avoid destroying future opportunities for research.
Foreign scholars should endeavor to leave research settings more open and responsive
to subsequent inquiry than when they arrived.
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This statement of principles was drafted and endorsed by an international
conference on .Access.EqUity and Collaboration in East-West Scholarly Exchange held
at the East-West Center in Honolulu. HawaJion December 11-15. 1985.
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